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A tiny flicker of llght gleamed from under his hand, and an instant later a small blaze was kindled at the base.
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CTT :\PTER I.
TTIE STILL RIVER SCUOOLilOCSE.

"I:ctter look out, mister, or they'll l.ic hca vin' rocks at y... .
The one to whom th:s warning was addressed had just li ro ught
his bicycle to a halt and stepped off.
lt ¥:as an easy thing to do at that spot-much easier than it
would have been to have kept on.
Not that' the road was not level enough, but the sand was nearly
nnk1l· deep, and Jud Fenwick's pneumatic tire~. at the point where
they came in contact with the earth, were "out of si;;ht." This
term is used literally, "r:d not as n joke.
Jud Fen\\'ick rested his wheel against a tree, and calmly wiped
the perspiration from h'is face, while he loukeJ down at the
youngster who seemed so solicitous for his safety.
Jnd Fenwick was ve ry deliberate in m:mner, and similarly so in
speech.
"And who should be heaving rocks at me?" he inquired, as his
gaze wandered from the face of the boy out across an oprn ficlcl,
\\:here between twenty and thirty boys, of all ages, appcarc<l tu b.c
cngagcd in some sort of a squabble.
"Because the S:mford fell ers say they ain't goin' ter IN the Still
River master step root inside the schoolhouse-not unless he can
lick the whole of 'cm."
Just the suspicion of a smile seemed to twitch th" corne r s of
the young m:m's mcuth, as he looked !Jack to the fa.:c of the
l.ioy again, and said:
'"\Veil, if I have sueh a he~vy job as that on my hands, I ought
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to ha\'c g:nn more time to my dumhbcll s and less to my hooks
Lcforl" ta king this school to tead1. I.Int ne,·cr 111i11d; p.:rhaps r
can manage tn get insi<le thl! schoolhouse; after all; and, if l .:an"t
step in, r can fall in."
'
As he spo ke, the youth gave a hitrh to his trousers, another
glance at the rushin g, yellit)g throng of boys, thtll a1,Jiroach<:d the
little, red-painted schoolhouse, which stood \V<.:11 !Jack frum the
stri-. of dusty road.
It was in iront of rhis bu ilding that the hostiliti es between the
Sanford and Parksburg boys were in progress.
The affray, if such it could be called, seemed to be subsiding
when Jud Fenwick approached.
The !Joy who had warned him of his danger from flying rocks
had followed close at the young man 's heels, eying the <lusty
bicycle, 'rith its scratched, dented handle-bars and well-worn
tires. with an envious and admiring glance.
There was a small sh('d near the schoolhouse, and l'cnwick ran
his bicycle into its shelter, and lockeJ 11 before doing auydung
else.
As he rcttJrncd to the front of the schoolhouse, 1c came near
colliding with an awkward, 01·crgrown youth, who was nearly as'
old as himself.
Thi.s youth had blue eyes, generous cars, a freckled skin. and
!urzy checks.
"You are tlrn new master?" he questioned, after he hacJ seemed
to size Fenwick up in a quick, critical glance.
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"I have engaged to fill the place. But I suppose -it remains to·
be seen whether I succeed or not," said Fenwick.
He said this in a tone and with atl expression of confidence
that seemed to strike the big fellow favorably.
"You've put it about right, I guess," the other returned, with
a faint smile. "Not that I think the Parksburg fellows wi)I
cause you arty trouble. The Still River district used to ·have a
hard name, :rnd some of the masters have had a pretty hard row
to hoe." But it looks to me as if it was goi ng to be uphill work
for any man to teach in this schoolhouse before the row betwixt
the two towns is settled."
FemYick looked :H his watch. and saw that it was exactly haHpaSt eight. The contention in the schoolyard seemed to have subsided •. and he noticed that more than one-half of the pupils had
gone to the east side of the yard, while the others had betaken
themselves over to the west side.
·
T .he door of the schoolhouse stood ajar; and· several windows
were open. There was the sound of some one n)arching heavily to and fro inside.
·
· '
Yet apparently few, if any, of the boys had yet gone in. As
none of the girls were in sight, the young master assumed that
thc·y had sought safety in the "hall cif learning."
"I had heard something about the dispute," Fenwick said.
"But I thought most likely it would turn out to be talk when the
day for opening the school arrived."
"It's a good deal more than talk, as you will find out. I am a
Parksbnr'g boy myself-probably you didn't notice me "·hen you
called on my father to see about gcttin' tht: school last w ck?''
· ·Jnst a suspicion of a smile lurked round 'th<: hom ely face of the
fdlow as he said this. And the smile was reflected upon the
face of Fenwick.
"So you are one of the Crockett boys?" the latter asked.
"The top one of the fl ight," grinned the other. "You know,
th.cy call us' a pair of stairs-only nine of us in all, · so far, running from Andy, which is my name, down to Tad, who has not
seen quite three months yet. Tad and me are the most alike in
one. way-we are both of us pretty green."
"\\'ell, I am not likely to haYe Tad to look after at present,"
Fenwick returned.
"Not a great deal, that's a fact. Bnt you may have a chance to
trot him on you r knee one of these cYcnings. You know, the
master has to board round in the Still Rivc.:r district, so you'll
have n week to spend among the Crockett brood. Still, ma
cjocsn't expect the schoolmaster to t'ake care of "the baby very
much while he is boardin' with us, so yOtJ ·needn't be anxious."
There was a twinkle in the eyes -0£ Andy Crockett as he said
this that indicated that there was sbme kitld"of ·a i1oke 1 lkhind his
remark which .he did not care to explain.
"Dut this isn't what I come out here to tell ye. You see, the
schoolhouse really stand~ on the Parksburg side 'o f the line. . But,
before the town was di\·ided, the whole of it was known as Sanford. and, as there was some crookedness about . the husin~ss
wliich nobody sekms to understand, the Sanford folks claim that
the Still River sehoolhouse belongs to tht:m, and that the biggl'..st
. part of the buildin.g is on tht:ir side."
1
"Hasn't th ere been a survey taken?" Fcnwkk nsked.
"Yes, half a dozen of them, and that's what's the matter. If
t!J..,re hadn't b.etn lmt one; and _tl1e bo1111ds set then, that would
hn\·c settled th~ 1=asc. But, as it is, there 3re stonus :!nu ~takes
enough s,c t tu sl1ow.. wh1:re the line ~<;hf:ccn tht..' tQ\l}IS comes to
vuzzic a Phiiaddphia lawyer," ,
"Httt wht"r•; are the original hounds?"
"A.n imaginary line between two pirch trees. The l!ghtning
5trUC~ ,OILC of them and tore it Up by the roots, and SOffit:bOdy, by
-'

~

'

.

mis"takc, eut down the other. Now the bounds arc lo$t, except as
some fellers swear that they remember them."
"A queer state of affair,. But I should have thought that the
Sanford and Parksburg sides 111ight have settled it without seLtin~ the boys on both sides of the line ~o fi::;hting."
"Oh, the boys always done more or less fightin'-&ornc of them
like it better than catin'. Ifs just the sa111e with the votin' popu•
lation, for. that matter. The Parksburg and Sanford ends oi the
town have always done more or less disputing, and that's why
th ry petitioned th~ !egislattfre to dh·idc the town. Bnt what I
have come out here to tell ye wa s that _ye have got soincthin' to fight
ag::tinM bcsi<lcs the boys from the.: other side. l reckon if ye have
got plenty of backqone you could fetch them around. into -line.''
The youth seemed to hesitate befor<: telling what was on his
mind. ror at that point he paused, and seemed to be listening to
that measured trrad within the schoolhouse. At the same time
he raised hi~sclf on tiptoe and tried to look in through a window.
Andy Crockelt's hesi tation and evident unt:asincss excited Fenwick's keenest curiosity.
Once more th e young an looke<l at his watch, and there was
a decisive ring in his voice, as he said:
I
"It's ten minutes of nine, Andy, and if I've got a battle to
fight, the sooner I get inside and mount my guns, the bcttc.:r."
As he spoke, Fenwick took a resolute stride toward the door.
But the hand of the tall youth detained him.
''\rait !" An<ly exclai med. "Sanford has hin·d n man to teach
the school, too. It is he that you l1car walking to and fro."
"\Vhat ! an'other man bcl'n engaged to teach the school?"
"That's just it. T'othe r is a man of forty-five, if I'm any judge
of looks, :rnd 11c is just the sort to rather lick a boy or crowd him
than to cat his dinner."
"T ought to have been· told of this before," Fenwick said, a flash
in h is eye and a sharp ring in his voice.
"There ain't nobody to tell you. since nobody knew it till this
morning. He was there when I got here, tra.mpin' back and
forth, just :is he is now."
"Have you sern him?"
"Only through the \\'indow."
"Do vou know his name?"
"I h~ard one of the Sanford boys s:ty it was Crane."
Ft::.n.w :ck recoiled, as if l~e had been smitten by a blow.
"Crane, you say? And forty-five or- fiiry years oici? How does
he look? Tcll me that the best you can, Andy Crockett!"
"He's thin, wiry, with a big under jaw . and a rim of hair
aroun<l hi~ head that makts him look like--"
"That"s enough . . It is· Theron Crane, and, if tqrre· ii; n man
in the world who hates me and would like to injure me:, Theron
Crane is that man."
"V.'L'll," drawled Crockett, "yoit'll never have a better chance to
C"ican the row up between ye than you 'll have in the line sc.11001h<;nse that the Sanfords and Parksbnrgcrs are fightin' over."
For the third time, Fenwick glanced at his watch.
"\\'ell, / \ mly, I ~uppose you can be counted on as ;i pupil t<>. day?" Fenwick asked.
'
"Y c can count on me and on the whole Crockett flight, down
to JJan," grinned Andy.
"\\'ell, troll your brothers in, with as many other P::trksburgcrs
as \viii follow. and I'll try fo hold sdiool in one end of tqc buildiug, c\'en if Theron Crane tric:s to wield the. rod in the other."
With this, Jud Ft:nwick 'threw back his shoulders. held up his
head in a peculiarly defiant way, and· entered the Still Riv;t:r
schoolhouse, with all the airs of one who exp~ct_cd to b!-! ma.£tc;r.
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CHAPTER IL
A YOUN G MASTER AND AN OLD C?\E.

The Still River schoolhouse was built to accommodate about
forty p upils.
Only a few fem inine f.lupils had presented th emsel ves from the
Sanford side on th:s morning when the Still River school was
supposed to open its autumn sc,sion.
Th e Parksburg girls. however, were out in full force, and, when
J ud F enw ick ente red the room, he found them all in their scats.
But, as he crossed the thres hold, he felt that more than a dozen
puirs of anxious eyes were fixed upon him.
Mr. Theron Crane had just come to a pause in his pacing, an d
was in th e act of looking at hi s watch preparatory to calling the
pup ols to their scats.
His back wa s turn ed to the door, and Fenwick, giving him just
a glance and allowmg his ey es tu sweep over the feminine pupils,
stepped quickly and lightly to the small. ra ised platform upon
which was placed the teacher's table and <:h ai r.
\Vithout h•:sitatio n , Fenw:ck struck the call bell a double blflw,
al'!d the emphasis an d decision seemed to exemplify the t rue nature of the young mast~r.
Even as he struck th e bell, Andy Crockett, followt'd by the
oth er five stairs of the Crockett Aight, came clumpin g into the
room with a m ost b usinesslike clatter.
Mr. Theron Crane wheeled quickly, and his d eep-set "yes,
opened,, to their widest ('Xtcn t, fell upon the nthlet:c, youthful
figure which had so unexpectedly assumed command of the 1ituaticn.
Tne Crocketts were th(' l first to rn~e r their seats, which , accordi ng to a country costom, they had chosen at an early hou r
that morn ing. T he.')' w er e followed by other boys, who, but a
sho rt time before, had been engaged in a rough-and-tumbl e fi ght
in the yard.
11r. Theron Crane did not occupy many seconds of time i;1
taking in the situat ion.
He .not only realized that th e t eacher employed by the P a rksburg town sh ip h ad tak en possession of the teacher's desk, and so
st ole n a m arch on him, but h e also recognized the face of his
riv al.
''Take your scats, please," came fror,n the lips of Fenwick.
· All the pupils were actually In their seats at the time. But,
with a half glance at Crane, Fenwick made as if he mistook the
latter for one of the pupils who was less prompt to come to onlcr
than his fellows.
Mr. Crane understood the hit, althongh he was not quite s11re,
of course, that Fenwick n oticed and recognized him.
W it h a quicker step than that whkh he had used in his miirti ;i l pacing of the room, the Sanford master approached th.: platform.
Th en, for the first time, d:tl P"enwick meet h is gale fairly ~nd
squarely.
"Ah, so it's Mr. Crane!
ing.

I am s11rprisc<l I" was Pcnwick's

g~cet

"So it's you!" Cr:rne snapped back, without the slightest pre·tention of ci '"ility.
"So it appears," sa-i<l l't'nwick. "But, if you arc going to visit
my school on tl1e first day, you would have obliged me if you had
waited till I got things into running ord~r. 1f yu11 will take a
sc.1t. you shall have a chance to see how a greenhorn starts in to
run a school."
. Fenwick stifl spok~ ~,-ith w ell -si111ulated good nature. Tlc was
determined that lhe Still River buys should sec lhat, if lhcrc were

3

any trouble between Crane and himself, the first offensive demonstrat ion came from the older m an.
"But I have been employed to teach this school myself, and you
will oblige me by stepping down and out!" Crane cxclairn t'd.
"May I ask who hired you for this pos ition? " F enwi ck mildly
asked.
"The com mitteemen of Sanford-who should you expect to hire

me?"
"!\fay I ask, M r. Crane, what the town o f Sanford has to do
with a schoolhouse in the town of Park sbnrg?"
"The sch ool isn't in Parksburg, :i.s you ought to know."
"I '"Im sorry, l\I r. Cran e, that what you know and what J know
doesn't square any better , but, from th e best informati on th:it I
can get, th is is a P a rk sb urg school, an d on tho: Parksb urg side.
At least, the greatest number of pupils are from Parksburg
famili es."
" As far as I a m conc r rned , it looks to me ;is if the matter w:is
about !S broad as it is long. You werr hirrd hy th e Parbh ur,g
commi tke, and l came here in good faith to fill my <.:11gagl·mcnt
wi th the Sanford commi ttee. But th e m erits of the c1u cstion as
it looks to me all favor the Sanford side. In thl' fir st pfa cl', I am
the older mm, an experienced teacher, while you arc only a boy,
a min or, and if the trut h wer e known--"
Theron Crane's malicious eyrs were fixed upon the face of Fenwick as he uttered these words, and he suddenly interrupted himself.
The boys, watching th e fa ecs of the two m en. eager to witn c~•
the outcome of this ccnRict of authority, saw that a slight shaclc
of pallor crossed the cheeks of Fenwiek.
At the s3me time ~om c thing like a sneer of triumph curled the
thin lips of Theron Crane.
"I can't see," s1 id Fen wick, at last. "t hat this matll:'r can be ~ct
tlcd by our arguing over it. And, in the meantime, n ei tlH'r o( u~
are doing the duties for which we were engaged. One thing is
certa1n-mo re tlrnn two-thirds of the pupils are from Parksbnrg."
"How should l kn ow from which side of the line they come?"
"I think it wouldn't take lon g for yo11 to satisfy yourself if you
were to take a vote. Unless I am mistaken, th ere isn't ~ Parksbu rg boy here wh o would be willing to be counted on the Sanford sid~."
"You bet w e wouldn't!" came from the back part of the room,
about midway up the llight of Crockett stairs.
F enwick's eyes llashcd toward the point from whence this retort came. and he was seen to give a silent s h~ke of the ht•ad,
which was taken as an injuncti on to observe silence.
" I mttst ask yo11 to give np the chair and desk to me without
further parleying," said Crane. s11arply.
"I .will hae to decline, when it com es to that. vVe needn't try
to sett le the di~pute between the two towns, for we Mnldn't <lo
it if we tri ed . Uut, as far as our put of it is concerned. it
nc(' cln't hind er your takii1g charge of the Sanford pup ils until the
m <1 ttcr can lie p:itched up so we shall know who has authority
here. I make out about fourteen Sanfordites, all boys, showin f{.
1 s11pposc, that the town is going to be a warlike one. At any
rate. Mr. Crane, l'll all o w you the use of one end of this l.iuild ~
ing, antl le11d you my chair and such other ut ensils as you may
need to open school with. If both of us keep good order, I don' t
see as there is any need of our interfering with each other."
Oddly enough, the unique proposition of Fenwick was actu:illy
carried out.
And n e,·cr bl'fore had there hccn such good order or so many
lesson s learned upon the first day of school · in the Still Rin:r
distnct.
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CHAPTER III.

want. I'm one myself. To put it .straight and fair, Mr. Fenwick,
the two ends of the Sanford township have been quarreling for a
good many years, and, now that they haye been legally separated,
The dwelling where Fenwick was to spend tl1e first week of his
if there's to be any trouble, we'll leave off qua rrding and take to
stay in the Still River district stood but a short distance from thc
fighting!"
schoolhouse.
From the window of his room in the \Veyman farmhouse, FenThe latter was invisible from the house, however, on account
wick could plainly see the narrow patch of land in front of the
of the trees which grew between.
schoolhouse, though he could not see the building itself.
As it happened, the family, with whom Fenwick was to spend
. The prospect of an exciting time on the morrow made the
his first week sent only one pupil to the school, and that one was
young man wakeful.
a swet";t-faced young girl of not quite sixteen. Her name was
It was considerably past midnight when he slipped out of bed,
Edna Weyman, and her father was one of the most prosperous
and, going over to the window, which was open, looked out upon
farm ers in the district.
the peaceful night.
Andy Crockett, who had taken a strong liking to Fenwick,
There was no moon, and the sky was thickly studded with
made it in his way to fall in with the latter as they walked homestars.
wa rd.
'
As he looked over 'toward the schoolhouse, he saw sevcrnl
"What are you going to do about it, Mr. Fenwick?" asked
lights which were 'not stars moving to and fro and zigzagging
Andy. "If you had ~eally wanted the Parksborg fellers to pitch
about in the yard in front of the schoolhouse.
in and trot that old fell er out of the building, I've no doubt but
"I believi;: I'll find out the mean'. ng of this business, j.ust for
they would turn out and do · it for you in fine shape."
fun" muttered Fenwick, as he slipped silently into his clothes
"I want nothing of th~t kind, Andy. And, if any of the Parksand' slid noiselessly downstairs, unlocked the door and ran swiftly
burg boys had tried it, they would have had to settle with me,
along the dark road toward the twinkling lights.·
you may be sure of that."
It was his purpose to get enough mon ey by hook or by crook to
Andy Crockett shrugged his shoulders, and made no reply.
pay his way through college.
Mr. Andrew Crockett, father of Andy and the rest of the
His encounter with Mr. Theron Crane had r ecalled something
Crockett flight, was rather a quiet sort of man, with a strong will
to his mind which he would have liked to forget.
and a streak of obstinac1 in his nature.
That there was a possibility of M r. Crane bringing to light a
Since the dispute had arisen between the two towns as to the
certain episode in Fenwick's past life made the ybuth rather unownership of the line schoolhouse, the management of the Parkscomfortable in his mind.
burg side of the affair was left wholly in the hands of Mr. AnJud Fenwick had a life secret of his own which at this time he
drew Crockett.
was very loath to have made known.
Fenwick, therefore, in presenting his case to Mr. Crockett,
For some minutes he stood in the roadway, thinking.
<'.S he did t)iat night, found that it was not entirely plain sailing
Then he suddenly remembe,red the lights in the schoolhouse,
in that quarter, e\'cn ..
which he had started out to investigate.
"I don't know what I can do about it," the man declared, in
From where he stood, even the yard of the schoolhouse was inhis short, jerky way.
visible.
"Well, what can I do about it?" Fenwick asked.
But a few yards further brought him in full view of the yarcl,
"\Vhy, it seems to be all plain sailing for you. The town of ,
and a low ejaculation of amazement escaped his lips.
Parksbnrg has hired you to teach the Still River sc)1ool, nnc!
Fully a dozen men, or boys-if there were any boys among
you've agreed to do it. So just go ahead. If any of the buys
them they were full-grown-were gathered about the schoolgive yon an y trouble, lick 'em. If you can't lick 'em, expc! 'em.
hous~- some of them hu rrying to and fro, many of them with lanThat's all there is to do."
terns,' while out in the road that lay in the direction of Sanford
"But about the boys from the Sanford side?"
was an ox team.
"Don't let 'em come into the schoolhouse. If they come in,
The team was loaded with some sort of frei ght, but from that
put 'em out."
_
distance, among the shadows, Fenwick could not distinguish what
Fenwick wa5 smilin'g by this time, . although. his face was
it was.
averted from the gaze of Mr. Crockett.
Concealing himself in the thicket, the young schoolmaster ob"One thing more," said the young master. "What shall I do
served the scene with the keenest interest.
.
with Mr. Theron Crane, whom the Sanford people have hired to
It did not take long to understand what they were abont to rh.
tench in the Still River di~trict ?"
\Vatching them close,y, he was soon nble to make out that the
"The Sanford people cail't employ a master to teach in a Parksboys were the oldest ones from the Sanford side of the line.
burg school," snapped Mr. Crockett.
The others were !l,len from Sanford, one of w~om sceme<l to be
"But they have employed one. and he was on the ground toordering affairs.
day, all ·girdled for the battle, And: I'll :warrant that he'll be on
. A little later, he saw them begin to unload articles from the
hand to-morrow morning."
ox cart.
"vVell, do as you mind with (him. If you can't get rid oi him,
The first object which they half dragged,_ half lifte_d out to the
!-end me word, and I 'll send a ' eon stable over. I g'..iess he woLld
ground Fenwick instan tly recognized as an iron jack-screw.
~o then:"
This was followed by several more of the s~n}e kind, and then
the boys b ' gan to unload ;ome Jargc wuud1;;11 rolle rs.
"All right--th~t's what I wan ted you to say. I have no rig!it
Following these came several heavy timbers.
to lay hands on him, and I wouldn't iike it much i! he laid
While these articles were being unloaded. several other memhands on me. But, as I am re2.sonably sure that he wlil b ~ on
bers of the party we~e at wol'k around the school building.
hand to-morrow, I hope ye~ will have a cons ~abl e .har.dy, for I've
"That's a tine scheme. and no mistake-and a bold one: I" Fenno doubt but I shall r:eed hi:n."
·
wick exclaimed, half aloud.
"You ' won't hav~ far to go for a constable, if that's what you
THE TWINKLE OF LIGHTS.

1
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He watched them a few minutes longer, until th1!re could be no
doubt about what they intended to cjo.
T hen he s~arted back toward the Weyman dwelling.
The Crocketts lived some distance beyond the Weyman farmhouse, and he decided th~t Mr. Crockett should be the first to
know of his discovery.
(
Th,en he realized that the delay necessi tated by his going to the
Crockett dwelling and notifying them, and so beginning the campaign against the enemy, would gi've them an opportunity to do
considerable damage en the line upon which they had started out.
For Fenwick had seen through th eir scheme from the instant
that he had perceived the first jack-screw being unloaded from
the ' cart.
To 'settl.e the doubt as to whethe~ the schoolhouse stood on
S<J.nford or Parksburg land, the enemy had decided to raise the
bnilding on jack-screws, and by means of rollers to remove it,
beyond peradventure, to Sandford territory.
Fenwick, knowing that if he went to the Crocketts' house he
would be too late. moved swiftly and silently back toward the
spot from where he had observed the maneunrs of the enemy.
Here he paused for an instant, his brain intensely active, a
dozen schemes struggling for recognition in his mind-and every
~cheme a good one.
uThat will delay them, at least,!" he exclaimed at last.
In another · moment he leaped toward a heap of brush which
had been left by some choppers who had been clearing some lan<l
along the. roadside.
Here he stopped, crouching close to the brush-heap, and a tiny
flicker of light gleamt!d from under his ha11d.
·
An in stant after, a small bh1ze was kindled at the base of
the brush-heap-a blaze that grew momentari ly larger-that sent
tiny tongues of flame up through the dry material-higher and
higher, until, with a rush and a roar, the whole mass was ablaze!
A. chorus of cries of atr\az;m.e nt came from the Sanford fellows, but Fenwick determined to lose no time in getting to the
house of Crockett.
As he faced about, however, he found himself confronted hy
two powerful men, both of whom leaped toward luru, witb loud,
!igna.ling> shouts!

CHAPTER IV.
JACK SCREWS.

Although Jud Fenwick had been taken entirely unawares, his
assailants did not f.nd it ~xactly a "picnic" to get the best of him.
Wheeling with lightning quickness, both his small, white fists
shot out with a suddenness and precision which taught his enemies something they did not know before.
This something was that it is never safe to assi1me that you
can easily get th~ best of a fellow because he happens to be a boy.
The blows were struck, to so express it, where th.ey would do
the most good. One man was sent staggering backward; and
compelled t-0 relinqui.~h his hold entirely. The other; although
~till clinging to the youth, did so through sheer grit and dcfia~cc,
for' ne was nearly blinded by the sudden and terrific blow between
the eye~.
Thus momentarily relieved from one of his assailants, Fenwick concentrated all his efforts upon the other.
He followed up his resistance with several swift maneuvers.,
combining hi s skill as a wrestler and a boxer in a kind of resistance for wh ich his clumsy foe was wholly unprepared,
Indeed. 'the :i•oung Parksburg r.choolmaster !eemed to be pretty
much alive all over. It seemed. to his a!;.sailant. as if there -. were
half a dozen fist~ playing about his head an<l ears, while 'tl1cre
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were a like number of feet poking at his legs and making it difficult for him to retain an upright position.
· Thus it happened that before the one who had been momentarily beaten off could retu rn to the conflict, the other had been
thrown to the· ground with such force that he was content to lie
very still. So, when the other approached, he found Fenwick so
cool, ready and triumphant, both in his manner and position, that
he hesitated about repeating an experiment which had turned oµt
so _disastrously.
"Now's your chance," said Fenwick, his voice trembling with
an excitement which it was hard for him to restrain. "But perhaps you had better cail a bigger crowd, for it looks as if two of
you wouldn't be enough for me. I don't want to feel that I took
a mean advantage of · you. I want you to feel that you had a
fair show, even if you h~ve to get a dozen more to even it up!"
This· taunt was too plain · to miss its mark.
·
The rnan before him looked a trifle crestfallen as he stpod there,
trying to stanch thel flow of blood from his nostrils, for Fenwick's
fi st had strnck his face plum-center, with the usual results.
"Ye young spy!" the man growled, surveying our hero from
head to foot.
"Oh, I can't stop to talk-if you want more of what I gave
you. step up and take it like a man!"
"If I only had a club, yo u young imp!"
"Better get a . long \:llle, so you won't have to ge~ too near me.
And you had better call up some nwre of your crowd bdore you
do that, for I shoul d hate to tak e a mean advantage of a great
bunch of bones like yo.u !"
In the mean time the fire which had b.een ignited was blazin.!t
and roari ng like a furn~ce.
.
The brush heap, which had been left by some choppers, was a
large one, and the fuel was <;IS dry as tinder.
Fenwick had observed the direction of the wind before lighting
it, ru1d kn ew that there was not the slightest . danger 6f the fire
communicat ing to the schoolhouse or the uncleared Janel beyond.
Indeed, thc ' wincl blew in just the right direction to carry the
heat and smoke directly across the schoolyard, where the men aticl
boys were at work, and even to the place where the ox team was
being unloaded.
So intense was the heat that the men had been obliged to concentrate th eir efforts upon getting the team out of the way, a
proce s which it took some nerve to carry out, since the sparks
and small firebrands were flying around them and over their
heads in a manner which was uncomfortable, 'to say -the least.
. Trhe ~ir '\Vas full 1>f shouts, cries, orders, and a few oaths, which
proved that it was not a highly moral crowd who had thus attempted to steal a schoolhouse and lug it off at midnight.
As Fenwick ceased speaking, he suddenly turned upon his heel
and started up the road at a swift pace.,
.
Ten min utes later he was at the door of the Crockett dwc!!i::g,
and knocking loudly.
..
There was a scrambling within, in respon&e to his knock, two
or .three windows went up,. and theri: was the souncj pf fo<;>tstep$
on the stairs and in the entryway.
·
The door was opened almost as quick!:\' as the windows ha.d
been, and a head and shoplders was thrust out, confronting Fenwick, while other heads and 'shoulders protruded themselve3 from
the windows, so that six steps, at least, of the Crockett flight
manifested themselves simultaneously, all in ghostly attire.
"Whew! \t's Mr.' Fenwick," said Andy, who had opened the '
door . .,
·
"Things ' are rather lively over at the sclwolhouse. I thou&h\
perhaps, you .might like to Khow/' sai<l Fenwick.
. His voice' was calin arid his' speech deliberate.
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No one would have suspected from his voice or manner that
he had but a short time before been t1oored by such overpowering excitement.
'"\Vhat is it? Is that a fire over there? Th<'y aren't trying to
burn the building up, are they?" a~kcd Andy Crockett.
"No; they are not burning it uP-:..they"rc hoisti~g it up!"
"H'istiu' it up?"
"On jackscrcws. It is simple and easy enough to anybody that
knows how."
"What's this you're telling me, l\Yr. Fenwick? Are ye sure
yon arc in your right mind? Or did your first day in the Still
RiYer school upset your wits a little?"
"Say, down there!" came from one of the windows above. "I
guess the schoolhouse is on fire. I can see the smoke and lights
~m~~
.
Following this announccment, every. head which had protruded
from the windows were withdrawn, while there was a thumping
of bare ht'cls on the floor and scr:imbling over chairs, a~d otha
sounds which indicated the hasty putting on of trousers by half
a dozen boys.
Andy had abruptly terminated his talk with Venwick at the
door, and, forgt'tting all the rules of civility, dodged inlo the
house lo get into some attire more suitable in color and more adequate as to length than that which he had on at that moment.
CHAPTER V.
FACE TO FACE WITH AN OLD

E!'<E~!Y.

\Vithin an almost incredibly short time there were six .Crocketts, all in fighting array, pouring_ forth from the Crockett house.
Five of them were steps in the Crockett fl :gh t, while the sixth
was the fathc·r Of the little regiment.
Fenwick had already explain ed the red flare and dense smoke
which they could see rising in the vicinity of the Still River
schoolho11se.
,
The heap of fuel must by this time have been nearly con~11nwtl,
for · the reddish glow had subsided. and only a faint column of
smoke coul<l be seen rising agai_nst the sky.
Crockett started oiT down the road at a determined p:ice, and
looking as if he had w'orked himself into a warlike frame of
mind.
Fenwick stepped back to say a few words to Andy.
"It may be easy to drive them out th:s tin11:," said the young
master, "but the next time they make a trial, look out!"'
"Do you think there'll be any chance to hav'e school t<!Hnorrow ?" Andy asked. ·
"Th~t ' s mnre than I can say. I shall try to be on hand. and,
11niess the b1ti!<ling iets moved across the line, I shan 't allow any
of the Sanfor<I boys insipe of it."
A moment later th ey were as near the building as they could
approach without being St"cn.
Fenwick and Andy went ahead, keeping out of sight. and soon
th~y were looking out upon the men, boys. and lanterns which
were once more moving bu sily about the Still River schoolhonsc.
F~nwick's bonfire had Jied down to a heap of embers. Tlw ox
team had been driveff farther up the road, away from the smoking
h ea p. The driver was just in the act of fetching the . team nean:r
the build:ng, and the work of dragging the timbers and jackscrews to the schoolhouse was going rapidly 0]1. ,
It looke d as if the Sanford crowd intended to get things well
unckr wqy at least before d~yli ght.
S till. the del;iy which F enwick's trick had caus<'d · thl't11 wclllltl
render it impossilJl e for them to get the building into a position lo
move Lefore morning.

Neither could they carrion the work without its coming to the
knowlcdie of the Parksburg people. So that they must c.:ncountcr
resistance was a dead cert:i.inty.
./
The elder Crockett observed their movements from his place
of concealment only· a moment before taking activi: action.
He was seen to boldly :approach the Saniord cruwd, and there
was an instam cessatwn of \'Dices.
Fenwick, watching the aiTair with intense but quiet inten·st,
and listening to the exchange of words between the cider Crockett
and the leader of the Srnford crowd, was suddc.:nly aroused by the
touch of a h:in<l upon his arm.
He turned slowly, supposing it to be Andy. But, in the dim
light that came from the sky, he recognized the thin. dark iacc
of the worst cnrmy he had in the world-Theron Crane!
"Don't be alarmed Judson." came in the low, hoarse tones of
l\Ir. Theron Crane. as the eyes of the rival schoolm:istcrs nwt.
"\\'as there anything you wi.hed to say to me?" Fenwick demanded.
"I th ought there might be something that you would wish to
say to me."
''You were mistaken. At least, I would say nothing that you
would care to h ea r."
"I suppose you brought good recom-nrtidaticns lo !ht' town c:if
I'arksburg when you appl'cd for the position of teachl·r?" '.\Ir.
Crane questioned, in his ~ eering tcne~.
"I suppose that is an affair wholly between the Parkslmrg
school committee and n-ivself. l\I r. Crane."
"So it is, young man. But, if there were certain points of information which thry ought lo. know, and which you· held h·~ck,
don't you think that somebcdy ought to give them some.: light
on the matter?"
";o,laybe it's somebody's duty, but not yours, Mr. Crane."
"\\lhy not?"
"Bccaus(' tt's no~1e of your business. If that isn't plain enough,
how can I speak any plainer?"
l\lr. Crane recoiled siightly under this low. yrt firmly spnhn,
.retort, ;111d. if there IJJd been lighl enough, a lhsh of anger m.i ght
ha\'c been seen in his eyes.
Fcmvitk hnd lonkrd ~wiftly about him. wondering what hn<l
become oi Andy Crockett. The latter had bem with him hut ;i
mom ent before. and why he h~d so sncldcnly d:sappc;i r<'<l. and
this phantom of blacknt'ss slipped into his place, was more tha~
the young schoolmaste r could account for.
"\\;ouldn't it be well for you to be a little cnrdul in your
speech. Judson l"enwick ?" Crane excl aim ed. a s·ihibnt wh<'Cl.c in
his tone, which indicated the intensity of his hntn:d for the
youth.
"I th'nk , Mr. ·crane, that the time for all compliment.,,ry speech
between us is o\·er. You know and I k;10w that we hot h cordially h~te ('arh 0!her, and I know that nothing \\'Ot~ld r"':ist' you
more th:in to h:l\·e me get into some kind ·or serious tro11h"'. So
what's the !1st• in our ridj.ing over our word> in tnlking with
each other? \Vhy not be fr:mk for once, and at least s:l\'c time?"
"Thrre"s not a bi1 of doubt but you"re frai1k ci1ottgh; J 11d-;m1 !"'
"\Veil. wh:it do you want to say to me? I'm here and you're
here, and I suppose you mean to cro\nl me?"
"I want to warn yon. tint's all. I'm sure you can't accuse me
of being •miricndly in th ;11."
"\\'dl. what's the warning?"
"Sim pl y that you can't expect me to gh·c up my authority in
tht> St ill River school to vou. Yuu can't expect it. J u.dsun." ·
"ls that all, i\lr. Cnin•: ?"
"l simply wish lo give you a chance to leave this tuwn-lo get
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away from this locality-to make sure that you wi!J n.~ver come
between me and qnytb ing I wish to do I"
"Is that all, Mr. Crane?"
"That's the whole of my warning."
"Then I don't see but we're through talking."
Jud Fenwick actually turned his back as he uttered th ese words
and started toward the footpath by which he and And:,> had en·
tered the thicket.
Once more he felt the cold, clammy palm of Theron Crane
upon him, And this time it grasped his wrist and held him
back.
With a lightning movement, Fenwick shook off that "rasp and
wheeling about once more, faced his enemy, his eyes bl~zing' with
passion, his form again trembling with a feeling which was fast
making him · forget his good res.olution.
''Don't you lay hands on 'me again, .Theron Crane! Remember
that you ar_e not a tutor here in this place, nor I a pupil!"
Crane aga in recoiled, and it was plain that he was afraid the
youth might strike him.
Indeed,' he stood in an attitude which showed a readiness to
spring away if the other showed any signs of a hostile demonstration.
, ·
"Be careful, young m1n ! Be very careful!" wheezed Crane.
"Then keep your distance! I won't ha ve you touch me! I am
not obliged to, and I won't do it. If you don't let me alone I
won't be responsible for the consequences!"
'
"Since you won't be reasonable, young man, suppose I teH the
Parksburg committ~e the whole sto1y? Look here! what if I
were to mention the fact that you were here under vour real
name, pretending to be respectable and setting yourself up as a
teacher of youth and a moral example, and ail that sort of thin<>what if I were ro tell all this to a man who came to the S~n
ford hotel last night and put up there as a guest?"
"Your tale is so far-fetched, Mr. Cra1le. that I must confess
that I can't make head or tail out of it. I am here under my real
name, and I am going to try and teach the Still River school.
The rest of it I don't und erstand."
"You don't understand about the man that put up at the Sanford hotel?"
"That's the part that is obss:ure to me."
"I dare say. !suppose, then, I say that the man comes from
the city of Buffalo, in the State of New York?" •
Fenwick's eyes were fixed with an intense ·look upon the face
of the"man before him. His lips were compressed, and for a moment he was silent. He had been so pale ev.er since the beginning .of the interview that the present excitement could not incr.ease his pallor.
And yd it is true that this la t r emark of Theron Crane came
as a shock to the feelings of the young schoolmaster.
''\Veil, what of the man from Buffalo?" he asked, his voice for
the first time being a little husky.
''I'll put it plain, Judson. I'll prove to you that I. really wish
to do you a !?ood turn. I was not obliged to warn you. I was
riot obligl(d to let you know of your danger, and so have let you
fall into the trap which was. almost sure to be laid for you. I
havell't told the man from Buffalo that you are 11cre, and, if ycu
@nly leave the town, and do not interfere with me any more,
maybe I'll keep quiet about it."
"Who is thi s m:i.n from Buffalo?" Fenwick repeated.
"It is not a matter so much of who as what ( The man is an
officer-a detective--·and he is looking for a young man who--"
Up went the back of Fenwick's hand. It was not clinched this
ti me; the palm was open, and the back of that baud smote Mr.
Theron Crane stingingly across the lips..
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CHAPTER VI.
FISHING

FOR

F AC TS.

It is easy to explain what had· become of Andy Crockett.
While J ud Fenwick had been watching the scene in the schoolyard, Andy had noticed what seemed to be the glimmer of a lantern moving among the trees at a little distance.
So near was it that, if he had spoken of the matter to Fenwick,
the person carrying the lantern could not have fail ed to hear.
Therefore he silently started in pursuit, taking long, swift
'strides, for which the length of his legs was admir~bly adapted.
As Andy Crockett ·advanced, the faster he moved the more
swiftly moved the light. It popped up and down, a~ though it
was carried in the hand of a man. yet, although Andy's ears were
by no means dull, he could hear no sound of footsteps in front
of him.
' ,
··
'
' ·
Andy took littl.e heed of the course he was pursuing.
·
Indeed, it wo'uld have been .impossible for him to have done so,
for. except ·tor the stars o,1erhead, his course lay through almost
absolute darkness.
.
'
This fact made it impossible for him to movl! with great rapidity. The glimmer of the fantern was all he had for a guide, and
that was barely sul'!icient to show him the outlines of the trees
which intervened.
On and on he ran, stumbEng over fallen trees, entangling his
~ig fee'. in the thick growing undergrowth-now and then coming
m forc1ble contact with 'l tree trunk-occasionally losing sight of
the light, and then plunging forward yet more recklessly, with the
purpose of getting a glimpse of it again.
This sort of a chase, wi thout knowing what he was chasing,
c-Ould not endure forever.
,
Andy had good grit, although at times his brains. we~.e a ~ittle
slow. It dawned upon him at last that he was_. le~ving .\1is. compani ons a good way behind, and th at he wa!; pluagfog into ·what
mi ght be the depths of a tract of forest which he .knew extended
for several miles away from the river.
·
Whet her he had been going in a st~aight line or not he had · no
means of knowing, but presently he met with a su rprise. He
found that he was going down a slope 1 that .the trees grew
farther and farther apar.t, and that, fast as he had'- gone, the light
w~s fa rther ofi than it had been when he had st_
a rted tlw .Pursmt.
Now that the way was clearer, he was able to se~ ~ore plainly,
and so to make more rapid progr<:!ss. And r,ight here he met with
another surprise. With two surprises, in fact, which \~as almost
more than Andy Crockett's l;>rai1i could take in in a moment.
. ,, Fi.rst,Jh.c_ light.whtcl1 he. lhad been following went out. That
was all there seemed to be to it. It di d not go up or P,own, nor
along, put simply out.
The.other surp rising thing was that he found himself stumbling
headlong downward, his feet having ·become entagled in a trailing
vine, and. the slope becoming so steep that he could not recover
his equilibrium. And, as a climax to this double surprise, he
found himsel f plunged heatllong li;ito water.
Andy · Crockett was a good swimmer, but, as he had heen
plunged into the water somewhat after the fashion or a frog, it
was some seconds before he could strike out with anything like
grace or effectiveness.
vVhen he came to th ~ surface, he was not at a loss to locate
himself, though he h~~ been a little bewildered at first. In followi_ng the strange light, he had gone in a semi-circular course,
and brought up on the bank of Still River--<:>r, more prope rly, in
Still River itseif.
With his heavy boots, and hampered by clothing, Andy could
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not get to swimming in good shape at once, and, as the current
of the stream at that point was 4uite s11"ift, he ha<l all he could
do to ki.:ep himself from drifting do\vn the stream.
.
As soon as he had fairly gotten his l.icarings his curiosity was
again e.\:citc<l by the sight of the light-for he was sure that it
was the same one-which had led h im such a tantalizing an<l <lisastrotfs chase through the woods:
· Th.is time he had no troul.ilc in locating it.
It came from the stern of a rowboat, and the boat itself was
coming toward him, propelled by a pair of oars.
The boat had two occupants. One plit·d the oars while the
other sat in the stern and directed the course of the craft with
the steering oar.
Defore Andy 'ev<'n had time to conjecture about it the l.ioat and
its occupants had sw'ept along l.iesi dc him, the oars ccast:d beating
the water. and the oarsmen leaned over the edge of the -craft and
said in a firm yet not unmusical voice:
"W ttf'!, do you wapt to get in out of the wet, young man?"
"I don't mind," said Andy, l.ilowing out a mouthful of river
water, whale fa s~ ion.
\Vi thout further remarks on either side the oarsmen le~ncd to
the opposi te side of the boat to keep it in an upright position
while Andy clambered in. In an other mome7it the craft was put
in motion again and directtd across the st ream.
"l guess you arc headed the wr9 ng way," Andy Crockett ol.iscrYc<l as soon as he could get breath.
"I guess not," the stranger returned, as he continued to pull
'\vith s•.rong. steady strokes.
Andy's eyes were becoming sufficiently accustomed to the dark
by this time to enable him to make out the face of the str:i.nger
with tolerable distinctness.
He was a youngish man, somewhere in the thirties, perhaps,
with a <lark, closely-cropped heard, good features, a pair of sharp
eyes, and a bicycle cap wh:ch shaded bis fare.
He wore a general out.ing suit and Andy judged tlnt he m ight
be rather a trim-looking fellow on the whole. II is first impression was that he was a summer sojourner from Boston or New
York.
"Du• I belong on the othrr side," declared Andy, and though
he paid all due respect to city gentlemen and summ~ r sojourners,
his tone Jacked no dccisi\·eness on that account.
"I took it by the way you pl unge d into the ri1·er that you
wanted to sw:m across," the st ranger said.
"You made a mistake. When a fellow tumbles off that way
it ain't always a sign that he ain't satisfied with the land he
t umbles ofT of," re1urned Andy.
The stranger smiled faintly and lt ~ecmcd to occur to him
that after all this awkward young country fellow might not be
lacking in brains.
"You won't mind going over to th e other s'. de, will you?"
"I seem to be going whr1hcr I mind it or not. "
"But if l ;igrce to carry you back in a little while it will be all
right, won't it?"
"I didn't say so. Ilut I \vdnld rather like to kno\v why you
are so set on taking me over _there r•
"Because my boat is going that way and T am not quite ready
to land on the other side. Moles. over there in the stern, never
ch~nges his course unless I tell him to.
He always does just
as I tell him."
•·so that is Moles, is it?" Andy exclaimed.
As he spoke he leaned toward the youth whose h:tek was toward him. and who seemea to be wholly absorbed in the work
of k<'eping- the course of the boat perfectly st raight.
Andy knew that ~loles was a Sanford l.ioy who had bdongcd

in the old Still Ri1•er d'.strict. l le was a queer sort of a fellow,
by no means simp]e minded, though some took him tu lie so
until they found ou t their mistake.
Ht was a short, thicks et fdlow, with a round, smooth. stupid
face and goggle eyes. He had a queer impediment of ~pecch
which mJde him prun du nce his words as some men <lo when
they arc intoxicated. And when he walked it was with a sh:imbling, staggering sort of gai t like that of a drunken m;in.
Those who had kn own i\1o les' father and his dissipated habits,
easily accounted for thi~ peculiarity in the son. And yet Mules
was rather a shrewd and crafty fellow, very faithful to his
friends.
While Andy Crockett was mak'.ng these observations the boat
was being propelled in an olilique course across the river.
He had Ettie time to remonstrate against bei ng landed on
the opposite shore before the prow ef the little. craft bumped
against the shelving bank.
ln his plunge into the stream Andy had lost his hat. The man
sprang ashore and held onto the painter. say'.ng:
"\\·e have reached port, my friend, and we might as· well go
ashore and see th e sights."
Andy leaped out of the hoat, not because he had bC'en requested
to do so, but l.iccause he had not yet nude up his mind what to
do. He wcndcred who this man was and wlnt he was driving
at, and it was curiosity to have an explanation on these points
that led him to yield so readily to the other's request.
Moles secured the boat. and Andy. ha ving made up h:s m ind
what to do. faced the stranger ;md said:
"I guess 1 have gone about as far as l 'rrf going until I know
who you are and what you want of me."
"l\Jy name is Mr. Tiffany, and for the present I am stopping
in Sanford," was the prompt rrply.
"That's all ri ght, ' but it isn't telling wh:it you want cf me."
"I can't tell that all in a word."
"I aren't so part icular as to the number of words yon use, if
you only tell it straight. l was fool enough to chase eithn you
or your nnn wit h the lantern through the woods. and so got my
tumble into the river. You were good <'nough to pick me up,
but you act just a little mite foggy, and I aren't going to h:ing
round here all ni ght ~ for I haYe SOf\1Cthing else on my mind."
"I won't detain you long. young man. I take it that you and
the young Park~urg schoolmaster were out together?"
Tiffany was leaning · over and gropi ng in the bottom of the
boat, as though search ing for somrth ing, as he carelessly uttered
this query. > Yet he d "d not catch Andy Crockett napping.
"So it's something about the Parkshurg schoolmaster that
you're fishing after, is it?" drawled Andy.
Som ehow Tiffany forgot all about what he was searching for
in the bottom of th e l.ioat. He straightened up and looked
directly into Andy Crockett 's face.
"You're rather sharp for a back country boy, arcp't you?" he
aske<l.
"] ust about the average."
"Well. what obj ec·tions can you have to telling me about the
young schoolmaster?"
"No more objections than I would have to telling anyl.iody else
about him."
. "\Vhat objection have you to telling anybody?"
"Just the objection th at I aren't much of a hand to talk al.iout
people anyway. And certainly you wouldn't fmd m:i.ny Parkshurg
fellows that would want to talk to a man that was puttin' up at
Sanford. Come over to Parksburg and you'll get among decent
people. Dut as long as you stay in Sanford you will ftnd that
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you'll get the cold shoulder on this side of the line. And don't
you think you won"t."
.. You're alto2tther too touchy about this quarrel between the
two towns, young man. I don"t care for either; but I would
Eke to see your young schoolmaster, and l would like to have
you tell me something about him."
'"l 2uess you"ll ha,·e to ask somebody else," said Andy.
'"But I must know."
"You'll have to ask somebody else.I I arcn't .talkin'; now just
listen and see if you can hear me talkin'."
Andy closed his lips tight, and although Mr. Tiffany tried
his best to surprisr the youth into making scme sort of a
response, his :ittempt was all in va'.n.
Andy would only shake his head, and the soft murmur of the
stream as it chafed aga;nst the sloping bank di sclosed as many
seci;ets as did Andy CrockQtt.
Just at this moment the >plash of oars again soundrd in the
strea m. and anoth er boat bumped against the bank and somebody
else sprnng out of it. And this ,somebody hJulcd the boat up
so tlut it would not drift ~O\\ n the currun and then whee-kd
1
suddenly and started at a swift run <)own the shore. So bl ind
and hurr:ed were this person's movements that he almost ran
squarely into th e arms of Tiffany.
It was t°"nwick, the young Still River schoolmaster I
CH-APTER VII.
FENWICK

MAKE:S

:\

FRIE:ND.

11r. TifTany's arms, which were both long and stron;:, closed
about foenwick's figure.
foor an instant th ey stead thus, fo'cnwick staring into the face
of the man who was holding him so ti ghtly.
Tha l the collision was purdy accidental on bot h s:<les each
knew perfectly \\'ell.
·
So. whil e he mutt ered an apology, the young srhool1111ster at the
same time att empt ed to rrlit'\'e him sel f from tlw othc·r's gra,;p.
Tiffany rt'leastd his hold slightly in the mat ter of tightn ess,
but he at the same tim e seized the youth's arms in a manner
whidi m2de his grip all the more secure.
"\Vhy are you in o;urh a hurry. pray? .. he askec1.
"T don' t know as that's a matter f'm obliged to explain."
"Dut. you see, !\Jr. f-enwirk, I frel th at yott owe me an explanaticn as well as an apology," persisted Tiffany, still in that
mild. plausihk tom.»
I
These words went like fire to th e brain of th e youth.
· "1 have tri f d to be gentkmanly; but if you're a tramp or a
hi1:hwayman, l shall h.ive to get onto a <liffcrcnt tack!" exclaimed the yat:ng sr.hoolinastt>r.
And this t'.me h<' put forth all his strength in an effort to break
away from the man 's grasp.
And .in that momen t he discovered that Mr. Tiffany was an
ext raor<lin arily st rcng man.
" ! don"t like to be rndc," Tiffany said, while the other rninly
struggled. "Cttt I really collldn't think of letting you go until
yotl hac1 told me something about yoursdf.''
The h:ir<lcr fo'enwick struggled the tighter clung the h:m<ls of
the st rnnger.
l\lolcs ancl Andy Crockett stood at a littk' d '.stanc1:. watching
the struggle with an interest and exc:itrmmt which they showed
in difTC' rrnt ways.
As h ... saw that fo'enwick was struggling desperately against
his as,;ailant, Andy came to a dt>cision.
lli£ long lrgs lifted him over the space which intervcneJ
with two or three stridi:s.
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And before either Fenwick or TifTany observed his · nearnes~
his long right arm straightened arid hi s big right fist alighted upon
the head of the stranger right back of that gentleman 's left car.
Tiffai1y's grip upon foenwick was relinquished, and whi)e a
harsh ejaculation burst from his lips, the man stagi:ered backward,
throwing up his arms in a spasmodic effort to retain his equil~
ibrium.
And just at thi s time luck seemed to be against Mr. ( Tiffany.
For his foot caught in a trailing vine and he made a plunge
very similar to that made by Andy on the opposite side, the only
difference being that the sl ranger nearly made a tiack somersault
down the sloping h;i.nk of the river, and landin~ \\'ith a tremendous splash which might easily have been heard on the
opposite s'.de if tl}ere had been ears to hear.
'"S'.nk or swim, he'll learn something," said Andy as Fenwick
turnrd to facC' his defender.
"You, Andy!" exclaimed the young schoolmaster.
"Yes, the \vhole of me and all right as soon as I get dried off.
But if you dcn't \\'ant ;inything to do wit~ that fellow again
you had better t<:1ke to th!'. boat and move on. He is slick
enough to look at. b11t he has got too much curiosnv to suit me."
' "Come thm , Andy, l don 't want to make that fell~w's acquJintance, not jus.t yet. I am so rry you hit him, though. Troubles
seem ·to be falling on me all in a heap."
Fenw:ck retprned to the boat · from which he had just disembarked and sprang into it, letting Andy push it into the streanl
without saying a word.
F en wick took .l'P the oars, and he speedily sl1owC'd that he
knew how to use them. Directing the boat down the stream,
they were sent spced mg along the current of the river under the
impetus of Fenwick's strong arms at a rate which . soon left the
scene of their adventure out of sight.
Not unt:I they had passfd a bend in the river where then~ was
no possibility of either Tiffany or Moles observing them, did
Andy or Fenwick spC'ak again.
Andy, sit ting in the stern, had seen Tiffany _drag himself out
of the river and up the bank, and then hea rd him give some
order to l'doles. And itlSt as they had passed out of their sight
he saw tl1c other boat push out and knew that both TiJTany
and his companion were in it.
.. Like enoug-h th ey will follow us," Andy remarked at last.
"Let th en] try it."
"I guess Mr. Tiffany hasn't any business with you when it
comes to warrin' a ,pa:r of o;irs, l\l r. Fenwick."
.t
~·
J ..
.... •
'
\
•
"He hasn't any business with you, Andy, when it comes to
using fists."
"I didn't give him a chance to show what he could do in that
line. It kind of struck me that he hadn't any right to h;i.ng onto
you, and I reckoned you didn'l have a very good chance to
strike for yourself. But I suppose there will be a hig row. for that
map. wit h all his slick tongue and good looks, has it in him to be
as ugly as sin, Ul)lcss T'm a good deal mistaken."
" Have you seen him before to-night?"
"I\'ev<:r before."
"How did you happen to be with him?"
Andy briefly explained.
"So you were following something, too, and that was what
got you ri;tc diffi.cy lty ?;; s:iid Fenwick.
.

..It was nothing hut l\lr. Tiffany's lantern-or rather Moles
was carrying it and Tiffany m~st ha 7 bern some distance ahead.
I take it that they were hangin' round near .the schoolhouse
watching for somethmg."
..\Vatchins;r fnr me," muttered Fenwick, as he bent eagerly t<>
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his work and sent the boat over .t!J.e . eddying surf<ice of the
member of the club for the pr~sent at least,'' said Fenwick to • fr,
stream with birdlike swiftness.
Crockett, who promised to be one of the la,st to yield to this
"I guess they were poking round after you. I suppose you
scheme. ''But it wouldn't be a hard matter for half a dozen
know why, Mr. Fenwick, but I don't."
of you who seem to be tnore prosp rou s to subsc ribe, say twenty·
''I think I kno\~," said Fenwick.
.
five. dollars apiece, and so give the thing a start."
For ten minutes they kept ~n, but nothing was seen of their
"I can see that you coma fn;Hn a part of th e country where they
pursu ers, and Fenwick put into shore and the two landed.
think that dollars grow on .bushes," said Crockett.
The young schoolmaster flung himself down under the spread"They were always rather scarce on the trees in my father's
yard," was Fenwick's respcnse. ·
ing branches of an old oak and half reclined there for a .few
minutes in silence.
"Yet you're dressed better than my hoys ever were; you
Then he said :
have a bicycle and most everything else that you seem to want or
"You have proved you~self a .pretty good jriend to me, Andy,
take a notion to."
and I'm going to tell you something."
,
"You don't begin to know, Mr. Crockett, the things I take a
And Fenwick told his story. Andy was so absorbed in it that
notion to that I don't have, As for my bicycle, I came by that
it was like being awakened from a dream when Fenwick said at
rather handily. It wµsn't a ,new orte at that, and I can buy
last:
plenty more just like it to-day, as second-ha11a wheels, for
"Now, unless you don't wish to be seen ii1 my company we'll
twenty-five or thirty dollars apiece. And up here where anr
go back to P~rksburg."
kind of a wheel, except a cart wheel, is a rarity, half a dozen like
''l guess I'll risk it,' 1 said Andy, and the two friends went mine would gil'e an awful lo~ of sport to the Still River boys and
back to the Crockett dwelling, reaching it a little before dawn.
girls."
Not until morning was Mr. Crockett informed concerning the
''And say noihing of the broken legs and arms, I suppose?"
outcome of his interference in the proceedings at the Still River
said Crockett.
•
schoolhouse.
'·Nothing so bad as that, Mr. Crockett. A few scraped shins
"There wa'n't anybody there that had any authority from the
\i'ould probably be the worst of it. But the beginners wouldn 't
town of Sanford, so they dilln't try to make any kind of a want to wear their Sunday clothes. But there's. one side of tht!
spow when I told them what was what," .Mr. Crockett declared
question that you haven't thought of at all."
in answer to Fen\vick's inquiries.
"\Veil, I guess yo u have thought on't sure enough," was the
"Then they didn't get the schoolhouse started on its travels?"
retort.
"Not a bit of. it. They ieft their trap ~ there, though; anrl
"I guess I have. If I haven't thought of points 1;mough, I
though they didn't say very much, I'm afraid we haven't seen the
think l can scrape up some more by giving a little time:: to it.''
last of it. But I ·don't .believe the Sanford schoolmaster will
"Well, what wa> th.;; point that you thought woi1ld be su<:h
trouble you any to-day, and you'll have the whole school if a strong one with me?"
there's any school."
·
"Why, pride in your town and district. Now, I went through
"That's what ·r want, and I'm ready to guarantee that there
Sanford the other day, and the nearest thing I saw to ;i bicydc
wili be a school,'' said Fenwick, decisively.
in the whole town was an old velocipede which some youngsters
He was a little pale that morn ing as he mounted his wh eel and
were fooling with."
rode for two or three miles directly away from the schoolhouse to
'·I guess that's so," said Crockett.
work off his waste steam, as he expressed it.
" So if you want to put the Still River di strict in the way
He got around to the schoolhouse j us i1{ season, left his wheel
of civilization and make the Sa1}ford girls and boys green with
in the shed as he had done the morning before, and wt:nt to his
envy, you want to set 'y our boys and girls to spinning round 011
de's k as calm as if he expected nothing to happen.
bicycles, and show them that Parksburg, now that she has
To his sa'ti sfaction he saw that none but Parksburg pupils
thrown off the shackle~ of the old town, means to come right
had presented themselves.
along up to date."
Neither was he greeted by the sneering face of Mr. Theron
Within half an hour the eldt:r Crockett was completely won
Crane.
over. Hastily drawing up a paper Fenwick got the father of
At the midday intermission Fenwick called the boys ' together
the Crockett fl ight to subscribe for seventy-five dollars before he
and proposed to them a scheme for inaugurating a series of
had time to cool off or think beth;r of it.
athletic · sports under his direction and instruction.
Just before it was time to cI2se F enwick announced his plan
This was a decided innovation in the country school, nnd
of forming a bicycle club, and ne"ttrly took the pupils out of their
within twenty minutes Jud Fenwick had as many stanch friends
seats by declaring that the purchase of half a dozen of moderate
in the Still River district as there were boys.
priced, yet serviceable wheels, was assured.
Nor were the girls left out by any means. Games and .e xerA breathless silence followed this announcement, which was
cises suited to them, also, were planned and suggested, while a
broken at last by Edna Weyman, who, with her pretty face covproposition was made to Mr. Weyman anp Mr. Crockett, backed
ered with blushes, rose; to call for a cheer for the new master of
by Fenwick, which promised to give new light and life to the
tpc Still River district.
somewhat lonely and prosy locality.
So warmly and with such eloquence did Fenwick plead his case
She did not have to call a second time. And for the firs~ time:
that Mr. \Vcyman promi>ed to consu.Jt with several of the ·more " Jud Fenwick found . it difficult to restore order,
prosperous men in the district, <1nd, if possible, to
rry the
After school had been dismissed and all ha9 filed forth fron1
scheme through.
the building. Fenwic-k lingered behind.
As the affair called for some expenditure of cash, there was
Andy Crockett pat1sed at the door tQ ask:
likely to be many objections, for ready money comes hard in a
"Aren't you coming, Mr. Fenwick?"
farmin g district, as a rule.
''Preltv soon. But you go with the rest. I want a little tiroc
"Of course it would be out of the question to get one for every to myself."
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"I guess you've earned it, if anybody h a s," said Andy, an<l his
long legs soon took him beyond the brnd in the road.
.r-<o sooner was he out of sight than Fenwick went back into
the wide entry way.
Seizing hold of a pile of wood which had been left there from
last year. and which they wm1ld sodn need to use in warming the
schoolhouse on c111lly mornings, Frnwick gave a quick, powerful
pull, th<·n sprang out of the way of the falling p:le.
"There. now eo!T'e out and ~how yourself a man if you arc
one!" he exclaim ed . Fo r Mr. TifTany. the mysterililus stranger,
had uccn stand ing uehin<l the pile of \~ Ood I

CHAPTER Vlll.
A

TREACHEROUS

GLOW.

l\fr. TifT1ny. tht' mrt erious strnpgcr who was soj l!mrn ing at
Sanford. and who l11d ta ken such a sin g ul arly d rep interest in
Frnwick. stepped forth from his placr of concealm ent as calmly
an<l ma tter of fa ct as if nothing out of. the or<linary cour~e
of even ts hacl ha.ppcnrd.
"\'o u arc rrally sh arper th 111 I thought," he sa:<l, with a faint
smile as Fenwick confronted him .
Th ere was a Rash of anger in the eyes of the young sch oolmast er, and a scornful cu rl on hii; lips as he ga zed into the face
of the self - posse~st· d stranger.
":l\ow, say yo m say and bt' do ne with it," said l"enwi ck.
Hi s your time so precious lh en that you can't spent half an
hoqr with me?" Tiffany a sked.
";\ly time- is too prrc ious to sp end it taJk:ng with sp ie•. Rut
then· is one 1h:n g I wilt mention It's lu cky fo r you that I did11't
kt on tn the boys 1hat you were hi<ling behind that woodpile
befC:rc they went."
"Lu<'ky for me. was it?"
"Rat h< r lucky. yl"s. The average hoy. if he ha s decrnt stufT in
him. even in tht- back-co untry like 1h :s, ha tes anything th :11 is
und ~ rh a 11ck1l. So 1111less I had m.cd my auth0 r ity in your <.!de:nse
you m iJ!l:t h :1n~ rl'cciv r cl prr lly rou gh handling."
'"That's so," admi it('d Tiffany. w it h a faint sm ilt'. "Ilut gcncraliy I'm not much afraid of hoys. Probably it's h.:can ,; .~ I
h:1vc sern so many of them :md I !mow that their uark is u:matly
wor~<' th an their bite."
"\\'hat d0 y(lu want to sec me for? 1 take ii that you
wotildn't have sncakrd in behind that woodpile and stoorl coop .. d
up there in such an uncomfo r tablt' position for so long unles s you
had wantr d to see mr pretty b2d. "
"I'm just intt:rt'strd m you, that'~ all. And tlwr .. 's 'no way
tli;it you can karn more aho ul anyb ody th an by watch ing th ..:m
wlwn th ey rlon't know thry're hring w~tclwrl . "
"\\'«II. d irt yo u get pa•<l fnr your trouble?"
"I got pa i<l for my trnuhle."
"Thrn. perh ;1p~. you don't wish to tajk with me any more this
aftcrnoc n ?''
"Un the contrary, I never wanted to sec you more than I do
nO\V ."

"Then why drm't yot1 talk? I suppose you want to ask me
some questi ons? You wall\ to pry into my private afTai rs in
!Orne \V2Y

"Ju ~ t

?"

a little. l\lr. P'rnwick, if yot1 rlon't m ind . for one thing,
I would like to kno'~ how long s ince you took it into your head
to h<.' a ped agogue?"
"!\ ot a very great whik Mr. Tiffan y. J11st as soon as I took
it int·o my head I hecamt> one. An y1hing rls t'?"
"I do n't suppose yo u th o ught that yo ur friends in 11u1Talo
would be intcresk<l enough in yrm to follow you this distance?"
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"I didn't know that I had any friends in Duffalo," returned
Fenwick. with a uitterness of tone which betrayed more feeling
than it was really prudent for him to show.
"But you don 't deny that you came from LlufTalo?"
"I don't affirm it."
"llut since you're so chary about talking about yourst?If, doesn't
that imply that you're afraid of something?"
"It implies nothing of the sort. lt simply implies that 1 have
started out to make my c;>wn liv:ng, to Jive straight, and to kecJ>
a curbed bit on my temper. All 1 want is a fair chanet> and a
little time, and nobody w ill ever have a cause to regret knowing
me-at lc:ast not here at Stilt River."
l\1 r. Tiffany was eying the young man closely as he uttered
these wor<ls.
"l s th:it all you have to say to me?" Fenwick asked.
"Not qu ite · all. Last night when you run into my arms an<l I
held you in a sort o f playiul way you didn't seem incline<.! to
take it as a joke at all."
" Ru t it didn't look mu ch like a joke to me. It was about as
much of a joke a s was ihat clip beside the head that Ancly ga\'c
you-and how did you like that?"
"Oh. it fitt~d pretty snug," said Tiffany, with a faint smile,
and he poked the forefinger o f his left lllnd up behincl his ldt <·ar,
wh ere, h idden under h:s slouch hat, there was a spot which wa~
d ecid ed ly sGl r c evc.:n yet.
"~l os t any body wo uld fight against being held in the fashion
in which yo1.1 grippc-d me last night," said Fenwick'
"What will happen the ne x t time 1 spy on yo u?"
"Wait and see. But just bear in mind that I won't put np
with it tamely. I have had noug h to cont end wrth, an<l c~p«ct
to ha ve enough in the future. without ha,·ing to feel that there
an~ unfri endly eyes watching my every movement nnd unfriC'l1dly
cars Ji ,;tcn ing to my every wo rd. I d on't know what in the
w orld you want o f me. lrnt I take it that yo u're a fri end of ?\Ir.
Th eron Cra ne or to som ebody el se who isn't a fri end to me."
Frn\\'ick 's billerni:ss of tone increa sed as he wc111 on. h wa~
cY:d ent that he wa s trying han1 10 ke ep down an outburst of
passion. And l\Ir. Ti!Tany. Iistt•ning anrl ll'alching, was more
pu zzlell by the youth's mann er 1han e ver brfore_
" T here's something about this icllo w that l don't quite unclerMan<l," said Tiffany, m entally. " I don't w:mt to do him an
inju~ t icc, :md while some points look rnthcr da.rk again~t him,
th1.: r c arc others which do not qu ite tally \\'ith what I expec!l'd to
find . If he wasn't quite iiO suspicious of me perhaps I might
get on better."
Such was the character of Tiffan y's ml·ntal comment as he
stood lucking into the p~lc, resolut e face of the young Still River
schoolmaster.
"Pt•rhaps." said T iffany, speaking sl o wly. as if he was making
up his m ind as he spoke' the wor<ls. ''l'JJ let you alone for a little
wh ' le and st'e h ow things sail a lon g."
" :\nd ; py cm me in the meantime, I suppose?"
"T'erhaps-·pcrhaps n ot. There are some thing> ahout you that
ck1n't under<tand . and it so metimes com,•s nv<'r ml' th;it 1 may
be making a mistake. Young man. in spite of the har~h th1:1gs
you ha\'t' said of me, aJ'd '. hr harsher ones you have 1hn11ght. if 1
found T had done y011 an injustiC'e in :my way. no p<'r~on 111 •...,e
world would be qµi cker to acknJJ\.,.l edge it , and no person in the
w or!rl would be qu iJ:ker to wipe 011t the fault."
And Tiffany. in that moment. in voice, spc<'rh and looks,
scrm r d to ht> transformed into an ot her being. And rrnwick,
looking at his face, had a strange impul se romc over him-an
impulse which prompted him to k~ p forward, rcarh out his
rii.ht hand and beg that this mau rnight bear his story-might

,
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"Oh, that's sure enough. They h;.\ ve met before, and they don't
judge him in the light of the whole truth-tJten that he might
love each other none to speak of, I l;an tell you that." · b!! is friend.
As may well be imagined, this conversation was all very inter.Such was the impulse whicb rose within the breast of Ju'd
e1ting to the youth who was lying In the bottom of tl1e boat.
F~nwick. But he did not utter it. His voice was changed, howFrom what he had heard he inferred that there were only
ever, as he said :
two persons in the boat beside himself, and from theit voices he
"Spy on me all you please, Mr. Tiffany. And in .the meantime
jupged that they were men rather than boys.
I'll go on about my work and keep the curbed bit dra.\Vn tight."
There was a · dull pain in his head as a, reminder o~ the blow
Tiffany smiled, bowed and went out, leaving Fenwick ~lone.
by which he had been struck down.
The young master closed the <loor and went to his desk in the
With his eyes wide open and staring upward, h,e could only sec
schoolroom.
the sky overhead, with the clouas racing across the dark backMore time had elapsed in that interview that he had dreamed
of. The sun had sunk behind the trees on the western slope, and · ground, and the stars peering out here and there and blinking
down at his from behind their fleecy veils.
a sort of twilight pervaded the roam. Fenwick stood at his
A gusty breeze was blowing downstream, causing the boat to
table, seemingly absorbed in thought. In the meantime i't grew
rock quite violently, and further impeding the progress of the
rapidly darker and he rose to go out.
rowers.
As he did so something seemed to come between his eyes and
The oar-men' bent to their work more laboriously tha.u they
the wall of the room, and then there was a sudden shock to his
had done before, and at last ' one of them said:
senses, with a dreadful pain ' which seemed to run through his
"Here's the place. Shall I steer around to the' other side?"
body from head to feet.
"Yes, so as to strike it ,,from above. There isn't much danger
Then Jud Fenwick kne)v no mbre 1
of our be:ng noticed at this time of night, and nbt mucb in the
daytime. Still, it's best to be on the safe sid,e."
"Here goes, thep."
CHAPTER IX.
A few minutes _more of silence, and then Fenwick could tell
FEN W 1' CK ' S TUR N.
that the boat was veering in its course, and a little later it came
When ]\id Fenwick ·r eturned to sensibility the first thirigs of to a stop with a grating sound.
He saw the face of a man bending over him.
which he was conscious were the mutmur of voices and a rock"So you've waked up, have you?" the man asked in a grt1ff tone,
ing motion --Of the surface upon 'which he was lying.
"You didn't expect me to sleep all night, did you?" Fenwick
Fenwick instantly comprehended that the restless surface upon
returned _in a matter-of-fact tone, as if his situation was the
which he was lying was the bottom of a boat, against the sides
most ordinary one in the world.
·
of which he could hear the murmur of the water, while the
"Not quite that. But we're going ashore now. Do you feel
splash of oars, dipped slowly, became more distinct as he became
too stiff to n.rnlk ?"
more alert;
Fenwick was surprised that they should ask him such a quesHis first impulse was naturally to sit ' up. But on secon
tion as that. He had not thot1ght that they would allow him SQ
thought, 'as' the mttrmu of voices became more distinct, ' he demt1ch liberty as to go on his own feet.
cided to make the best of his opportunity to listen.
"I don't know yet, but I can soon tell," he answered."He hasn't any friends around here, and th ey won't make
In art instant he was upon his feet. But as soon as h(} arose
much of a search for him right away," said one voice in a
he realized that his head "was very heavy, and be felt as if the
squeaky tone.
"There is o'ne reason why they won't look for him," said the boat was going out from under him.
He swung his arms about frantically for a moment, a,pd then
other.
sunk down to a sitting posture with a suddennes which caused
"\Vhat is that?"
the men to laugh.
"They'll think he skipped out on his own hook."
"Guess you need a little help. -,You aren't used to drinking so
"Why is that?"
much, and it plays on the legs."
"Because most of them know that Mr. Tiffany, as he calls
himself, who has been hanging around here, is watching him,
Fenwick gave no sign as to whether he appreciated the joke
and that the young Still RiV'er schoolmaster has a• secret of his
or not. He passively allowed them to lift him up and help hlm
own of which he is mighty anxious not to let out a hint."
out of the boat. They led him along a path thickly lined on either
"I didn't know about that. I heard somebody say something· side with trees and shrubbery.
about Mr. Tiffany's stopping up to the hotel at Sanford Center,
He barely had time to observe that · they had landed him upon
and everybody was wondering what he was hanging round here
an island in the middle of the river, where the latter was broader
for. as it is later than summer boarders generally choose. to come than at lmy other point which he had yet observed.
up this way. But I didn't know as he had anything to do with
The island was a tiny speck of an affair, a thousand rods or
the young Still River schoolmaster."
more in length, and with no breadth to speak of.
_
"I didn't know it myself till to-ni ght. It seems that this Tiffany
After
having
traversed
about.
one-half
the
length
of
the
island
has been hanging round looking for somebody, ar;id although he
Fenwick
found
himself
before
a
small,
rude
hut
built
of
slabs,
gave no names he· askrd questions in such a way that it got
noised abroad that the one he was inquiring for tallied pretty wi,th a single small window and a door which stood ajar.
"Here's your quarters, my young _pilgrim," said the one who
well with young Fenwick. Then Mr. Crane, whom the Sanfor<l
had acted as spokP.~man for both.
people hired to come and teach the Still River school, picked the
thing up, and he had some talk with this Mr. , Tiffany right away,
Fenwick had been recovering his strength and sclf-possc~s ion
I seen them walking down under the Sanford elms together as
~ great deal faster than he had given evidence of.
friendly as a pair of brothers."
He abruptly faced ab~ut to demand:
"Then you think Crane knows something about this fellow?"
"Well, who says I have got to so ~n?"
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"No one has said it yet. But you might as well make your
mind up to it, for that's what it has got to come to."
"Who are you, anyway? What are the names of the thugs
into whose h.rnds I have fallen? A~e you some of the Sanford
crowd, or did they have to in;iport you from another part of the
country? What does Theron Crane pay you for this, any\'tay ?"
The man who had acted as spokesman so far was a large, burly
fellow, with sandy hair an d whiskers and round shoulders; ' he
looked powerful and vicious enough to be a professional assassin.
"You needn't be cranky, youngster, for we aren't sensitive, and
what you say don't hurt. Just step inside the shanty and wt:'ll
guarantee that you'll come out all right in the end."
"I suppose it would have been all right in the end if you had
chucked me under the water and kept me there," Fenwick retorted.
"Not unless you had lived a pretty moral life, young man.
And according to the stories about you yo.u wouldn't care to be
taken' out of the world in too ·much of a hurry; but we won't
talk. It' s business with us now, and quick business, too I"
Fenwick's brain was acutely acting. Without turning his head
he glanced from the right to . left, and the resolution to escape
rose within him to a point which he could not resist.
"You're two against one, and in the point of weight and advantage you're ahead of me besides," 11e said, and his tone sounded more submissive. "So I suppose I'll have to give in until my
turn comes, but you'll find you'll have to keep the caged a good
wh'. le before you get me tamed."
He stepped toward the cabin as he said this, then veered suddenly to one side, made a tiger-like spring past the big, burly
fellow, on past the comer of the cabin and into the dense shrubbery beyond.
So small was the island that a few swift bounds brought Fenwick back to the place where the boat had been left.
The c.raft had been fastened to a tree by a rope. Fenwick had
noticed this whr'l he got out ·of it, so he had his knife ·in his hand
and a single stroke severed .the rope, and another leap took him
into the boat.
The momen.t um of th e spring sent the craft away froth the
shore, and a moment after he dipped the oars into the stream
and was pulling away from the tiny island and his would-be
captors with all t~1e ' !>_trength there was in his arms.
CHAPTER X.
SEEN

AND

OVERHEARD.

The shores of the stream were wooded, and in the darkness
looked gloomy enough. There were no landmarks with which
the young schoolmaster was familiar.
As he rowed down past the island he heard a shout; and cot!ld
dimly sec his captors standing ' closc 1 to the shore, waving their
arms frantically.
He glanced back once more to s·ee if his enemies were still in
sight.
As he did so he saw a bright, instantaneous flash from the
shore of the island, and a second after heard the report of a revolver.
This was an experience for which Fenwick was not prepared.
While he heard neither sound or other effect of the bullet, and
therefore judged that it must have sped wide of its mark, the
feeling that a shot had been fired at him was anything but a
comfortable' one.
·
But the attempt was not repeated. A moment after the sho~es
of the island became indistinct and the boat was rounding on.: of
the broad, graceful bends of the river.
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By this time the shape of lhe boat and its occupant must have ·
been lost to the sight of the men on the island as they were
merged in the black surface of the stream and in the blacker
forest out lines beyond.
Fenwick had not yet stopped to think what he had don~. T hat
he had outwitted two burly fellows, wl1o certainly . ha<l every
advantage in the beginning, was a fact that he thought nothing
about. His heart was ·beating rather fast, partly from excitement and partly· from his . exertions. But he kept at his work
until at last, with a feeling of keen satisfaction, he recognized
several familiar points along the shore of the river.
A moment after he was sending the craft across tbe current,
and when he leaped ashore it was at the landing nearest the
schoolhouse.
The school building itself was not visible from this point. But
there was a path reading from the river directly to the strip of
highway which passed the school. The landing itself was on the
Sanford· instead of the Parksburg side of the line.
Fenwick secured the craft; not so much because he was ·particular about its safety, as because it occurred to him that it
might be of use in identifying the ruffians with whom he bad had
such an exciting encounter.
In another moment he was moving swiftly up the path. But
he did not go far before he was again brought to a halt. And
this time it was by the sound of a heavy, measured tread passing
;is it seemed directly across the path wl1ich he was following.
He had barely time to recoi-1 and shelter hims.e lf in a thicket
before he saw a tall form cross the path, and another moment:- a
voice exclaimed:
" ls the coast clear?"
"The coast is clear," came back with a military preeisipn of
tones.
''There ain't much use in our pacing this side, anyhow, Tom,"
said the first speaker, a mi nute later.
"That's· the way it seems to me. There wouldn't a,ny of the
Parksburg fellows come up from this side of the river, because
there ain't many of them smart enough to think of doing it.
And arfbther thing, they couldn't get wind of the affair in time
to call a crowd together before we get the thing along so far
that they can't help themselves."
•
"How are they getti ng along?"
"Swimmingly, I guess."
''Have they got it onto roll ers yet?"
"No, they ha\'cn't· got as far ,as that yet. Flanders, you know,
is bound to boss the whole thing, and what he knows wouldn't
make much of a book. They got two or three jackscr~ws under
one side df the concern; and he set 'em to work raising the
building on that side, and then run off ·and tended to something
else, without seeing that the fellows 0111 the other side. went to
work, too. .So the first thing they knew the schoolho use was
tipped up sideways ·and the timbers were creaking and cracking
in a way whkh made it look as if the whole concern were going
to pieces."
Fenwick slipped away from the path, and, making a short
detour, crossed the beat of the sentinel who had spoken, and soon
found himself within · the line of the enemy. ·
As he reached the clearing he saw that the space was lighted
by several bonfires, making the place almost as light as day.
And beyond stood the building itself, raised upon jackscrcws,
still somewhat tilted from th~ clumsy workmanship, while forty
men and boys moved' hurriedly about, their figures looking
strange and unreal in the Aickering light of the bonfires.
' Fenwick remembered at this minute that his bicycle was in
the small' shed adjoining the school building. As yet this building
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was entirely unmolested, and a single glance showed Fenwick
that it stood in a shadow. and that this same shadow lay bl;ick
and qu iv er ing along nearly the entire space intervening . between
the woods and the schoolhouse.
Spr:ngfng out from among the trees, and keeping well within
the ~hadows, he walked boldly and unconcernedly toward the
~m:ill shed.
That he was seen by more than one of those who were
flitting about in the vicinity of the building there could be no
dullut; yet none ga\·e him so much as a second glance, since he
was st:pposed to be a member of their party, there being nothing
suspicious in his movements.
Reaching the shed, which was secured hy a padlock of wh'ch
lw held the key, he unlocked the door, and in another moment he
ran out his trusted bicycle.
Sinn· he could not ride through the woods there wa.s nothing
for him to do hut to strike boldly out into the road and pump
th~ pl·dals ior all he was worth.
~
'v\'ithunt a second's hesitation this was what he did. He lrnd
the length of tht" shadows in \\'hich to work up speed. and wh en
he came out in.to the light he was moving with accelerated swiftness.
Those who saw him simply atared after him, too bewilder<'d
by his sudden appearance among them to do anything else. Then
n shout was raised, and he heard his name repeated by sevi:ral
pairs of lips.
The road was level and fairly good, although there was plenty
of sand farther on.
In a momrnt half a dozen fellows scattered about the road
and started in pnr5uit of Fcmvick. Some of them \\'ere in positions which sremed to promise at least a chance of cutting him
ofT in his Right.
Ilut the fact that he was a good wht'elman was in his fa\'or.
\Vithin three minute~ after going from the sight of his pursuers Fenwick sprang from his wheel in front of the \Vcym:m
d\\'elling.
l k was not greatly surpris<'d to see a tight shining from the
sitting-room windows, for he inferred that there migli( h:n·e
been s01;ne uneasiness on the part of the fam ;ly :1t his nonappcar:mce. But as he knocked he was greatly surprised to find
the door opened by l\Jiss Edna.
frnwick could not help giving the girl an admiring glance,
for ~he wa~ certainly very prrl1y in the light wrapper which she
wnre. :md with the light from the. lamp which she c.irricd shining
upon her face.
'"Oh, you have come, ~Ir. Fenwick I" she .exciaimcd, a note
of clclight in her voice.
'
" B<'tter late than 1 evrr, I hope," he nnswered.
"Oh. 1·cs. l>nt wr wondered that you sliottld go nway from the
schoolhouse and not come back here at all. \Vhat h:i.s h::.ppened ?"
"It's quite a long story and I mustn't stop to le.II it now. You
set' I'm a good dC'al mon· .:mxions that yon should :mswcr my
qm•stions than I am to satisfy yom curiosity. But how clues it
hnppcn that you arc sitting t:p at this ti:nc oi night? 1t must be
midnight or later."

-<
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"It's nearly one o'clock," she :mswered. "But I supposed you
kn ew what was kci-ping us nil 1:p."
"Not on my account, I hnpe?" FC'nwi<:-k returned.
"Oh. no. It was on account of the fire."
"Fire ! Whl·re ?"
"Up in the ci:nter of the town, where they're building the town
lull.''
"I knew nothing ahout iL \V~s the liuildinll" on fire?"

"I expect so. But it's strange that we can't see the light from
the house, for it isn't a great way, and the building stands at the
top of a hill. We can almost see it in the daytime. lt's right
O\•er yonder."
The girl came out upon the porch as she spoke and' pointed up
the road over the dark treetops in the direction of tl!.e Crockett
&welling.
There was certainly no signs of a fire either in that direction
or in any other. Even as they were speaking they heard the
rumble of wheels. and the next moment Mr. \ Veyman's buggy,
loaded with Crocketts, drew up in front of the house.
There was a perfect chatter of voices as the boys sprang off
the team, and the approach 1;1f other wherls were heard. A moment after several teams had dra wn up along the roa dside,
each loaded with as m any men and boys as it aould carry.
The big hand> of Andy Crockett fell upon Fenwick's shoulder.
"'We were sold in fir st-class shape," he exclaimed. "Ilut how
was it we didn't see you there?"
"Ilccause I wasn't th<'re to be seen," returnrd Fenwick.
"\Ve supposed you would be drawn up there by the same hoax
as we were. How the story came to get afloat is more than we
can get at. It was a good giveaway for us, anyhow!"
'"Kot so big as it will be if you don't show yourself Gver to
the schoolhouse about as quick as you can."
'"How is that?"
"The hoax was bic-ger than you dreamed of. If you were decoyed up into the middle of the town hy a false alarm it is easy
to guess where the story started and why the trick was played."
"A Sanford trick! I suspected as much."
"A Sanford trick!" repeated the elder Crockett, \\'ho came
fuming up :it this moment. "And a small one, to say the least,
and we'll m anage to pay t!lC'm .for it."
'"They seem to be taking their pay as they go along. They
have got the schoolh ouse on jacksc: rews and will have it on
rollers ins'. de of half an hour if you don't do somctlting to stop
thr ~amc I"
This anno1mceme11t from the lips of Jurl Fenwkk, coolly :md
distinctly spoken. was ta ken up and repeated by ;ill wlto heard
it. Thi: result was magical. Those who alighted from their
teams spra ng back into them again. There was a perfect
scramble' to get aboarcJ the wagons and buggies.
Fenwick did not bother the teams. but led all the rest upon his
wheel. Within a fraction of a ·m;nute half n dozen teams loaded
with men and boys-and each man and boy filled with belligerence toward the Sanford crowd-was rumbling along the road
to the Still River schoolhouse.
lt -lookrcl as if the final hour for the b<ittle between the Parksburgcrs ancJ Sanfordites had come I
CHAPTER XL .
TWO KINDS OF A I'ULL.

'\'ith all the clatter an<l noise of the wheels, Fenwick's silent
strcrl 1-(0t there first.
When he first came in sight of the schoolyard Fenwick saw
that the Sanford fellows h ad been making the most of the time
that had elapsed since he had left thl'tn.
The fact that they were 111 a fair way of betrayal, and with all
the possihilitics of an interruption, had accelnrate<l th.:ir elTorls
to a rcmarka!Jlc degree.
The schoolhouse now stood, to so express it, squarely upon its
pins. ancl the milers were being put undcn.1eath it.
Timbers had been lair! for a track, a yoke of oxen had hrc-n
backed up prq~ar:i.tory to hitchin:; to the build ing, and it looked
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as if the Still. R.i ver s.choolho.use would soon be established on
Sanford soil \vithoµt any quc;-stion of boundaries.
Fenwick saw. so much <1nd paused to ob~erve no more,
WheeJfng about witlwut dismou11tir1g, he rode back to mt•et
the for mo,;t team whkh was following him, and which chanccJ
to pe the one loaded with Croc!<etts.
. ·
"Have you any t ack!~ or rope handy that you could hitch ont(J
that building?" he briskly asked.
"Tackle to hitch onto tint building!" Crockett repeated.
"Yes-so that you could drav.r it ov~r ·to the Park.sburg side
of the line? H you could only get it a few rods . this way, then
you would most certainly have a legal rivht to keep tht! SanforJ
follows from touching it."
"That's so! Tackle? But we haven't got it with us. There's
chains and ropes and pulleys enough up in my barn to draw
th e whole .tow11 of Sa11ford down hcre-:clcctmen, committeemen a11d all."
The dder Crockett, upon uttering these \\·ords, started off like
a buJlc:t out of a gun, sprang into his buggy, rnad.: a n:ckkssly
short turn in the road 1 and set his horse al a gallop back toward
the Crockett dwelling, 1 egardles · of the danger of a collision
with the other teams which were drawin~ up in line along the
si<le of the narrO\Y road.
By this time all the . teams had come up and the occupants had
alighted.
'
The ro;;id was foll of men and boys, and as the cider Crockett
sped back homeward t.he younger l~rockctts gath<:!r<:d ;tbout
Fenwick to learn what was i'n the wind.
·'It seems to be the only thing to do," said Fenwick, in his
u~ual cool way as Andy asked him what had set his fathe r off in
snch a crazy rush homeward. "The Sanford follows have got
the building nicely raised and onto rollers, and unless I'm mistaken it will pull as easy in one di rection as in anotht:r. They
h:n·e got it nil ready, and it will now be merely a question of
which can hitch the strongest team on."
"'You are going to hitch a Parksburg team onto this side of
the schoolhouse and try to draw it farther onto this side oi the
line?" Andy asked.
"That's the scheme .." ·
"And if they .irY to fight qs off?"
"Vv'hy, then they'll begin the fight. My idea was that we
didn't want to pitch into them as long as they kept ' th ~ir side
oi the line. I_t ought to be a battle of strategy rather ihan one
of clubs qr stones, and certainly we don't' want any guns in it."
Fenwick's sng-gei;tion was taken up and repeated until there
wa not a ma11 or boy in "the crowd who did not understand what
had been proposed.
I t was hard to restrain their enthusiasm both for F en wick
and for his scheme.
The novelty of it-the idea of the Sanford people being pnt to
the tronblt• of raising th e building ready for remo\·al, and then
for -ihc Patksburg people to step in and hitch on a stronger team
than the Sanford crowd could get together and make a pulling·
match of _it, involved a s~rt of ~ontest which promised to 'provide plenty of spd rt as well as excitement.
On the whole the affai r, which had begun in a quanel between
the two towns,- which w'as serious enough in itself, was no'~
approaching a point \vhere a very' narrow line separate(! the:
tragedy from the comedy.
As soon as he·,could get them quieted down sufficiently to fistc11,
Fenwiclc made another proposition: This was that a messenger
should be sent to tile cent ral po,rlion· of the town to get togethi:r
a larger crowd of men, and all the tackle that might be needed
for their enterprise.
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Mr. W eym;m had the fastesi team 'in the lot, . and started out
alone on his mission.
.
He ¥,a d be~n gw1_e about ten minutes before Mr. Crockett
appeared tipon· ·the · scei1e with an expfess wagon loaded with
ropes, chains and pulleys. They paused only for a · brit:f consultation, ·.and then drew boldly into full view of the Sanford
people, who were still clumsily engaged in their preparations.
The Sanford people had barely hitched the team. onto the
building, but ~!I the roller.s were not fa.irly adjusted they were by
1
no 111eans ready to start
,
Out beside the schoolhouse _l ay &everal timbers which it had
been intended to use for the layia"g of the track .upon which to
move the building. Only a part of these timbers had been used,
and the first move of the Parksburg boys was to sdze upon the
timbers and drag thein put to the position desired for thi:ir own
use.
..
\
As the Parksburgers appeared the Sanford crowd ceased operations. and for a brief 'space sta red at them with bewilderment
and dismay.
The Sanford people had oxen for a team. As these animal s
always move at a very slow and steady pace, it was probably safe
enough for them to hitch the team directly to the building,
since there would be no danger of their running the house off
the rollers by any sudden start or jerk.
But in cases where horses are used, even in moving the smallest building, · a special machine must be prepared, which is
operat ed j:Jy a crank which the horse pulls round and round ' in
a circle, and so winds the rope which is attached to the building
on the pulley, giving a slow and steady mo~cment, · as well as
gettiug more power out of one horse.
·
It was therefore agreed that it wou ld be decidedly reckless to
h itch a pair, or even one horse, to the building to pull against
the oxen attached to tbe other side. The horst:s would be sure
to get excited and pull by jerks, with results which may be
imagined.
Mr. Crockett, with the others members of his party, was b11sy
arranging 1he tackle while the boys were placing the timh.:rs.
At the present rate of action they would soon be ready to hitch
the team to the building and show the Sanford crowd what
Parksburg r ould do in the \my of pulling.
The Sanford tc:am was already hitched to the building. The
rollers were in place. The man superintending the work had
been b11zzing about for several mome~ts, as if he dreaded to give
the final orders.
Buf at last the order was given and the teamster began to
swing his whip and draw his lash gently across the back of the
" u ig;h" ox.
From wnerc r.udy and Fenwick stood at the moment, tn cy
could observe what the Sanford crowd was dning better th an
they could see what was going on on the Parkslrnrg side.
The oxen evidently knew their business, whkh' is generally a
very slow and steady sort of business, for nt a wqnl irom thc:r
d r in:r they Wl·rc ~cen to strain at the ye.kc, their noses down to
th ~ ground, their eyes rolling '!ith g<'rn.:ral s i~ns of di strc:ss which
'
they probably did not rea:Jy feel.
At the same- timi: there was ·a creak of the toilers and the
schoolhouse actually moved.
'•\\hat can they lie doing on · th<! Park~burg side?" exclaimed
Andy, with much excitement, for he folt that his side was allow·
il)g the Sa11ford people io gain an advantage which it would be
diffl~t1lt to recover.
·
As he ~poke the "top set in the Crocket flight sprang around
the end of the schoolhouse, closely followed by Fenwick.
.,..he creaking continued, and, to his surprise. as he placed
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his hand on the corner of the schoolhouse he found that it was
not moving then. A sort of tremor seemed to pass through
tile timbers, and that was all.
It was so dark on thu Parksburg side, for there were few
lanterns there to show what wa~ , being done, and the bonfires
hail gone out entirely, that all they could sec for a rr.::-::ite was a
mass of boys and men huddled togeth er on the other side of. the
road, none of them being wit'hin twenty yards of the schoolhouse.
But as Andy sprani:- out into the road, eager to discover why
all were so idle at the very moment when so much needed to
be done, Fenwick suddenly saw h is companion come to a halt,
while his hat flew ofT and he staggered backward, mcasuring
his length upon the ground.
Fc.:nwii::k sprang to th<: assistance of his companion, wondering
what hail happcm·d to him. But as he reachcd the sa'm e spot
something struck his own hat and knockt•d it from his head!
His first thought was that something had been th~own at them.
Dut as he sll'pped back, at the same time fling ing up one hand,
the· hand came in contact with a stout rope, doubl ed, which was
•trung from th<: schoolhous<: out across the road al about the
height of his own head.
His hat had been knocked ofT by running aga'.nst this, and it
was the same olistacle which had thrown Andy Crockett to the
£"round.
Andy was by this time on his feet, and both at once underste>od the cause of their mishap.
"That's what dad was up to I" Andy exclaimed.
"And a good scheme it is, too. It will keep the building
whcr.: it is, cn:u ii it doesn't mo\·.: it any fart h ~r on our s i J~ ui
the: line."
"It's all right if the rope only holds."
"It looks as if it was stout enough, and it's double. I guess
it's more than one pair of oxen will wan t to pull :i part."
In anothc:r moment Fcnwkk and Andy had joined the group
of !•arkshurgers who were huddled together on the other side:
of the ro:id.
"\Vl·ll. clol' S she move?" asked 1fr. Crockett, as he came
bustling up to them, rubbing hi s hands and grinning exultantly.
"Just as much as the rope will stretch," said
"Let them lash their oxen if they want to.

Fenwi~k.

It's good for 'cm,

and if th;y want to hit'ch on another pair of oxen let 'cm do it.

I

guess th ey'll think it's the- heavi est school building \they eve r
tackled before they pull that big oak yonder up by the roots!
That's what the schoolhouse is hitched to."
lt d '. d not take th e Snnford crowd long. howcvc• r. to find out

why the schoolhouse did not "come over" in response to their
co:ixing.
As soon as the discovery was made a general rush was made
toward the Parksburg si'de of the line, with the evident intention of captu rin g the cable with which the building was moo~ed,
and so end up the affair with a rush.
Fenwick was the first to perceive the movement. and he was
the one to gi1·e the alarm.

And the Crock,•tts and their allies

were fully prepared. · Every one of them made a genera l tlash
toward 'the

~pot

where the line was supposed to divide the two

towns, and there took their stand.
The men C>f the Sanford crowd held back.

The boys made a

rush , and in a moment the air was full of sticks and st01frs, and,
as ·fn'-' two crowds met, !,here. was a perfect pandcmo_niu111 .of

so~11as, \\·hilc fists ai;i<l' clubs. we;e frc~ly used.

CHAPTER XII.
TIFFANY

TRICKED.

The brunt of the whole tussle fell upon the shoulders of the
more youthful portian of the Sanford crowd.
.
They showed pluck enouih, but it \vas a los.ini fiibt from th11
fir st. The: day was breaki.J1i, and they well knew that it was too
late to carry out their plans before another night.
·To show that thq recognized this fact, th.:· teamster . wag
alrea~y in the act of unhitching the oxen from the builuing. whil e
th.: oth.:r men of the party were most cvidenLJy making ready
for dcpa rture.
Vli i hin less time than it takes for me to narrate the encounter
the affair was all over. Parksburg was left in full possession of
the tidd. and not a Sanford hat or cap was ldt in tht! clearing
which surrounde d the schcolhouse.
The.: building was st ill upon rollers, and no attempt. to cha nge
its position was made then. Other ropes were at tachcd on the
Parksburg side in orde r to more firmly sc..:urc the buil rling and
keep it in its place. and the Parksburg crowd went triumphantly
homeward l>y the dim light of thi: dawn.
One of the Crockett boys was left behind to act as sentind.
Th err was good reason to beli eve that there was another
51.•nt ind stationc-d 011 tht> other sid e among the trees.
T he next day passed uneventfully, as far as the schoolhouse
affair was concerned. The most important transact ion of th e
day was th:it one which look ed toward bringing to Parksburg
some of the life and sport of the more populous town s a nd cities,
but which that remote hrming region had not yc:t enj oyc•d.
Fenwick ha.ti a fri end who was employed in a largt• spnrtinggocds establishment in Blilston. To him was sc:nt an onkr for
six bicycles.
As these w ere to be purchase d all at on<: 1 time and for club
use, a special discount was assured_
Ticfon: Frnwick ha d gott m the o rder ready for the mail h e
held it up before hi s pupils and reacl its term" to thC'm. that thl'y
might have that to encourage them whilc: waiting for the whcds
to arrive.
"You're doing all this for us, Mr. Fenwick," said Andv as
they walked homeward that night. "And yet you don't k~ow
that you'll be able to stay here another twenty-four hours."
"\Vhat of that?" Fenwick asked.
" \Vhy, it loo ks as if you had an interest in us whether you
get a ny bene fit or not."
"So I have. I have engaged lo teach this school to c>arn a
little mc nry. I need some pretty badly, and if I ha ve ;my J h a ve
got to e:orn it in some way, and I have got c;nough laid out for
the future to call fo r work of some kind. And if I am drh·en
away from here I shall have to try some othc:r place and some
other way, that's all."

'Tm afraid you ought to go away while you have a chance.
It strikes me that that Mr. Tiffany is going to sp ring a trap on
yau one of these days."
"Let him spri ng it, then. Perhaps I can get out of it, hut i! I
can't I won't be the ·first one to get caught. Perhaps it is not
Ti ffa ny th at is to be feared so much."
" \Vho clse ?"
"The one who ha.cl me trapped last night. I don ' t like th;i t
sort of trick nry muc-h."
"\,Yho d.o you cxp.-ct did it?"
"O h. the jcb was d one by the two ruffians with whom I found
myself. \Vh o they are nobody around here seems to knuw,
thoug-h I ha.ve -desc.r.ibe<!:Al1e.m ·tGl quite :1 number-: bilt I take it
that they m11st ha\·e been hired by somebody else."
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"Do you think it was Mr. G:rani: ?"
"I don't know."
Fenwick spent a ggod part of the evening with .~ndy. When
he i.01 back to the Weyman dwelling Edna met him
the door.
A glance at her face showed him that there was iomething
wronr. Indeed, she did not w'a it for him to knock, a11d it seemed
as if i;be had been waiting there, listenini for him to come.
lniitead of standing as:de and allowing him to enter, she
stepped lightly out upon the step and closed the door behind her.
"Your Mr. Tiffany is here," were the first words she said,
and her voice was full of suppressed excitement.
"He isn't my l\1r. Tiffany. But what is the matter, Mis:>
Edna?"
"He is here to see you. H ~ did not come alone-Mr. Dudley,
from Sanford Center, is here with him."
"And who is Mr. Dudley?"
"He is a constable-or a deputy sheriff-or sqrncthing of the
c;ort. They are waiting h ere for you," added Edna. "11r. Tiffany has been telling stories all the evening and trying to make
hi mself agreeable in every way. But yet I just, hate that man l"
"1foch obliged, Miss Edna, for helping me out so far. It's
to u&h work to lµve to hate a man alone, and it's almost as good
as having a friend stand by me to have somebody else hate him
just fo r my s:ike."
Fenwick's voice shook as he sa:d this, and he St'emcd to be
tryi ng to overcome the emotion whi ch was almost too powerful
for him.
" \Ve mustn't let them hear us talking. I came out t hrough all
the othe r rooms to this door :;o that th ey wouldn't suspect anyt hing. I can hear them laughing and talking in the re now.
Father's in there, and' l guess they' re trying to entertain him.
Probably Mr. Tiffany is telling one of h:s funny stories."
Fenwick's lips were ~hut tight. and there was an un decided
look upon his face. Then- in a moment he suddenly exclaim<'d:
"I <l cn't think I'll go with the~e pcoole. Miss E<ln a-t ha~ is, if
I can help myself."
"\\'hat do you mean?"
''I think I'll light out somewhere else."
"Go away from Still• River? Run away from here to-night?"
"Soniething like that. But I won't stay long if I can hdp it.
I am not going to be driven away if I can help it, nor am I going
to be carried away if I can help that. But how did these pcoplo
come? \Vith teams, I suppose?"
"Yes, with a team."
"\Vhere is it?"
" Hitched out by the barn. I can almost see it from here."
"V\"ell then, Miss Edna, I'm going- to do something which will
be vl'ry bold, and whkh will look to you as someth:ni almost
wicked."
"What is it?" she asked.
"I am 2'0ing to borrow their team :ind escape with it. 1:11
see that it is taken good care of and returned to them, and l i;han't
go a great ways. llut this Mr. Tiffany has been so sly and
umlcrhanded and unfair from the beginning that I am going
to get the advantage over him every chance I get, and in t:very
way 1 can think of. I have done nothing that de·s erves such treatmen t. But if I were to let them take me it would be sure to
cause a good deal 'Of tro.uble, and would probably break up my
school here at Still River. If I could only have a little time J'.d
!Jc all right. But he wouldn 't give me a bit! So good-by ,for tonight, Miss Edna, and than,k. ·yoll ·for helping me! I will iOOQ
.·J ee yo~ ' again."
•. Ilefore she cMld uttc"r a remonsfranc~ Fctiwick had. darted oct
into the darkness f.o\vard the barn.
· · ; ;. ~
· ,. ..

at

And standing there, listening and breathless, she presently
heard the creak of Mr. Tiffany's wagon, and the next instant
the team flashed past the hou!ie and out upon the road like a
meteor 1
Simultaneously the door was ftung open and both Tiffany and
Dudley rushed out. The last named ran out to where the team
h:1d been hitched, while the other laid one hand heavily on the
a rm of Edna Weyman.
1
"So you warned him, did you, Miss Edna? So you helped him
to gi vc u!i the sE11 ?" Tiffany exclaimed, looking sharply down
into the girl's f~ce.
CHAPTER XIII.
MORE THAN ONE ROAD TO SANFORD.

As he unhitched the horse from the corner of the barn Fenwick"s quick eyes told him that the horse was an uncommonly good
one. And it occurred to him that neither Mr. \Veyman or Mr.
Crockett had horses which could match this one in a race .if it
should come to that.
His bicycle stood just within the barn, and the door was ajar.
He pull ed the wheel out, lifted it into the express wagon, then
unhitched the horse, sprang onto the seat, and sped away as
Ed na \Vcyman had seen him do.
He droYe straight toward the town of Sanford. An hour of
rapid driving brought him to the village, and he drew up in
front of the hotel where he knew that i\lr. Tiffany made his
to,rping place. ·
.
A young fellow with a slouching gait, or more properly a staggering one, for it was differen t from the ordinary slouch, 'cam.:
out of the hotel• stable as Fenwick drove up.
''\,Yell, :Moles, so I find you Here," Fenwick exclaimed, as he
leaned ove r to :o;peak to the youth.
"What !-the young schoolmaster-and 'way over here," Moles
retorted wit h his thick, hesitating speech, which was so much like.
that of· a man who 'was intoxicated.
"Yes, 'way up here !-right in the midst of the enemy's camp,
as it were 1 But where's your master?"
"Gone down to see you, I suppose. Ilut . that team-great
gosh!"
"What's the matter with the team, Moles?"
"It's Mr. Dudley's team! He's the Sanford constable, a11d
he's gone down to <;ee you l"
"That's queer. Must be we missed connections somewhere,
for I'm here and they aren't. But what did they want to sec me
for?"
"Oh, I dunno. Some of Mr. Tiffany's business, and he don't
tell folks whe.t he does th'ngs for. He's one of the fdl!!rs that
asks no questions and tells no tales."
"Did he s;tart with M r. Dudley from here the first of the
. c'veninr?"
U'Yes."
"Did they tell you they were coming down to see me?"
"They didn't tell.me. I just heerd them talkin' about it."
"\ Vhat did you. hear them say?"
"Oh,' quite a lot. Bnt I wasn't listenin' In particular, and I
couldn't understand most of the details . . I guess they was goin'
t.O af·rest you for soineth'.ng."
" You didn't hear what for?"
'"No, I didn 't hear that. But I don't see how in blazes you
got hold . oi that team."
'.'O h, ihat- w;;i s .easy enough. I just , wa lkec{.. out, got in~o it,
"took up' the reins and drove off. But don't let it worry you,
Moles. Mr. Tiffany will tell you when be sees you tl~:i.t · I got
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hold of it all s_traight enough, ;md easy, too. Now,.Mo!es,· I want
"Wall, I dunno/' said the loafer, after '-Fe~wick had briefly
you to do ine a little favor." ·
stated his propo~ itiort.
"What kind of a favor?"
"So here's another one that doesn't know'. I d(;m't· want . to
"Oh, something real easy. And I'm ,_going to offer you· som~ • h:re a man that doesn't know after I have · offore'd hirn :·a · fair
thing for it. I suppose Mr. T iffany pays you someth_:ng?" . ·
trade. Who .arc those fel lows in there? Ari! any bf .them' lj k,dy
"Nothin' very big. He ha s h.eaps and gobs of money ' in his
to know whether th ey wan t to earn two doHars · in casH, a11d earn
pocket, but he's mighty stingy of it whe n it comes to givin' much
it easy?"
of it to me. He's- hinted several times that he was goin' to do
"Ch, l'd like the two doll ars well enough," said the lounger.
sornethin' handsome by me if I was only faithful to him."
"\Veil, earn it and you have it-bet ter than that, ·you have it
''And you have been faithful for some time?"
before you earn it ii you'll only give me your word of honor an<\
"For three days."
,
start off and not let any grass grow _under that horse's feet. L et
"And the something handsome hasn't showed up yet?"
me tell you that it's a good horse, too, and as pretty a driv<:r
"No, it ain't showed up yet. I suppose he thinks it's han<las you'll pull the reins over for many a day.''
some for him to treat me to soda water hcri: at th.: hotel once
The young stranger eyed Fenwick sharply, th en eyed the horse,
in a while; but he pays go~d board here, and they 'll throw ip
and 1hen Moles.
•
whatever he drinks or treats me en."
''I'll do it," said the latter, shaml1Eng up at that moment.
"Do you suppose Mr. Tiffany ever takes anything. that has
"All right, then ; jump in- ancJ here's your money," said Fen,
anything stronger tban whiz in it?''
wick.
"I don't know what you · mean.'_'
~\s he spoke he thrust the two-dollar bill into Moles' hand, gnvt'
"\Vhy, socl.a water, as you call it, is m o~t ly whiz, but there ;·m:
him a gentle push toward ihe team, ~.nd with greater cckrity
some other kinds of drinks that don't make much noi se before
than the slow-witted . fellow had ever moved before, he c!imb1:cl
they are drunk, but measure up pretty well after th ey're do\Yn."
into the vehicle, seized the reins .and was ready to start.
''Oh, you mean liquor. Maybe he takes a glass now and thc1)
on chilly mornings."
"Now drive fast and remember my instructions to tJ1c h:tt<!r.
"\Veil, what do you say about doing the fayer for me?''
And don't let any gras$ grow under the hor e's feet."
"It depends on what it is."
The team \vas turned into the rvad again, and in another
"'I just want you to take this team over to the the next town-I
moment was speeding away at a lively gait.
suppose that's about ten miles-leayc the team there and con\e.
" Say!" exclaimed the young fell~w. sei zing Fenwick by the
back o_n the stage."
arm, "I was goin' to do it !. Why didn 1t you wait a minute? I
"Good land ! What do you want me to do that for?"
was goin' to do it for you."
"For two dollars in ca,sh," said Fenwick, taking the money
"\" ou sa'.d you didn't know, and I didn't want anybody tlrn.t
from his pocket-a crisp two-dollar bill, which hi; hdd temptingly
didn't know. Moles didn't know in th<! fir st place, but he found
before Moles' eyes.
out, and so he was ahead of you. Nobody that's doing busint·ss
Moles had seen plenty of money in his d3y, l>ut to finger any
with me wants to say they don't know when they're asked ii
that was ab~oh1tely his own would be a .d ecided novelty to him.
they want to earn any money. They lose the clnnce, that's all.
"Talk fast! Wili you do it or not?"
But th r re is something yon can do for me, and I'll pay you for it.
"I declare I dunno," falter ed Moles.
although I can't do as well as I could have done if you had done
"All right, then. lf you don't know, that means you won't
the other wo rk."
'
do it. · I've got to find somebody that does !mow. Any ' other
' 'What is it?"
young loafers around here?"
.
"You can just forget that 'you saw me here to-night; forget that
Fenwick sprang from the vehicle and looked into th e barn,
you saw Moles go off with that tea m, and everything else. Of
where a livery stable was run in connection with the hotel.
course they'll find out t he. truth, and they w'.ll be sure to know
It was not too late for several loungers 'to be hanging arouml
that the t •_m was here, and th~t Moles went off in it. • But I
the stable-loafing, s'm oking, telling stor ies ·and "talking horse."
don 't thi11k . they'll find out so easy that I got ou_t of it-they'll
He caught sight of dne whom he thought might answer his purthink that Moles drove me off, and that I ha<l him do it to bdhg
pose.
the team back for me. If they should happ en .to .get that into thc'r
hi:ads you won't take the trouhle to correct them, will you?"
He st6poed to t he door and motioned the fellow to come out.
"No, of course not. I ain't no great hand to tattle, nohow."
The young man complied, staring curiously at the young school"All right, th_cn, see that you don't. Heri:'s a sma_ll fee , showmaster all the while.
ing that I'm willing to pay for a favor when I get one. M one)·
"D~ yon want an hour's job ?-r{o, we'll call it three hours, so
don't come easy to me, liut · it's got to go pretty easy to-night. _
that you'll have plenty of time?" Fenwick asked.
Now set> me wh:z--but just forget that you Sa\V me, that's all."
"\;\/hat doin' ?" the other asked. ·
Fenwick had tak~n the bicycle from the wagon th~ moment h~
Fenwick briefly told him what WM want~d, putting the propo$i~
had ·alighted. He now ea's ily · flung him8clf upon it, and was
tion almcst identically as he had put it to Moles. The latter had
speeding away down the slope in the direction of th.; S.till Ri ve r
wiChdrawn to a little di stance, looking· first at Fenwick, th(;n at
schoolhouse.
the team, and then -at -the · loafer, his slow wits 1..!nable to take
in the whole of the· strange transactipn at once.
In his flight from Mr. Tiff·my Fenwick had tak;en another
road than th at which led !)ast the schoolhouse.
His wits were just quick enough to reali ze' that he liad lost a
He did th:s purposely, perfectly sure that he would be followed
chailce to earn a two-dollar bi!I, and he was beginning to f1.:d
by th e same route. But, mounted on his silent skcd. he drew up
regret that he had been so Qtiick to refu se the offer. For' here
was a case where the cash was in sight, and that ;\·as a godd deal_ in front of the Weyman dwelling at <iimo t pre~isciy th e sarn1;,
momcn·r · 1h<1t M;. · Tiffany a{1d 1he .$anford C:vnsfablc -3.riivcd" iit
better ·than the- ''sonie(llin"'S' hanq~ome" whicli
'i'iffai1s · \\·as
always promising.
Sanfo rd Center by the o'.her rou'.c I
0
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CHAPTER XIV.
lIR. CRANE INSIDE THE WO!tKS.

f'Ol'lwick hai managed his ruje with consummate skill.
He had givm Edna Weyman to understand that he would return -that night. She had promised to admit him if he came,
and so thoroughly excited was sbe that there wai no danger of
her · falling asleep while she was waiting lfor his return.
l'fhcrdorc:' he did not have to knock very loudly on the door
of the farmhouse, a little more than two hours after he had left
it. Miss Edna admitted him.
"You see rm back and ready to get a little sleep before I
bcli(in school at the usual hour in the morning..'' said Fen wick,
wiih a faint smile, as the shining eyes of the girl looked into his.
"They took one of ·father's teams and followed you," were
her first words.
"Did they say anyth ing t~ you?"
"Mr. Tiffany acca..sr d me of helping yo u to escape.''
''\Vell, you owned up to it, didn't you?"
"I told him that I helpc:'d you."
"And what did he say to that?"
"Oh, he s:iid som ething in that slick way of his: about my being
a very natural ·sort of girl, and that he shouldn't make me very .
mu~h trouble on account of it. He said he thought he should
see you before morning."
"And how about your father? Does he think that I am a sort
of young reprobate? ls he afraid to harbor me in his house
longer?"·
"~o, I don"t think he feels that wa-y. Indeed, Mr. Tiffany
.didn"t say anything against you-in fact, he didn"t say much
about you, anyway, except that he had got to see you, and that
t here was a liitle matter that would have to be settled in ·same
way. He asked my father to let him take the ,team and follow
you."
"Does your father know you helped me to escape?"
"I t0ld him of it."'
'' Did he blame you?"
"Tle laughed a little. and ~:dn't say ahything when I .told him."
"Then I guess it's ::t!l right in that quarter. Now , if you do·n't
mind . I think J"ll tt1rn in and get a liule sleep. You know I am
engaged to teach school in the Still River district, fnd I want to
~a rn my. salary. I lrave not been us~d to such late hours as I
have been kccpini' to-night and last night.''
Fenwick retired to h:s bed, hut . his brain was so acth·e under
t he excitement of the night before that it was some time before
he could sleep. Consequently, it ·was late in the morning whe_!1 he
awokc, -alld he found Andy Crockett at the door · waiting for him.
"Any school to-day?" asked the youth, with a grin upon his
homely feature•.
·
'Td like to get onto the outside of some rations, and then
·you"ll find me on hand ready for business," was F enwick's reply.
";\s long as ihe building is hitched to a tree we know just
where to find it. But I just · con~e from there, and it looks as if
•ome of the Sanford fell9ws had st0lch an0ther march on us."
"I thought there was somrbody appointed to look after that to
prevent t heir doing such mischief."
" It hasn't been neglect ed very long. One of my brothers has _
been over there ever since school closed last night, abo;11 once in
twCiJ or three hours. We thought that was often enough to prevent them from tackling onto the building and moving it, and th.at
wu all we were on t he .lookout for."
·
"\V ell. what'~ happened no~v ?"
"Somebody
inside. I see four Sanford fcllo~s going in just <lS.
. .
~

#

_I came away, and I could hear volc~s within just as plain as I
can hear yours now. There w«s one voic;e that--"
Andy hesitated, and looked sharply at F~n\vi!ik, while Fenwilik
looked sharply batk.
"You ' mean Mr. Theron Crane?"
"It sounded like his music, though I wouldn't be sure."
Fenwick did not hurry particularly with his breakfast, for be
cotil d think and scheme as well while eating, SQ no time was lost.
When he came out at la5it, he did not look at all hopeless or discouraged.
"I think we can get possession of that building if we only
work it right. Will some Qf you .Jfellows bring along a ladder?
There'i on~ lying out there by the shed, and I think .ti.fr. Weyman will let' us borrow it, even if we don't ask for it."
The ladder was seized by half a dozen · boys at the same time,
and all started off down the road at their top speed.
Fenwick followed more leisurely, and when he came in sight
of the building he felt convinced that what he had suspected was
true. ·
Theron Crane had gotten the Sanford pupils together artd
promised to . provide instruction for them in the Still River
schoolhouse that day. And at that very moment school was in
scs's ion, with Mr. ~[heron Crane at the head of this institutio'b of
learning, which was mounted on stilts.
"If some of you boys wouldn't mind carrying the ladder round
and resting it ag~inst the back side of the building, r ·n do the
rest," said Fenwick. "But take care and don't make any more
noise than you can help, and attract no more attention than possible, for there is no window on that side, and they can't see
what we"re doing."
Fenwick's suggestion was carried ou~
The boys then saw him enter the little shed to which allusion
ha! already been made, and come out with a bundle of hay thrust
compa~tly under one arm, and also with a piece of board abo.u t
fifteen inches in width.
'
As soon as the ladder was placed in position Fenwick mounted
it, and, stepping as lightly as possible, so as to attract no altcntion inside that could be avoided. he ascended to the roof.
Fenwi~k 's first move was to divide the _
b undle of hay into several small parcels, and two of these he dropped down into the
chimne-y. Then he took a bunch of matches from his pocket,
ig11ited the whole of them, and, as soon as they got fairly to
burning, he dropped those down also. This he followed up by
the rest of the hay, and then he took a small paper parcel from
. his pocket and dropped that down the .chimney mouth, from
whi ch already quite a dense mass of sm.oke was pouring.
He th en waited a few minutes, until he could tell by the ,c-olor
of the smoke that all he had thrown down had become ignited.
Then he tolO>k the square piece of board and placed it over the
top of the ~himney, leaning carelessly forward upon it, so as to
keep it in place.
One or two of the windows of th e schoolhouse were opened a
little ·way, for the morning was quite cool, and Mr. Theron Crane
had, therefo re, paid less attention than he ot-herwis;e would to the
matter of ventilation.
But at this m orn6;llt a wind ow went up, and to those listening
and wat ching outside came the sound of sneezing and coughing
in all the different tones and styles in which eighteen or twenty
strong-lunged young_ fellows may cough and sneeze.
I.n the mi<lst of the coughing and sneezing, the shaggy hc:id
:and classic features Qf Mr. Theron Crane presented themselves
at the window-were . even thrust out-as if he was panting for
sorneth:ng fit to breathe.
_
The cqugb_ing an9 Sf!eezing continued to increase every instant,
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and presently the heads began to leave the windows, and one and
Fenwick had not intt>nded that the affair of the night before
should become a matter of gossip among his pupils. If the truth
then another inmate rushed forth from the tioorway, with streaming eyes and handkerchiefs ' tO their faces, while the coughing
were to come out at all, it would come out soon enough in any
case. He was afraid that there might be some among them who
and sneezing had become something terrible to hear and bc.;hold.
would fed some suspicion against him if they knew that two
As a result of the first break, within less time than it takes to
~ate the fact, Mr. Crane and every one of his pupils had sought
officers were really on the lookout for him.
Just before the close ef school on this eventful day a team was
the open air, and, to judge from th eir appearance, they had done
heard to drive up to the door, and one of the occupants coolly
so none too soon ·to save themselves from suffocation.
entered the building.
Even to the place where the Parksburg boys were standing
Fenwick turned just in time to see .Mr. Tiffany standing in the
there came a faint whiff from the inside of the building which
entryway. The man's face wore an exultant smile, and he was
showed them what the inmates .must ha.ve had to endure.
Andy Crockett stood a little apart and raised one hand to Fen- advancing with a confident swagger toward the ipner door.
Fenwick quickly and quietly stepped to the entrance, with his
wick as a signal th:it his plan had suceeded. At the same time
hand upon it, and met Mr. Tiffany with a smile as confident and
Fenwick removed the board from the chimney, and th e next moexultant as his own, and at the same time closed the door with a
ment had descended to the ground.
bang that shook the building 1 Instantly the one outside wai>
No sooner had his feet touch ed terra firnza than Andy Crockett,
heard to spring against that door, and for a moment the young
at the head of the Crockett fl ight, foll owed by fully a dozen stalschoolmaster stood with his shoulder pressed against it, his face
wart fellows from the Parksburg side of the line, made a das h
red, his breath coming hard and fast, while he strove with his
to\ ard the discomfited Sanfordites, utterin g a yell that would
fow ers to push the heavy iron bolt into the socket on ihe inn..:r
have done credit to double their number of Comanche Indians.
The Sanford boys did not attempt to stand their ground; they side!
had been nearly suffocated by the fumes which they had inhaled,
and were ·in poor trim to show their valor in another open tusscl
CHAPTER XV.
with their enemies.
FENWICK'S
FL!G. HT.
"Skin, boys ! Let them go into the schoolhouse and toast their
young master, if they're so anxious to do it."
For Just about sixty seconds the struggle between Jud FenIn a moment every one of them was using his legs for all he
wick and Mr. Tiffany, one 5triving to close, the other to open, the
was worth, and even Mr. Crane unbent his dignity somewhat as
door, continued with unabated vim.
he ambled away from the scene of his defeat.
Tht!re was a key in the lock, or had been, but in the struggle
Indeed, he lnd caught a glimpse of Fenwick, as the latter was
it had dropped out, and lay upon the floor just beyond Fenwick'~
descending from the roof of the building, and the glimpse was
reach.
enough to tell him that he owed his defeat to the young master
Glancing hastily backward, be saw Andy Crockett and two
whom he so thoroughly hated.
dthcr members of the Crockett flight coming toward him. There
Gladly would he then have stopped and attempted to retaliatu
were Siivera! other boys who .were .llpon their foet, and the girls
if there had been any hope of success in his doing so.
were watching the struggle with an intentness which sho~ved the
But it was plain ro him that his rival's chances were, for a time
keenness of their anxiety.
at least, in the ascendancy, and Mr. Theron Crane must b:de his
"The key. Andy!" Fenwick exclaimed.
time for a final triumph.
Andy uncierstood. At the same time the voice of Mr. Tiil'ariy
Fenwick took his stand at the d o ~r of the schoolholtse, and
sounded on the other side :
called the boys about him, that the enemy might have no chance
"Here, Dudley! Give me a lift, can't you?"
to gain a·n entrance.
Fenwick's face was almost purple, so violent were his exerAs most of the windows of the building \\'ere open, and th~ rc
tions to keep the door closed. He was exer,cising eycry ounce
was now a free draught to the chimney, so that no more smoke . of strength at his command, and the fact that he was holding
could come down into the room, a few minutes· would suffice to
his own with the detective, who was a wiry man, showed that the
clear away the fumes and make it possible for them to take posyoung schoolmaster was an antagonist not to be despised.
session.
Push, pull, · jerk-the door now opening an inch or so, then
"You have smoked them out,'' said Andy, in his big voice.
closing with a bang, thi>n opening again, the effort so fully en"T :;::ess it would have smoked out most anybody that hapgaging all of Fenwick's energies that he had not <an ounce of
pened to be in there."
strength or a particle of breath to spare for anything else.
"Was there anything besides the hay?" Andy asked.
Andy saw the key, seized it, and sprang to Fenwick's assist"A little parcel of sul phur, that's all. It will be a good thing · ance.
for the health of all hands. for it is well e11ough to fumigate an
He couid do little to help, as far as holding the door closed
old building once in a w!1ile to cleanse out the disease germs."
was concerned, for there was room 1or only one to cling to it.
"There wa~ one old disease germ that sails around u_n der the
F enwick was becoming exhausted with his efforts, and at the
name of Therein Crane, who ambled off about as sooh as the
same time could hear the heavy clump, clump of Constable Dudsmudge began to get in its work,'' grinned Andy.
ley's boots along the entryway.
· "Take hold-relieve me-<\nd I'll put in the key!" whispered
"And in getting rid of him we have got rid of something as
bad as pestilence-if he doesn't return. But I guess we can go Fenwick.
He purposely spoke in a tone low enough to be inaudible to
inside now, and we'll find the atmosphere more wholesome than
those outside.
·it was the last time we were here. It lacks but ten minutes to
In a moment Andy had thrnst the key into the Jock, and, lehdnine, so we'll begin school on time."
ing all the aid in his power, the door was momentarily. closed
Ang so, indeed, did Jud Fenwick once more open school ptmc'and the key turned.
tually in the Still River district, even though at first it look..:d as
As the bolt clicked in the socket, an exclamation came from
if the battle must go against him.
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the other side which so nearly resembl~d an oath that both FenThe field itself belonged to Mr. Crockett. For a New Engwick an(! Andy received a less favorable impre~sion of Mr. Tifland cornfield, it was a large one, comprising several acres in
fany's morality than they had i1eretofore entertained.
ex.tent.
"He's .locked it, Dudley l" they heard Tiffany exclaim.
"I don't believe I can find a better place to play hide ;;ind seek
"Then we'll batter it down ·l" Dudley returned.
with Tiffany and that duck-legged constable than right here,"
"Hold on a bit. There are windows to this building, and four
said Fenwick, after he had penetrated the field to the distance of
several rods.
'
sides to it, while there are only two of us. You stay here and
watch the door, and ru skip around to the other side, to see that
Fenwick kept straight on across the newly plowed field, taking
the fellow doesn't give us the slip in th.at direction."
no pains to conceal his tracks.
At the satne moment that Mr. Tiffany was "skipping around"
At length he reached the end of the field . and beyond found anto the other side of the buiJdin~, Jud Fenwick was reaching the
other forest track, which had the appearance of being more exsame point by the shorter line of the building's diameter rather
tensive in area than that through which be had already passed.
than its circumference.
He strud: into this also, still taking pains rather to leave distinct tracks than to conceal them.
The windows were very high, and he was obliged to spring
upon one· of the desks to reach them. OwinlJ to the coolness of
He penetrated the woods for a distance of a quarter of a mile,
and then abruptly changed his tactics.
the day; only two of the windows were open. And neither of
these was upon th:it side of the bui.l ding from which Fenwick inRemoving his shoes and Stockings, and tying them in a comtended to make his escape. He was, th erefore, hindered for a
pact bundle. he struck out l1PO!l a circular course, which soon
brief instant by the necessity of raising the sash. The latter
brought him round facing the cornfield, to which he soon restuck, and for ·a moment it looked as if Fenwick would not be
turned.
able to get it open in time.
,
Stepping lightly, he left no trail which any eyes short of those
At last the window went up . with a jerk. At the same time
of an Indian scout eou4d detect. And the tracts that he left in
Fenwick heard the hurried tramp of feet out ide, and knew that
the cultivated soil of the cornfield, looking like those of any other
Mr. Tiffany was close at hand. For the space of a single, quick
barefooted youth, were not likely to be identified, even if they
breath he hesitated, in doubt as 't o whether or not he should at·
were di covered.
tempt to escape from that window. .
Penetrating the COft\ for the distance of a few hundred .yards,
he proceeded to pull down a quantity of it, and then seated him"It m:ght as well he here and nQw as anywhere and a,ny time,"
self upon the dry, soft. heap to rest.
he muttered.
.
As these words passed his lips, his lithe form sllot out through
He looked· up at the sky, which was becoming rapidly dark. ·A
the window, and he stru<;k _squarely upon al) fours belo\v.
storm was coming up, and several raindrops fell softly upon his
face.
Springing to his feet, )1e darted around the corner of the building just in time to elude the glance of Mr. Tiffany.
He pulled out his watch, and. striking a match, looked at the
time. lt lacked <I' quarter to seven o'clock. The autumn day
Counting upon the latter pausing ,for an instant to see whether
the fugitive had emerged from the building- or not, Fenwick
had clo ed earlier than usual 1 and the darkness of night seemed
fairly to have settled upon the scene.
struck out at his best pace straight across the road and toward a
belt of wooc!s on the other. $ide.. .
"There will be somebody at the station, if I can only get the.re
He had just reached the edge of the latter, when he heard a
before the train arrives. I can send a telegram, and it will be
shout behind him, and knew that he was seen by his pursuer.
possible to have a feply in good season to-morrow. It's the only
The shout of Tiffany was no.t merely an exclamation, but a
thing to do, and I'll do it, if the station-master only knows ·
enough to send l!nd receive a message straight. Yes-that's what
definable command, enunciating the name of Constable Dudley.
I'll do l"
It was at this instant that Fenwick reached the woods, and a
second ~fter he knew that he wa~ out of sight of his.Rursuer.
Fenwick did not put on his shoes and stockings until he was
A pistol shot broke the ~tii:lness, and a ringing comrµand from , again clear of the cornfield, for the soft earth there tonk impressions with too much distinctness, and there was a possibility that
.l\fr. Tiffany's li_ps rang .out:
"Stop, Fenwick, on your life! I mean business this time!"
a pursuer might still be prowling about in the vicinity,. watching
"Let him pop l" exclaimed Fenwick,• 1ipder his breath, with- . for him to kave t)le shelter of the corn.
out in the least slackening his pace. "He has no more right to
He had the best of reasons to believe, however, that Tiffany .
shoot me than I. have to s\loot hip:i. Re'$ playing the bully and
and Dudley, after fol!owipg him across the field and into the
woods beyond, had given up the chase till morning.
the blackguard, while lw starte<l 01.1t with the pretc)"lse of b.eing a
a-entleman. He has played the part of a spy, and is crowding me 1 What measures they would then take was uncertain. Al\ de.
pended upon Tiffany's estimation of the urgency of the case.
just because he thinks .I'tJJ n?thing but a boy, and can't help my.
self. He may use his pistol, and I'll use my legs, and, if he tries
Tiffany would probably expect Fenwick to attempt flight entirely from tbat locality, since pursuit had become su~ a seriqus.
to crowd me too .hard, hi!'ll find that I can use $O!llething besides
matter.
my legs!"
Fenwick soon found hi$ way back to the road, and, with ~is.
Mr. Tiffany did not fire a secol'ld sho.t
The strip of timbel' was narrow, and Fenwick soon reached
feet clad in their usual manner, he struck. Qut down th' sl<;>p<: in
the direction of the railroad station.
·
the other side of it.
He was upon the other side of lhe hill, and. thi:refore, out of
The co~se to the station took him past the Weyman dwelling.
sight by the time they had p.asscd the timber growth. At the
At that pOint he purposely made a shol"t detour, tha~ l~e might
not e11co1,1nter a11y member of the family.
foot of the slope there was a stone w.all, and on the other side
of the wall wa an extensive cornfield.
Yet, as he returned to the road a short distance below the
An early frost had blighted the tops and leaves of the corn, , V\Teyman farm buildings, and was leaping over a wall, he found
himself fairly face to face with Edna Weyman.
which, however, was dyina: a uatural dc:i.th, and leaving its fruit""Why, l!Ir. Fwwick·l" she exclaimed.
a~c behind.
..
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"You are not just coming from the schoolhouse. Edna?" he
asked.
"No; ' I came home soon after you went. I just went down lo
the house of a nc:ighbor to inquire whether they had caught you
or not. Nearly all the boys in the district are out wa:t ing to
hear whether they gv.ertook you. Every boy and girl at Still
Rivu hopes that you will escape, for they don't believe that you
are really to blame for anythin~. But still, my father say~"
The girl interrupted herself, and Fenwick aikcd:
"What docs your father say?"
"That, if you are really innocent of everything, the best thin~
you can do is to give yourself up to l\lr. Tiffany, and have your
innocence proven."
"\.Vhich shows that your father is gi,·ing j udgm r nt on something that he knows nothing ahout," said Fenwick, speaking almost sharply.
"That's what I told my father. nut he told me that I must be
careful. and not be too sure that you were honC'st and all right
just because you happened to have a faculty for making yuur,;l'lf
so popular among the pupils in your school. He said he couldn't
help likinli you h imself, but that sometimes pccplc had thc faculty
of making friends when they were not worthy of them."
"I can forgive tour father 'for the advice he gave yon. It
would probably be best for you to heed it. You don't really know
anything about me-you don't really know but I'm a nott·J burglar or highwayman, or some other criminal, in disguise. ~laybe
I don't look just like one, lrnt you know app earnnrcs are of\en·
times deceitful, and you had better· take yvur father's ad\'ice and
be on the safe side. Il11t you have been so knd to me, and I
appreciate it so much, th;it. if I have ·a ch;ince to see you before
I go away from Still River. I'll tell you the whole 1rutb-l'll tell
you why it is that that spying dt• tt•ctin~. Mr. Tiffany. and the
duck-legged constable are chasing me throur;h woods and over
fields. 13ut, till I see you again, fiild we Im ve more t imc,
good -by!"
I le held out his h::ind impnlsi\•ely. arnl the girl tock it. Some
kind of an incoherent reply kll from her lips.
1 hen h.e turned. and 'triking into a loping trot, soon tlisappcared from her sight down the lonely st rip of road.
The girl stood gaz111g a ft er him a minute or two, until his
form was lost in the clarkm·ss.
Then ,; he returned to the house, a strangely homesick frrling
oppressing her usually cheerful na ture. It was a feeling which
she had never cxp,cricnccd hrfore in her lif~ in the same way.
In half an hour Fcnw.ick haJ rcaclicd the station. Llefore he
c:amc in sight of it, he: heard the roar of the incoming trnin,
ht·ard that roar cease when it stoppt•d at t)1e sta:i r;n . and th< n. a
mnmcnt afterward, lJeard the puffing of the locomotive as it unce
ITICJllC went on its way.
He knew that at a small country station like this the one in
c:h:irge would lock up the pbct' and go home as soon after the
dep::i rt ure of the train as he could do so.
Thaeforc he ran at his h~st speed. and re-ached the plat form
just as the station 'agent wa' leaving it.
The man was past miJdle ;ige. with grayish ~Jndy h~ir and
beard and a crusty mannrr. Fenwick plantC'<I himself fairly - in
the man's way. and thP. latter was obli!!'ed to halt.
"I want to send ... telegram," said Fenwick.
"Lockc<l up, and I'm going homl'," wJs the crusty re-spons1·.
"Dut the tdcgram ha, got to go, C\'<'n if l havi' to go in :md
thump it out on the machine myself. Yon nt'cdn't :<tare, for I can
do it, though I might not hammer as hard as I saw you dui.ng the
od1er day."
The man stared and glared till finally the rigiditv of his fE:a·

lures relaxed in somethin~ which came as near tg a smile as
anything ht• knew how to indulge in.
"You're th1: yota1cr Still Rtvcr schooli:naster, I take it?
thought iO hy your bcini;: so pcrt-li'.<c. They say there's some
qucrr things about you. too-hut that's none of my business.
Come alon~" and give me your mcssa~e."
Fenwick went aleng, the messace \vaS sent, and the station
agent sa:d there would prob'\bly be ~ reply by eight o'clo~k in th/e
morninll'. and he would be tbcre to take it.
"Leave it, if you please. in thi.- hollow of thit big oak-I noticed
it as I c:rn1e down. That will save me coming clear to the station for it, and save you delivering it at the house. or schnolhouse. when it isn't sun· that it wowld find me in ritlwr place."
Of course th<' station agent h.1d to know what P<.'nwick's ITil'Ssagr to hi~ unknrwn frirnd in P,,µfhlo \\'as. Dut a tele;.:ra ph
cp<·rator mu~t be ab!c to keep a secret. and no one could be more
di,;crcet in th;it respect than l\fr. Grimes.
An hour later P'rnwick was back at the schoolhouse.
All was dark in antl 1.round it. 11 e r<'connoitned carefully,
and, m;ikihg sure \hat he was not watrhrd. he entcr<"d it throngh
window, and strrtrh1 d h ' mst'Jf Olli upon a }OUci •ccitaticn S<·at.
In ten minutes he was sound aslcrp.
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CIJAPTER XVI.
A VOi.LEY !IT THE

ENE~IV.

Fenwick w:is aroust'cl perhaps an hnur after he first fell asleep
by the sotmr! of ,·oices ("Ollling from a spot which srcmod almost
underneath whrrc he w:is lying.
.
He spqng 11p. and in anothrr mom('nt was standing upon nne
of th~ cksh. peerin~ c:iutiously out of the window down upon a
inlup of form;; s1~nding rlose to thc wall.
There Wl're half a dozrn mt·n and hoys. and most 0f thl' hoys
were grown. P'rom his position he could dist:nctly hc:ir C\'l'ry
word that was sa1<l.
"They say that thr P:irkshi1r::: C"nmmitt<'t'' art' gc>11ing a little
brnken up about their young m:ist1·r- having him l'h:i•<'d out of
the schooll10ust' by a private detective and the ccnstahlc," d~
clarcd one of the spca kC"rs.
"I ~uessrd all tbe' timr th:it there' was snml'lhin~ wrong with
that young fellow. rloys arrn't apt to he as smut as h1~ pretends
to he if they arc all r:ght. Too nrnrh smartness is pretty sure
to have some wickedness mixrd with it."
"Evrry1hi11g is playing in:o our hanJs. anyhow. Crnck<-i.t :iml
\Vcym·1u and two or 1hrec others have got toiirther to-night. and
are talking the thing O\'C'r together. ln the llll':tntiml', they h:i"e
ldt th<' sC"hoolhousr 1111g-u:irdcd. It .s trikes me that we \\'on't
havt' a bettrr 'ch:inr.e than nnw to take possession.''
"And this time they won't drive 11s out of it tl1c way thcy did
he fore.''
"You bet they won't! Not if shot1p111s can cldrn<I the fort.
\Vc can gt't inside. and they have no ki:.:ines• to <lri"r 11s nut.
If wr \\'arn them . :incl they don't kc<'p out. the-n they'll ha,·c to
take the ronst'IJn~nn·s."
"llut \\'C really drn1't w:mt to sprinkh- :iny shot into t ht• rro\\'u,
for then th<:'rt' might bt" con>clJucncc·s that wn11lcl go ag;ain,1 us."
"All th11y ha"'1' to do is tn krcp otT when we tl'l! tlwm to.
Yon said \hat if I would m:in:1g<• it sn as to get possession nf tht:
building. and mn.\'c it hack onto onr ~i<ll' of the linr. th~t ~·nu
would back me up. All you h~''<' to <l•J is to kl·rp your worrl
'i;o11'n• had your turn to try to do this thing . Yn11 f:.iJ..rl. and
now it is my turn."
"Oh. I'll keep my word . If yon ran get the l111ilding h:i,·k nnto
the Sanford side of the line, and keep th~ Parkslrnr~• fr•>m ~l'I-
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ting po~~ession of it, t!Ten you won't .find anybody on O\tr side to
find fault, you may be sure of that,"
·'vVe can carry the gµns r ight in, and be ready for busines,,''

!.O

where he had mounted the guns, he heard the hktrried ~ramp
ing of feet, the stamping of hor~es, t\le r~ttle of chains, with now
and then a loud shout which bespoke the hurry of action.
Fenwick waited unt il the fellows who had been ordered to go
sai d another voice.
into the schoolhoµse were ou't where they Qad left the guns and
creeping
round jn search of them.
"Don't be in too much of a hurry, They will take good care
J. ust then h~ heard a faint shout of dismay.
of themselves r ig11t here. We've got something ta do in taking
'They've founcj that there's somet}Ji11g they ean't find," Fencare of the rope and c hains which the Pat<ksbu rg fellows have
wick said to hiniself. "And now is the time for 1,11e to llla.ke a
hitched to the otht:r side. Then we want to get everything ready
strike."
·
,
t o start the )lllilding on its travels. If we can only get it fairly
He put his hands up to hi s lips, and shentcd, In a. hollrsc voic~,
at the top of his lungs :
onto our side without a fight, so mu ch the better. I'm sick of the
"Now, we'll clean 'em out. bOJs ! Jus~ pepper them with shot,
row, and I wouldn't do anything morn abo ut it, anyhow, if · I
and never mind who gets hit! Then, when I give the word, niake
didn 't hate to give up beat."
a ru sh!"
"\l\fe ll, get a hu stle on yo u, then," said still another vo ice.
'
As i:enwick shouted these w9rd$, he began r11nning, with all
the no1 e he could m ake, throtJgq the qndergrowth, crackling
Fenwick saw th em move toward the trees on the Park81.>u rg
the dry twigs and rustling the le3'ves be.hind him.
side of the line.
In another moment he hacl reached ~hq spot where the end of
In another mom ent t hey were out of sigh t. but Fenwick could tht: co rd had been attached. .
.
distinctly fed a slight jar of the buildins, and he knew tha t they
. At the same time a c!10rus of shouts <1nd order~ rang from the
lips of the men mid b9ys on the other sicje.
we re undoin g the rope with which the structure had been Il'lllde
Fenwick hurriedly groped for the 1;ord, and then once more
sec ure 011 the Parksbnrg side of the line,
shouted, but this time in a different voice :
Fenwick ca~1tiou s ly shoved up the window sufficiently to allow
"N<;iw. fire, and di schan~:e the111 all together I"
of an easy egress of his J:lody.
A jerk at thi;: cor~-a )Ct of flame frorn the munles of si,ic
shotguns,
and. a rattl m~ d1scha rge I
In a moment he had slipped out through the window, and in
A
perfect pandemomum of yells an<\ cries, with a scra_mbling
another h(! had gathered up th e six guns in his arms, and ~vas
of (cet, sounded froru the Sanford side.
moving off with them in a course diagon:tlly from t he ro<1d.
From what he had a.verh1;ard, as well as frorn the word s of
Edna Weyman, it was clear to him tha\ strong su. picions against
CHAPTER XVII.
him were beginning to be aroused among the m en of the di~trict
TRE
CONFER.iNC,E.
whic:h he had been hired to se rve,
·
If there. was ever a scared crowd, the men and boys frotn the
Penetrating the strip of tiinber to a 'distance of twenty yards,
San ford slde of the line made up one as that rattlin~ discharge
he reached a spot where the und ergrowth and se veral large trees
hurtled over their heads and clipped through the foliage of the
grew t ogether in a dense thicl{et.
tree;; on the opposite side of the road.
Herc he mounted the guns, with the muzzles pointing in such a
As the crowd wcni rq11 11 : 11~ <111d yelling 11cross the opep space
and so11ght shelter. F enwick kept 11p as much of a racket by
direction as to send the charge~ directly ove r the roof of th\!
t ea ring a round in the updergrowth a$ a single individual could
choolhouse.
manage. ln fact, he W'.\~ wo rk ing harder physically than he bad
T he trceg between the (knser thicket and the schoolhouse grew ever ' ·o r\.~ed before in his life in hi s attempt to m;ike noise
-:p~ r sC'ly, ·o that by d!lylight they could be seen from the b~1ild enough fo r a whole crowd without any assistance.
The Sanford crowd had hard ly ,disappeared, when another
ing itself.
shout rent the ai r , this time sounding from the road which led
.\ttaching a string to the trigger of each gun, Fenwick in turn
from the Parksburg side.
tied the other e11dti of the strings to anothe r cord, several feet in
•'The Still River boy$ ;ire pot all dea{l, after all," was FeuJenl;ith.
wick's mental comment.
In another m oinent he was hurrying to a point where hG col.lid
Having done thi s, he cocked the guns, a nd t'hcn carried the
observe the newcomers.
end of the longer piece of cord out through the densc $t part
In the e xcit ement of his interest in the outwitting of the Sanof the thicket to a place where he could cro ui::h secure in conford boys, Fenwick had forgotten hi s own private troubles.
ecalment.
But. as he stood ther e on the edge of a elump o~ trees, and
saw Andy Crockett, with several other steps . of the "Crockett
Atl:'aching t he oiher end of the cord to a small bush, so that it
fli ght," lead' ng the v~n, with other l}oys of the sc)lool following,
wou ld be easy to find again, Fenwick crept forth from his conand several men in tl}e rea r, the yonng man was painfully \'l?cealment and stole toward the schoolhouse, using thr utmost cau'call~d to a r evelation of hi s own i;ituntion.
tion in doing so.
The forern ost of the older m embers of the pa_rty was Mr.
Crockett. A h11rr'ied ~lam;e· showed· Fenwick that 1\1.r. \Veym1111
He saw that the men and boys had 11lready 1,mhitch ed the c<1blc
wa s not amc ng them.
which h eld th e building.
"I don't want to ;:ee the rest of thew-I j1,1st want to see Andy,
Affairs were proceeding at a pace which Fenwick saw ought to
a 1d that's al! to-night. I can't face theJll all now till I ~now
be stopp d at oHce.
how th ey feel."
Of course the di scharge of the guns and the sudden flight o~
At the same time, he heard a rumble from the other side and
t he Sanford men and boys was 1:µo st mystifying to the newt he heavy clatter of wheels.
comers.
.
"There come the ho rses," said one of the men, who was stand .
T he whole crowd was socn 111 th e O!l~n space s,u rrounding the
ing close enough to the tree behinct which Fenwk~ was standing
schoolhouse; som.t1 of \hem 'vem · e11tcr111g it, while other~ were
extending th eir inve tigatiops farthe r afie ld,
for, th e latter to have touched him with an out !retched hand.
A ~ Fenwick had hoped, Andy Crockett was one o f those to
"Then we'll hi tch 011 and get the building to m ov ino-. In the
ptirsue his investig1itio11s in the ,din1ction of the belt of timber in
mean time. you fellows better go inside, with the guns, for there's
whkh t he yol.lng sc)10oh11astcr wa~ concoal e<i.
no knowing how scon we rnay be interrupted. J q5t a~ ~oon 11s
Tht1$ it cam~ 11bgut that Anl}y ;i nd Fenwiclc soon fol.lnd thcmany of the Park. ~btJrg crowd show 1h em~elves, you want to begin
sel ''cs face to face.
to shoot out of the windows, and I guess that will make them
"I ca n't talk her e!" the young ~c h oolmaste r hurriedly oxfight shy."
ch imed. " Come deeper into the woods with m e, where Wit caIJ,
So much F enwick heard plainly, and he did not ~are to listen
ia)J,: without being Qverhea rd or imenupted. There are a 11umber
fo" ' " ' 'l' A
of tbh~,gs I want tp <1~k you.1'
All ha11ds 1tartcd off, ~11d 1 as the youqg ~choo)masier went back
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The big Crockett linked his arm in that of his companiofl in
a caressing sort of way that told Fenwick plainer th an words
eould have done that he was no less friendly toward him than he
had been from the first.
"Well, Mr. Fenwick, what is it?" Andy asked. wh~n the other
at last paused in a small na tural opening among the trees.
"In the first place, I want to kn < w how they all feel about meabou"t mv strug~le with Mr. Tiffany last ni g ht , and my Hight."
"Oh, we'll stick to you, every one of us!" was Andy"s hurried
retort.
.
"You mean the boys ?"
"Every one of us." reiterated Andy.
"But the men cf the Still River district-your father and the
• rest-how do they feel?"
"Oh, there' s talk among them. of course!"
"And plenty of dark suspicions?"
"Some of them are suspic'ons, I guess. !\fr. Weymm seems
to be the most so. They think it's queer that a dett'ctiw and
constable should be after yon so sharp if you're all ri g ht. 'What
they think is more queer yet is that you should be so anxious to
escape if you are not really guilty of anything."
A brief interval of silence followed between the hovs. An<lv's
t:ill form towered above that of his comapnion, and !coked a\vkward· enough in contrast.
Yet w ithin his broad breast there throbb ed a h ea rt of th~ trn('~t
and sturdi est sort, and Fcnwick knew it. Brief as hod b"' t'n th 1•ir
acquaintance, Fenwick felt that he had no truc:r friend in the
world than this top step of the Crockett Right.
"Yet," said Fenwick, breaking the silmce. "I can't very well
tell any of the facts about myself without letting 0111 the whole
of them. and some of the things aren 't ripe yet. 1'11 tell yon one
th '. ng, though, An dy-w hen everything comes out clear and true,
you won't regr<'t having stood by me."
''1 know I shan't. Mr. Frnwick," "as the r Pady response.
"Thank you Andy. But ' about Mr. Tiffany-do you know
what he is doing?"
''He tried pr~tty hard to track you down hst night. hnt he
missed you, somehow, over en t'oth er side of th e cornfi:· ld."
"That's about where I reckoned be would miss me,'" smiled
Fenwick. "B ut what did he do a fter th a t?"
"\Vent to Sanford to the hotel, a nd wrnt to hrd. they tell me."
"Then he's bound not to lose any sleep o,·rr me?"
"lie don't seem irn:lin ed to. As it is getting \\Tll into the
nig-ht, he is prob:ihly ~nnrinrr. if h1! t"nr docs snnrr. So. if Y' HI
want to light out from Still River. perh1ps you wo11'1 !11 vt' a hrtter chance than to make 'the most of the time bctw~tn now an<l
sun rise."
"I don't waPt to leave the district yet. T cam:- hrre to k:ich
a term of school. and, if I can only beat ln r k misfortune for a
little time-perhaps a day or two-I can succeed in rn nying the
thing through. That is. if you don't let jhe Sanford fellows trot
off with your schoolhot:se."
"The schoolhouse is gnin~ to h e landrcl fa '. r ~nd squ~rr on the
Parksburg side before the sun ri ses. So much is settled," s:iid
An<lv. emphatically.
"Good enou11;h. And to-morrow m orni n~ you see th1t ~11
hands report at the usual hour. and, if I a m not there. thrn I
will he r epresented by proxy. Either J1·d Fe-nwick, or somebody
that Jud Fenwick engages to take his place for a time. w ill be e n
hJnd Lo open schoul to-motraw, and keep thin z s 1110\' in~. U11 t
don't r.ou reckon on not seeing me, unlei;s n '. ne o'clock pas~cs and
I don I turn up ."
"All ril!'ht. I'll tell the others. And !"11 tell you, too. tlnt
dad likes your pluck. l:lut wlwt was t h;it fir ing we h eard just as
we came up? It sounded as if the whole State militia was out
on a practice shoot."
'
Frnwick laughed softly. and then in a few words he told how
he had b'uffrd the Sanford fellows.
He rema ined in the little fores t ghde while Andy Crockett return ed to the schoolho11se to jom in the work which was th<:re
being rap:d ly pushed through.
A ndy had more than one missi on to carry through.
The errand he had to do for Fenwick w1s to secure the latlt'r's
bicycl e, which had been left, as usual, in the small shed adjoining
the schoolhouse.
Fenwick paced to and fro in the little gbde. and Andy appeared at length, somewhat out of breath, with Fenwick'> wheel.
"1 had to be pretty shy about it. fo r I d :dn't W ? '11 :inyh<'dy tu
ask me any questions, as they would be sure to do if thry saw me

with it. But now I have got to go back in a hurry, for T don't
want them to m i ;s me. Shall I see you again before school tomorrow morning?"'
.. ! c~n't promise." said Fenwick. "Neither can I promise to
be on hand 1t school time, though I think there's no doubt of it.
But how are you getting along with the schoolhouse?"
"\Ve have i.ot it moving, and in two hours wi:; will have it
fa:rly on land belen11.ing to my father, instead of to the town. I
guess thcre·s noitc dy that wid care to trespass on the Crockett ~
farm, and, if they do, th ~y 'll wall\ to look out for the Right."
Andy ch.sped Fenwick's hand. and then strode off throu:,:h the
woods, with his fea dul ly long strides.
Half an hour later Frnwick had rea chrd the road, and, mounting his wheel. he rode directly toward the Crockett dwelling.
He did not wish to disturb t he people in the house. so he g-ot his
bicycle under cover, and then found his way into the barn. l lalf
an h our later he was sound asleep in the hay.
Daylight was coming in numnous s1r• akt s 1hrou1h the cre\·ices
in the wall of the big barn when Jud Fcmv\ck awoke.
He spra ng up and glanced at his wotc-11. It was six o'clnck.
H" had 'slept three or four hours, and the repose had refreshed
him greatly.
The so un ds which hJd ~roused h im from his slt1mhcr h~d h rcn
the c prn:ng and closing of the barn doors. and the ,·oiccs of the
men who workrd for ?llr. Crockett coming in and out.
I-fr was careful to '"' evrry whisp of hay from h's clothes, and
to brush his cap, ar.d to tidy himself up jicnerally, befort> crnergin.! from his lodg in~- place.
It requin-d ccll'iiderahle circumsprcticn for him to le~ve the
place without b ~ inr: seen. In fact. wh • n he got outside, therr w1s
a srnsatir.n in tht· regi c n of his stomJch wh'ch told hi111 th1t he
had fasted lon:;er th an he h~d done hdore for a long time.
"l am not a thief, or a burglar, and I 'm 2'0ing in to breakfast,"
he rxchim~d.
No soon , r s·1i d than done. The family seemed a little surpri sed to sc:e him. ·and, to his own surprise, he found both :\Ir.
Crockett :rnd Andy there.
F, nwirk felt a little embarrassed at first. but th e re wa• a k'ndly
li;;h t in the ey<>s of th~ tT'~n 1h1t sermed lih the reAcction of the
sam~ exprc~sicn which the oldest boy had evinced.
"I hwe i(Ot ~ sch '.)ol hcu!!t' of my own new." remark ed :\Ir.
Crockett, aftrr t he salutati rns were over.
".'\rd art" ycu icing to h ivt> a se~sion of school in it 10-d1y ?"
Frnwick askld. lookin g the m:in st night in 1hc ryr .
"D11J.tnds. I ha ,·e rot the schi;iolhnuse fair :rnd ~:c1uar!' nn my
I nd. thou£h it is up on 5ti!•s yet. But I have got the rollt:rs out
from under it. and l rrckcn tl1e S1nford peoplr will find i1 r-i 1hcr
rockv business to move it off. You can see the roof and chimney iierftct ly pbin o ut of th ~ window there."
I
Fenwick glan~ed out of the window in questio1l ~nd there,
ind«cd, he c:ould plainly see the •PC>< of the roof and chimnry of
the schoolhouse above the low growth of ti·ees whirh in1cn· .. .,rd.
"An<l all we seem to net'd now is sElmcbcdy 10 k!'rp the school
going. Andy t~lh; Ill<' tho1 you "re jioing to try a1nin to-d1y."
.. [ m ean to try," said Fenwick. And he compress ed his lips
tightly as he spoke.
•
'"Hat. if Mr. Tiffmy mm-~ round al!ain and wants to intervi t w you, wh"tt will you do in that ca.ai:; ?"
'"I dc n't know."
.. I wish cne or t'othrr of you would he a little more oprn in
your d calin irs. I have likl"d you from the first m inute I set eyes
on you, nnd I havrn't lik rd that Tiff,ny from the first minute 1
put «yes 0•1 him. But. if you ~1·e all squarr and abovchnud in
~II thqt you've dcm·, or mean to do. wlnt's 1:1e m1ttcr with ynur
tell in~ your friends hnw ynu'r« situated? You're in somt· sort of
1
a srrape. that's dear eno11 12 h."
"Tt ~c<>ms to he rather of a scrape. Ilut I don"t pretend that I
am blameless."
"Gl:td you don't. for I ~houl<ln"t ht'lievc you if you did." snid
Mr. Crockett. bluntly. "The sort of chaps that gncs about p(ctC'nding I h~ t they nev<'r r!n nr <>1y on v• hinq rwt of I he w:iy all
thtir lives is the sort of ch:ips th:it l fight shy of."
h lachd h:i.rely an hnur to school tim<" wh<'n Fenwick went
out. mounted h's wheel. and S!Kd away towar<l the railway staticn.
As he reached thr spot whc·re the telegram was to be ldt for
him. his hca n throhbl"d loud with eagerness.
l le •hrn~I his hand into thr hnllnw o:ik . :incl with<lrc•w it empty.
IIe tried it a second time, groping around in the hollow, fu1:1lly
0
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striking a match and holding it ~o that he could peer in and make
sure that the message was not th ere.
"No answer yet I" he exclainKtl. ' ":\ml I must go hack to the
school witho~n knowing. 1 have a mind to i;o down to th e station
and make sure. Perhaps it has just come in , and th e old fellow
ha~n't had time to fc tch it up here, tho ugh it is a li1tle after the
time for the train wlun he usually gees down."
In another m oment Frnwick was again spe r ding down 1hc road.
But he found . the station r:lused, and nu one in sight around it.
Dack he went up tht gent!~ slope, but was presently ~tartled
by the nt'mble of aµproach ing wht'els.
111 a moment he had dambcn d ove r a low £encc, rulling his
wheel after h '. m. and. without waiting to see whom it w:i~ approad1ing, he µushecl his whLTI through a thick et, and found himself in an upm and nearly level fi eld.
\ \' ithout hesitation. he 111om1t l·d the hi cycle, and. striking a
course which would carry him in a directi on nearly parallel wi'th
the road, he moved en t"ward the schoolhouse.
Before lea vin g the Crockt't\ dwc:llin~ that m o rn'ng, F L'.n\\'i ck
had made a clnnge of clothin:, hi! ob;cct being lo be prepared
fur i.I hurried trip o n hi s whed. if nt'cess"ry.
At the mom<:Jl\ he lnd on a "~weater. • which was almost new
and of a dark n d colur. whi ch was m ost b~coming tu the young
fellow's h ~ althful comp!exi c: n .
,
As he sped along ove r the uneven ground. he \\'as sndclenly
stankcl by a hoarse h • llow in his rear. foilowc·d by the heavy
trampl in g of hoofs. which fairly jarn d lhe ground.
Frnwick cl'cl not ne<d 10 lnok back to know what he lrcl to
foar. Yet he cast a backward gl:i ncc O\'er hi s shnnlcl e r, and hC'ht:ld a po werful. j et-b laC'k bull r'lCing toward h im. wi l h steaming
nl)strils ?ml rnl li n!1; eyes--w ith hea d down and feet throw ing up
tht: earth with their vicious and powerful strokes!
CHAPTER
FENWICK'S

xvm.
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SWEATER.

F cn \yirk h "d in hi s time engaged in more llnn one rac~ on
h'.s wll"el, a nd won.
·
'
ln lh L· prrst n l case h e felt like resi;.ning from lh t> nC'<" :ind
nhil ndoning the glory o f victo ry 10 his cnmpl'.titor. pro,·ided that
he wne able to get oul of tht' oth er's \\' ;1y.
\\' h:it was agains1 h im was the slighily upwa rd slop<'. and 1he
rou g h . almost hummocky surface, and the stone wali to climb
OVL'T.

Another h ellnw from the heast, another h1 .-kw<ircl g-hnrl', showin.: him that his pursuer was p-ainin).! nn him nl a k;irfnl r 1r,
;md the s1one w;ill was almnsl r t>achl-cl ! Snddcnly 1hc " ·hel'!
maclt' a forward illrch. ;rnd Frnw i<-k lnok a h "arkr. Th"n C'amc ·
in a bit of gyn 1111 stics on the youth's part whiC'h prntJably ~av~d
his life and al the samr lim e somC'what astnni.;h · cl llw lrnl l.
L111ding forw ard upon his h nds he p.:dorm ~ d a h:uabpr ing
whi •·h srnt him to lhe very wall itse!i.
He struck ufl('ll his fret, ?nd a bot:nd c~rried him ove r.
There, brP1th les ~. pale, thornu~h ly shikcn np, with lhe nirrowPess of his esGpe, he tn rn·d abn1lt. to ~cc the a ni m:d di<integra ting th .- bicycle with fnrdt'e t ?nd horns with an dT~cliYc
ncss which bro11~ht woe lo the youth ' s h<"art .
Whrn Frnwi rk's gaze fell L1pon the bnll. th e latter had th<' s 1 ddlto oi hi s bicycle· on one h o rn and tlw toolh1g r.n the other,
while the rims w ere fast comin~ to i-esem'.1le spir"tl sprinrrs.
"it\ not a matter of r r p:tiring th at wheel,'' s1id Fenwick,
langh ing in sp ite oi himse!L "l f l e\·cr g<•t into mo r,· pkas 0 nt
rt·lat'.ons wi1h the pC'oplr hcreab"lltS. I'll take l1Jl a suh.;crip1io11
for a ne w wheel. As th1t old fdlow ~e~· m~ to take a fanc,· to
my s;iiety. I suppose l mivht as wrll let him hwe it. thn11gh it
slrikrs me th at he w ould ne,·cr karn to rid e. l rem<'mlie r the
tirsl time I gol onto one 1 felt like doing about the same as he is
doing now ."
H ~ got fa r rnough a\\·ay from the wall Sf) that his r rd S\\'!'1l <:'T
mi ght no t prove a fur t her trmn1atinn to his cnt>my. and there
flnng him s<' lf npon the g ro11ncl . breathkss and a little f:iint.
It \\'<IS still \'<'ry cloudy, though no ra'.n o f any consequence Ind
fallen as \'l't.
FL·m'·ir-k soon reyived from his cx lrnnstion. and a ~lance al his
mtlch told him that he should b1: ou his way to the schoolhouse
if hl' wt"re to open lhe school n n lim<".
,
TJ,;, r l'mi nd,•r recall~cl tn him lhe prnlnhle emharras•m<"nt
wh i--11 ht· would havl:'. to encounter w<.:n; he: to carry out the duties
of the <lay.
'
0
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"I dread it !"-exclaimed Fenwick, springing to his feet at last•.
"And l d on't blame you," said another voice.
It was a voice, but not o ne that Fm wick fea rrd, for it was
Andy Crockt tt. and the two boys were face to £ace again-boys
and iriends of almost the same aie, y~t one a nllstcr, the other a
p t:pil.
.
Andy was so tall that he could see over into the pastnre from
wh.ere th ey were standing. The brokrn and twisted bicycle lay
where the bull had left it, and the. animal itself had d isa ppeared.
Probably it was congratul ating itseli on having so complc1ely
vanqt:ishcd the new and strange beast which had invadcd its
d omain.
"Haven't yon heard from your telegram?" Andy asked.
"N o t a word."
"Thrn you c~n't do anyth ing but skip again, as you did last
night. if TilTany and the constable happen to put in an appearance?"
·
"'
"That's all 1 can do. tmle-ss I fiirht. f feel just now more like
fig hting than running-besides, I ha ven't a w hed to hdp me get
out of th e way now. 'Whal had 11 better do, Andy?"
"If you d on't feel like facing it down. then I'll circulate the
fact. that thrn· will not be school the r es t of the week. That will
gino you lime to get word from yonr friends in Dnffalo, if that's
wlnt you're wait'.ng for, and straighten things out gene rally."
"And wouldn't it also give the people in the district who are
a gainsl me time to get tired of hnthcring with a sch oo lm a~te r
tlnt doC'sn't d;ire show him sdf? Wouldn't they all say that they
km·w I would r ury nway all the while-that they were pcriectly
sure from the momr nt they set ryes on me that I had stolen a
she p, or dont someth ing equally criminal, and that I would fetch
up ~t State's prison. or on lhe gallows?"
"But it won 't m ake any difference what they say if it only isn't
so," said Andy.
"But a part of it will be so. U I don't show myself at the
school to-d:>y, it will be becanse T don't dare to. And that's the
p hi n •ruth of it. I do dare. but I dread th e unpleasantn<'ss of it.
If Tifhny only hid an Otmce of manhood in him. he would come
to me fair and squ;~re. ard we could fi x things up till I could hear
from my friend. in Dc:ff1lo. But. no; li e's working for a scoop;
h e wams to show lrmsdf so mighty sma rt; he doC'sn't want to
sho\\ :my favors to a boy."
Scarn·ly lnd thl'se w0rds p;i ssc<l Fenwick's lips, when a loud
shou t for help came to their ea rs.
A ccon'p311ying this cry. there came the heavy trampling of
hoofs and a ho~rse bellow from F enwi r.k's late enemy.
"lt's lhe bull again!" exclaimed Fenwick. "And he's after
som · hcdy."
Th e boys r1n to\\'ard lhe w;:dl. :in cl . ns they did so. they s:iw a
man raring tow anl lht'm . " ·ith hat o!T. h is face almost purple
with c , h 1i1stio11 . hi~ eyes pr >truding wi1h terror.
''I-ldn lwlp !" ca111e hoarsrly from the J:ps of lhc m a n.
"By all the po w ~ r s !" exchi\'l'l~d Andy; "it's TilTany I"
"It'~ Tiff1my !" cchcecl Fmwi ck.
"And t herr 's the bull. and it' s lhe critter th at' s m aking the
b("s,t time~ \Vhy, Fenwick, you won't have to fear that man much
lnn "r r ! H~'s a gcner, snre ~s preaching!"
T h e two bo;·s stood breathlessl y side by side, watching the
thri Jl ing spect11cli:-.
Tiffan y was s:ill a gocd distance from the wall. The bnll was
nlm"st at h's very heels, and a single mi sst<'p or the slightC'st
slackcnit1g of pace would rnd the race-and the detective's lif,. I
S1 :ddenly Fenwick ~1ri i:: p rd off his sweater, at the same time
sei 7. ing a long sli c k w'h ich lay upcn the grnund.
Flinging thC' red sweater over lhe encl of the ~tick. Fenwick
~pran C! f)\'rt' tlw wall, brandishing his red flag, and )·clling at the
top of h is lungs.
·
CHAPTER XIX.
ANDY ' S

OTHER

FIST.

F enwick's sh outs and the flomishing of the -red sweat ~r tog<'ther were snfficien t to attract the atten1ion of thl· infuriated
bull. ~nd lhat was exactly what lhe yonlh lnd intende d to do.
Tiffany s~w the chance, and changed his own co urse to one at
alm ost ri g ht a n gles to that in which he h ad bt>en going.
At lhc same tim<:' the bull. with another bellow. swerved aside
and came plungin g down to the spot where Fenwick was stand- ·
ing.
Su<ldc!1Jy the youth flung the pole ' and sweater from him, a;id ·
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with a single bound sprang upon the wall, and then ' down upon
the other side.
The decoy had scarcely left the youth's hands. when the bull
reached it, and in another moment w::is trarnpling it under foot,
and treating it with even more vicious fury than he had used
toward the bicycle.
Fenwick1 breathing quickly, once more stood beside his friend .
"Now, Andy. we'll move on,'' said Fenwick. "Tiffany seems
to be getting his legs over that wa!J. there, so I guess we needn't
worry about him. And I don't want an interview.''
"But I do," said Andy, abruptly.
"W.hat do you mean?" Fenwick asked ..
"I mean that I want to size up this chap who has been crowding you for all he is worth, and that you have now paid off by
saving him from the meanest kind of a de1th ! 'Why, Fenwick,
not ·many would have thought of it, and fewer yet would have
dared to do it if they had, especially when it was for the worst
enemy you have in the world."
"No, no, Andy," said Fenwick, seizing the youth's arm, to detain him. But the attempt was in Yain. Andy had broken away,
itnd was running toward the spot where Tiffany stood, pale and
breathless, leaning against a tree.
Fenwick turned· his back upon them and walked slowly down
to the road. He walked leisurely along the latter, looking at his
watch as he did so.
· The air was chilly, and, after his recent exercise, and being
clad only in shirt and trousers, the youth began to feel decidedly
cold.
In the meantime Andy Crockett was confronting Mr. Tiffany.
"Was it you-who did that thing-that saved my life?" Mr.
Tiffany exclaimed, falt eringly.
"Not a bit of it. It was a 1I1ighty sight better fellow than I
am, and, if there hadn't been anybody th ere but me, you would
'have been bull-fodder before this time!" ·A ndy exclaimed.
Mr. T iffany was silent. That qe had recognized Jud Fenwick
in the ·moment of the latter's heroism there could hardly be a
doubt. Yet it was probable that he would have been much more
pleased if it had turned out that the heroic acticn had been reallv
done by Andy Crock.:tt, instead of the youth whorl1 he had beei1
so persistently persecuting.
"Then I suppose it must have been Fenwick, since you all seem
'to make him a sort of an idol-such a paragon in all respects?"
said Tiffany.
/
"If you can talk in that way about a fellow who did for you
what Fenwick did just now, it strikes me that it sizes you up
about ·right. The next time he is with me, and we see you chased
by a critter, he shan't de a single thing to help you, if I can hold
him back-make 11p your mind to that, old man!"
"You simply don't understand how the matter lies," Tiffany
said. "It is for every person to do his duty, and mine chances to
be an unpleasant one. Mr. Fenwick is a young man of much
coolness and nerve, and with many fine mental ,q11alities. I admire them all, and for his magnanimous action of a few moments
before I feel the deepest ~ratitude. I assure you· that1 if I should
ever see him in peril of his life, I would do anyth ing m my power
to save him. Ndw, can you find any fau1t with that, Mr.
Crockett?"
"Can't find any fault with >'our talk. But it strikes me that
talk is cheap. and that somethmg else would answer a good deal
better. If you will go to Fenwick and do the squarc thing by
him, and then go away and leave him alone until he has time to
turn himself, then I'll think th~ t what you say means something."
"I want to see Mr. Fenwick veiy much, and, when I do see
him, he shall be assu red that I appreciate his action very much.''
"In words,'' Andy added.
"No, in actions. If he is where you can speak to him, go and
tell him so. Tell him I say S'o. I want him assured that I :11.1
not _such an ungrateful wretch as you would make out."
"In your mind," muttered .As1dy. · A,k>ud, he said:
"Come along, then, and pay your respects tb Fenwick, if you
have any to pay. And it strikes me that you owe him some.
:But"-and Andy shook his finger impressively before the face of
the detective-" don't you 'dare to play any tricks on that lad, unless you ·want to settle with the whole Crockc;tt flight, from roof
· to basement t"·
. To this Tiffany made no replv. Andy led the way down to
the road, and they were just in tfme to intercept Fenwick.
The latter waited for them to come up, and for the tirst time
·'he showed' no anxiety to flee when Tiffany approached.

"It is time for us to be at the schoolhouse, Andy," said Fenwick, without looking at the detective.
.
Tiffany stepped quickly forward, and reached out his hand,
\vhile a most beneficent smile broke over hi rather prepossessing features.
·
"\Ve have got to be friends, whether we will . or no l" he exclaimed.
And Fenwick was fairly obliged to take the slim, cool hand
which was thust into his own.
"I'm not unwilling, if you will do your part,'' said Fenwick
"So you are going to open school again this morning?" Tiffany
asked, feeling that his overtures of good feeling were not very
fully appreciated.
.
· "It is a school day, and why shouldn't school ke~p ?" Fenwick
asked.
·
''Why, indeed? But, !tnder the circumstances, I would advise
differently."
·
"vVhat would you advise?"
"I was about to offer you a favor-we won't catl it that. either,
since you have just done me one so much greater than anything
I can do for you."
"What is the favor? If you were going to offer to let me alone
for a week, and allow me to go on with my wori<, as I have engaged to do, I will consider that you have done me a greater
favo r than the little kindness I did for you just now.''
"I was going to offer you a trnce.'"
"Call it a truce, then, if you are only going to make it a wei:k
in length.''
"Not quite that, Judson, for that would be transcending th<'
duty of my office. I will give you twenty-four hours, and I recommend t hat you use it in getting as far as possible from this
locality. You are clever, and, if you use it well, T think you can
make it very difficult, indeed, for me to catch you. Of course, 1
have nb ri ght to say this to you-indeed, it is very improper.
But in consideration of what has happened--" I
"You needn't consider what has happened. Mr. Tiffany, and
you necdn"t offer me any truce of that length. I shall not ' leave
Still River, unl ess I am obliged to, until I have taught out the
term."
.
"But I advise you to accept the truce.''
"I refuse it. and f d0n't wm1t to talk with you any mort'."
As F en l'! ick spoke, he started abruotly down the ro~d, and
Andy Crockett walked by his side. Tiffany gazed after them a
moment, and then followed.
''Stay a bit-just a w ord more,'' the detective said.
"Say it quick."
"I have given you twenty-four hours' truce---remember that.
It was upon cond1tions-remember that. also. I caution you not
to attempt to keep t hat school to-day, for, if you are here, and I
have a chance to take you. I shall have to do so. If you agree to
go. I will not make an effective . pursuit for- the length of time I
ha\·e named. But; if you stay, 1 shall have to do my duty."
Fenwick and Andy h'ld faced about when Tiffany had called
them; but, as the latter ceased speaking, the young schoolmaster
wheeled abruptly and started at a trot down the toad.
Andy Crockett took a quick forward stride, bringing him
within arms' length of Tiffany.
"Do you want to know what I think of you?" the youth demanded. his voice hoarse with passion.
T iffany smiled, a11d in his smooth tones answered:
"It doesn't make so very much difference what you think of
me, since neither my life nor my companion's depend depend
upon it."
"They don't, eh? And, if you don't mind what I say or what
I think, perhaps you won't mind what I do-so, dam you, take
that!"
"That" ,vas Andis left fist, .a nd it alighted squarely between
Mr. Tiff<1,ny's eyes.
CHAPTER XX.
THE TI::LEGRJ\M.

1'.he school was opened, though a few minutes late, and the full
number of pupils from the Pal'ksnurg side of the line reported
for duty.
· Andy came 'in iate, his face slightly pale, and a look in his eyes
which the other members of the Crockett flight w~ll understood.
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After the afternoon se~sion was over. fo'enwick said to Andy:
"We have had another day of school, and it's the best we have
had yet. Now, I'm going to sec if thi:re's an amwtr to my tc:lcgram."

.. .tJo you want me to walk along down with you?" Andy asked.
· "l'\o; l had bener go alone. Tell them not to wait supper for
"1c down to the ,,house, for thcr~'s - no knowing what will happrn
to make me late.
"'If you are going alone, you had better look out for your!d f."
.. Un Tiffan\"'s account?"
"On Ti ffan)·'s account."
"l h:inn'1 asked you what he s~id to you :iftrr r came away
' and leit yon togcthn this morning." sa:d frnwi<'k.
.. It wouldn't hne don..: yon murh good if you h~d. for I
shouldn't want to answ•·r. Bnt mind what I s:l\" ll"h<'n I tl'll \'OU
to loqk out ior yoursl'l f. Tiffany and l didn't
good frici1ds
this mprning, :.\! r. Fl'llwirk, and, th<.' worse hr h~tcs me, the more
hi: will try to \"<'Ill his spill' on you-mind th;it."
·
"V ..:ry \1Tll. J"ll keep my eyes open. Hut I begin to 11ndcr~land that I nm n0t to ha1·e .1ny fa1·ors from h11n m any c;1,c.
Hut I am must anxious to get my t t:lcj'..'"ram, and there surely
shnnld he an ansll"rr . for me long before th's."
F~nwick u!t' d some circumspt:Lti~n in going ·to the hollow oak
where bis t<."!egram was to be left.
< lnn· more: his hand groped 111 the hollow oak-and his heart
sank as he found it vnrant ag:iin.
Ass11ring himself that no m..:ss:i.ge was there, he startt·d on a
run down to the station.
The stat ion avcnt wa~ likely to he there at that hour, and, as
he e:-;prctrd. he found tl1P m;in in his o~cC'.
!\fr. Gr "nws was in the act of tlrnml'lin~ out a rt>port of the
tr:iin which had just d~partcd, m:inipulating the telegraph key
with the clumsiness of <1 hod-canier.
"So no answer came?" f-'cnwick asked. as the man looked up
at ):im.
•• C\ o message , d id )' e say? And didn't yr find it?"
"\;t,'o s thcr~ one came-and did you put it in the hollow oak, as
f told VOU ?"
"Sariin. boy. It ought to have bern there hy one o'clock, for
it was quarter of one ll"htn ·I left here, and l don't rem ember as I
stopped on the wJy."
"And you 11re sure that you put it in the hole in the oak that I
pointed out to you?"
"There arrn't no other on the road that I know of, and 1'11'1
sure I put it there." .
F<'nwick"s fac-ot w~s p:ile. :md his hC':irt hf>;it fast.
"Thrn some one has stolen it!" he exrhimrd.
"lt arrn' t likely, boy. I dunno who could h:1ve seen me when
I pnt it there."
.
"Any ~PY could hwc sern you. and there are plrnty abouL
Every one of my enemies is a spy. and thl're are two or three
of them here. There's Tit'f?ny. the detective; 1hrr~'5 Th('ron
Cr:1n". thP mas:er thry h"ve hired on the Sanford ,Ide to te~ch
the St'Jl River S chcol. Ei•her of these mm would do it, an<l I
don't know bi.1t there arc~ othufi."
"! ran't believe but the message is in ·there now!" Grimes exclaimed.
The man got up. lockrd up the ticket r ock . an<l shut up th~ window with more rapidity of movtment than he usually t:mployed,
and thrn said:
''l"ll go with ye nnd <ee for my~clf. I can't believe Lut the
niessagr is in the hollow where 1 left it ."
Sn Grimes' hig. stubby fin1rrrs SL'l'atchcd around in the hollow
of the oak, and came out empty.
"'I h en.• can"t be a ny doubt about it, young fellow. Somr one
must have srrn me rut it thrre ?.THI stcle it out. It's a d11rncd
mean 1rit·k. 1"11 say that. whoever did it. for I know enough about
it to know that it may ht:rt yo11."
"But you hwe a co py of it?" rrnwick s:iid. .
"I c>n't read mm::h by sound, hut I hwe it on the ta;ie down to
the office. I mi :.> ht hwe re'lij it 011 for you whn1 we was down
th1 ·rc. if I h~d only thou'-:ht. \Vh:it I was thinking of was thi.:
lp•m it mi<>h t do you. .But I can pretty nigh rcpe:it it to you,
word for word."
'"R• pc~! it. then. please. And. if it se<'m< tn be complete, - I
won't t~ke th e time to go bark after the ,,.Nds."
.Mr. Grimes stood a moment, scratching his ht·:id, and perhaps

part

th~ scratching
~he rq1eatcll it,

helped him to think of the message. At any rate,
and a~ Ftnwick judged, word for word.
"That's it, I know!" Fenwick exclaimed. "It means that I
must wait tw·o or three days longer. at any rate. Only two or
thre<." days, Mr. Grimes, and l will be all right-you can understand that from the telegrnm, can't you?"
•·1 should say so; though. of course, I don't know wh:i.t it all
means. But, if that Tiffany will only let you alone for two or
three day!, as ycu say, it looks as if you would be able to
straighten things out, and have them all your own way afterward."
...-\II I w;int is :t littl~ time, and it'·s all T h:ive wanted ;tll the
while. If th;it mrssaJ:"C has fallrn into the hands of l\fr. Tiffany,
or Theron Cr:rne-th ~ rc cottldn't be worse lttck ! They will
crowd me out of here. after all, and perhaps bcat me in the end•
I wi~h I knew which one hJd got hold of it-Tiffany or Cr:ine."
"\Vhat sort of a looking nittcr is th~t Crane?"
".Inst lik<." bis n~me. Lank. sharky, with a sneaking look. Th:tt
man is ngly as sin. and it is to him that I owe Lhe biggest part
of my trouble hne at Still River!"
"Does he h:1Ye n lttt I<' squint in his left eye?"
"Yes; and an ttgly look in the other one."
"I remember now that a fellow looking just about like that
~tt"pp r d into th<." depot while I was taking your message.
He
pretn1dcd to come in to <et his watch by my rlork in th<." office.
1 clirln't sav' no: hin!! to him . and he went out hdorc I did."
"Thrn it·w,s he th~t took the mcssai!'e. and that is worse, even,
thm it . wonld lnvc heen if it had gotten into the hands of Tiffany. Well. thrn. the worst h;is happened, and I have got to
face the mnsic."
Bnck towu<I the sC"hoolhouse sped Jnd P'cnwick. his heart
beatin!!' fast w'th mingled hope and fear . his hrain more intensely
active than it h,d ever bern before in his Ii fc.
As he gl nnced at the srhoolho11st', he heheld a light moving
alonii-. zigzagging up aflcl down in the hand of the one who carried 't.
H ~ p>ns'rl for a moment and watched it. He ~aw it approach
the lrnildinr;!' and then pause. Then a hnman form p:tss>'tl be. tween Fm.wick ~nd the l' g ht. and h e instinctin·ly saw both figures
mow on p••t th e buildin!?', and in such \Vay that they seemed to
be ,pnroaehing the opriosite side.
\Vi t h swi ft r silent strides. the young schoolmaster approached
the huilding. a11d as he did so, ond stood for a moment with his
form close to the doorway. he distinctly heard voices around the
COfllC'r.
Only " few words were cxch'nged, but those Cew were enough
to tC'll him wh'\t \\'~S in the ll"ind.
"T don't twlirve the hov ll"ill d;i.re rome hark to the Crockrtt
homt' to SfHnd the nit::bt:" s1id on e of the voices. "L:tst night,
rn11 kn nw. he spen1 part of the nicrht inside 1he schoolhonsc. I
P.11C'SS th~t.' s wh'I he will do to-nig ht; he'll sneak in and ~Jeep
there.,, for he's bound to st:ty here at Still River and fight 1t
down.
.
Fr nwi"k waitrd to heal nn more. A quick . leap carried him tn
th•· winc1nw. which he h qrJ purpr sely left open. ~nd the next
m0rn ent ht> w1s st"nding in the in,ide of the building, in the
midst of the most imprrietrahl e darkness.
CHAPTER XXI.
A 5!'10T FROM TqE DARKNESS.

rt !011ked lik<." an audac:ous, cvrn foolhardy, thing to do for
fo'em\·ick to enter the school building just then, when he knew
th at it was :he very ·thing his enemies were exp\!ctillg of him.
One of thnse who h~d sr>oken was Mr. Tiffany, the other was
the "slndow" of the detective, called '.'.lolrs.
Ile h~d also heard nnotber voice, th ough he could distinguish
no words. and that ,·oicc he recognized as Constable Dudley's.
The reason he had entered the bu ilding was that he had left
thcrr an mnbrella and a top-coat. which he was very likely to
need. While he ~id not intend to Arc from the locality, there
.wa~ always the nossibility th:it he might be forced to do so, and
there w;is no telling wlnt might happ en. before daybr eak.
Prob~bly those outside had no idea that he was in the buildini
~t tlw time. <ir ('VClf in the vicinity.
It w"s probahk, indel'd. that they knew ,he had gon.e down to
thP stotion . ;me! th~t th,i·y had tnml.' hither to lie i.n wait Jor
him ,..iwn he should return. Doubtless, they were not looking
for him yet.
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They thought he would go to the · house of the Crocketts first,
young fellow is in here now. I happen to !--now that he has come
and apprise them of this intention.• ~ut that he would eventuback from the station, and that he didn't go up to the Crockett
ally come back to the schoolhouse to spend t!1c night, was t)1e
house. 1f y0u only go slow an d easy, I am pretty sure ·you can
theory upon which Mr. Tiffany and Constable Dudley were counttake him l"
.
ing.
•
"So much the better for us, then,'' said the gruff voice of
Of course, it was not absolutely necessary• that ·they .should put
Constah1e Vn d H.y.
·
themselves to so much trouble just to capt\ire tbe boy, since he
'"But you want to be careful-mind what I tell you about that.
had for several hours taken no notice of them, or taken any
This Fenwick has pretty near killed one fellow. a.nd he, has the
pains to avoid th em.
worst temper of any fello\\· living. .Get him aroused, and he
They might have entrapped him at the schoolhouse after school
would shoot you as c:;uick 2s he would shoot a wolf."
let out, or at any other tim e during the day, ii they h;id chosen
As these words fell up on ihe ears of Fenwick. his blood boiled.
to do so.
and he felt almost as wicked as 1'heron Crane charged him with
But, on account of the cottr?.geons action by which Fenwick
being.
had saved the life of Mr. Tiffany that morning, the detective
The yoµth, in~feed, had a terrible temper, · but of late he had
was most reluctan.t to take any unnecessary steps toward taking kept it un<ler excellent control. A sense of desperation stole
the boy.
·
over him as he r~alized how hard he was being pressed by his
foes, and what injustic~ and ingratitude was being visited upon
Mr. Tiffany was in a certain degree unscrupulous. Yet he
could but feel a sense of gratitude and admiration fo r the young
him.
·
fellow who was magnanimous and heroic enough to do what
A few silent stridl!s carried him to the window · by which he
Fenwick had done that morning.
had entered the bu ilding. He was determined to spring out
Besides, Tiffany was not ung rateful. He probably · owed his
through it and flee from the place. and his only hope and wish
life to Fenwick, and he would not have felt very bad if the young
was that he might not encounter any of his enemies.
schoolmaster had accepted the truce offered, him, and fled from
As he reached tht> window, he heard the sash of anoth er winthe ·Still River district when the opportunity was given him.
·dow, on the same side of th e building. being softly raised. And
It was not just comfortable for Tiff;my to arrest so coolly the
the next moment a stunning. report came to his ears, accompanied
youn~ man aiter what had happened.
· by a flash from a d!scharged w~apcm.
If 1t had been Andy ·Crockett who was being persecuted Tif·
Simultaneously an cjacul~tion of min was utternd on the outfany would not have experienced any such compunctions of feelside. and the voice of Mt . Tiffany crled out:
ing; for there was still a black and blue spat on his forehead
"H clp ! I am shot1!"
·
where Andy's fist had been planted. And the soreiiess of that
There was the hurried tramp of feet. the chatter of voices, the
spot extended to his inner feelings.
banging of the door of the school house. the sou:1d of a sa~h
Yet Tiffany was inyinc:blc w~en it came to carrying out a
thrust down. and various other 11oises, all of which came from
purpose on which he had set 011t. He was not one to yield a
various different directions.
point unless absolutely forced to do so.
Fenw ick stood upon a de~k. with his head' on a leYe) w!th the
Fenwick stood and listened for a moment. Then he groped
window through which he had intended to escape, but with 110
his ·way to the closet where the articles he sot!gh t fiad been left.
clear idea of what had occur red· or what was occurring.
He would have been glad to have struck a light, but he dared
But. as he stood there hesitaJ.ing what to do, he heard the voice
not do so. l£ he were to ~et the articles which belopged to him
of Theron Crane cry out:
and get out of the schoolhouse unobserved, he would be doing
"That tdls the story-1he. youn:s wretch was in th e building
well , and he did not care to run any extra ri sk..
all the time, just as I s<tid, and it was he that' fir ed the shot!
He found the closet, and put on the coat. and then groped for
Quick, everv one of you-watch !he 'windows, guard the door-the umbrella. Then he mad<:' his way gropingly toward the winand you. Mr. Dudley. take the fellow, if you C"-n lay hands on
dow by which he had entered.
him I I told you all the tim e th3t he was a desperate ch:iracter. As he did so, be was sure that he heard a movement within
that he was ~ runaw ay fro n a reformatory prison-and now the
the schoolhou se.
·worst that I told you has been proven true."
He paused and listened, his heart beatin°· loud and fast.
Like bolts of fire did these words seem to fall upon the <:ars
There were rats in the building. T hey had been disturbed by
of Jud Fenwick.
the moving of it, and several times he. had heard them scamper. There was a \'vindow open in £ro1it of him , yet for a moment
ing about in the. loft overhead. But this sound was not like that
he Ind not the power to spring out .th1'ough it. He heard the
made bv rats.
hurried tramp of feet, and he rea li z ~d that there were ·more men
H'e was sure he heard footsteps tiptoeing across the floor. He · guardini;: the r.choolhouse th;m he had at first supposed.
strained his eyes in the darkne~ s to catch sight of the human
It fla hed across hi m that it was probably a crowd ·of Sanford
fo rm which he was so certain was in the building with himself.
fellows, who had vohmtecred their assistance to either Mr. Crane
.. Jn vain. It was pitchy dark oats'de-so dark, indeed, that he or Mr. Tiffany, to make sure of the capture of he young schoolcould scarcely see th<: windows. Within, the density of the gloom
master.
·
. was impenetrable.
H he whe to escape under such circumstances •as these, there
Fenwick had made noise eno11gh in what he had been doing
was. indeed. a fearfu l gan!let to be run. · Should he try to escape
to betray hi s presence to the other occupant, if lhe latter had
at·all? Wonld it net be better to give himself uo?
been in a posi{iou to listen.
· Then what Crane had saiii of the mysteribus shot. the re'lli zaThercfo.rc, the other must have been aware of Fenwick's prestion that Tiffany was 1he victim, and that evidence would all
ence, and probably knew his identity, also.
.
point with circumstantial certainty to him as being the culprit.
Was it sorne one in the service of Tiffany? Had the detective
lilk<l him with a sense of· di smay.
proceeded to such measures a.s that to be sure of the .youth?
·"I am innocen t, yet I believe that if Tiffany 'shpuld die, Theron
. Crarie w9uld . bring evidence enough <i;gainst me to cany me to
If did' not seem to the mind of Fenwick as if Tiffany would be . the ~allb_ws I I have not a smgle witness to t help me-I ha_ve
.. ~apablcr of such treachery. as this. The man migh~ be.selfish and. noth:ng but my own word, and .th;i.t- is- opposed fo evc.ry other cirpei·s1slent, but there must, aft.er all, be some good m him.
cumstance I"
"No," (bought Fenwick, ..it can be no one in the service of
In the excited st.ate of hi~ brain, the natural con·dition~ were
Mr. Tiffany. Who el'se. then, unless it be an emiosary of Theron
somewhat exaggerated. Yet they were certainly black enough.
· Crane-or, \vor. e yet, Theron Crane himself!"
and it was no wonder that his first impulse wa,s to seek safety
J ust then there came a sound at the O\Jter door. The knob · in flight.
·
turned, th e door was opened, and Fenwick heard footsteps in the ' He hesitated 110 longe r. Raisini;t himself to the window-si ll,
entryway outside.
and making sure th at there wa,s nobody exactly underneath it,
he leaped forth, striking upon his feet.
A.t the s:i.me time he heard another voice,. which, at )ea.st, dispelled a part of the th eory whic~ he had formed concernmg the
The loud thump of his contact with the earth was plainly
other person ii1 the building'.
·
.
.
heard, and again ~hat. hated voice-the voic~ 9£ Mr, Crane--crie<l
The ,·oice which he heard was that of Theron,. Crane', ;md he
out:
.
..
.
,,
. _
. .
.
seemed to be speaking to ~'fr. Dudley.
"There he is! Down upon him-cut him off-run nim clown"! tell you," he said, in his dry, husky tones, "I think the but look out that he doe sn't serve you as he has served Tiffany l"
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Not a word nor a sound fell from the lips of J ud F enw ick.
But, s'training his nervt>s as he had never straiqed them before,
he plun~ed through the darkness, his lithe form speeding away
down the slope and into the road, and away through the motion,
less shadows, with all the swiftness of mingled fear and passion, ..;
and a dozen other impulses marshaled together!
And, as he ran, he heard sh-:>uts and the trarpp of feet in hot
p~~suit.

And in another moment he heard another sound-,-the clatter of
a §alloping horse !
I have got to take to the woods!" he muttered. betwixt his
shut teeth. "A boy's kgs, no matter how good they may be, are
no match for those of a horse I"
CHAPTER

xxn.

CLOSING IN.

Fenwick had 'no time to choose his course of flight. He had
to take the course wh:ch at the mom ~nt prese'nted the clearest
road. That happened to be on the Parksburg side.
Of course, he had no time to form a plan. Ten minutes before his plan Ind been to remain here at Still River and face
thimrs dow9 until expected events turned things in his favor.
All this w~ changed now. Some one had fired a treacherous
shot at Mr. 'tiffany-perhaps the man was killetl. He, Jud .Feuwick, already under suspicion, was charged with the crime.
\Vhen h e had overhea rd the first remark from Theron Crane,
his hea rt had been hot with hatred for the m1n. And in the wild
whirl of consciousness it came to him that this rnenn· of his h'ld
SO C'Onnived as to bring the appearances of guilt more strongly
:igainst him.
"Everyth:ng he may say will be believed. He may tell the
worst things about my past record . and n obdy will dispute them ·
here. Of course. I can't st~y here now. I must do one of two '
things-I must either hide like a hurit ed anin11l, and probablv be
caught at last, or I must give myself up, and let the worst hap- '
pen ns quickly as it may."
These were bitter thmwhts for the youth, since, as the
rea<ler knows. he w1s wholly innocent of any malicious intentions agiin st :Mr. Tiffany.
Had the two met face to face. and th~ detective attempted t0
cl<"tain him. it is prob·1ble th•t he might lnve resi~ted, and. if
:iblc to do so, have- overcome his adversary in a s~uff!e. But Jud
Fenwick did not have it in his heart to do anything worse than
that.
Burying h'mself in a den se thi cket by the roadside, into which .
he had plunged, he crourhed do\\'n, and strove to marshal togeth er all the wits of which he w'lS 11<1turally possessed.
The storm which had been so long brewin[< seemed likely to
be no lcnger {>Ostponed. The r<iin was bednning to fall <1lre1dy. ;md. i,, o • ..,jtPft, 1. 011sty manner, was driven i~ through t~c
trees by a cold. fitful wind.
·
Rut Fenwick was 1mrrnscions of either the rain or the chilliness of the wind. His heart beat hard and hot, while his brain
was almost wild with incoherent thoughts and plans.
''I won't give myself up!" he exclaimed. at last. "I, won't $Urrtndcr myst'lf to Theron Crane, or in t'1e sa me town where he has
hetraYed m . Cnnstable Durlley !'llln't hwc the glory of taking
me. and Mr. Tiffanv-but 11oor Mr. Tiff:i ny I If he only 1:ves.
and T can h;we a chance to prove to him th at l didn't <lo that
treacherous thinf(. then T won't care \,:h?t h?ppens to me."
F en\,•ick rose fmm th f' t hirkPt. ;rnd. " ·ith thf' •harn ~pines of a
thnr1-h11sh nPnPt••f;nN hi~ clo1111•• ?Pd •rr•tchin!:' his face- and
bands. he flung himself out ag~in tow<1r.d the road.
As he did so, he he<trd the murmur of voices. and saw half a
dozen forms coming down the road from the direction of tl)i:
Crockett dwelling.
,
At the s:i.me time he bean! ~e\·eral ~houts. and he kne.,w th:it
they r~me from th<> Jin• of his pursuers, who were ;i,pproaching
{rom the opposite direction.
•
For a sin gle moment he waitrd. and that permittrd him to
scr nrnl rccogni;:e the forms of those who were coming up the
~and. One of them was Andy Crockett.
"l must see him. wh<1te,1er else may h~ppen !" he exclaimed.
:\ndv. "·ith h'< lnn!l' $•ride~. w?s cmisiderahlv in the l<':td. and.
;u he npproached. Fenwick said. in a low yq distinct voice:
"Andy, I am here, right by the big birch. I must sec you, and
<lion':. le.I! ti1cm, or give any :>ign."

Andy came straight on, as if he had heard nothing. At the
moment the pursuers of Fenwick were drawing nearer, and he
!mew I.hat he must not tarry so near the road.
Andy stepped in past the large white birch which Fenwick
had designated, and iu another moment the young schoolmaster's
arm was linked within that of h: s friend, and the two were walking hurriedly away from the road.
Not a word was spoken until they had passed through the
densest part of the thicket, climbed over a fence and penetrated
in to a patch of woods which was comparatively clear of undergrowth.
It was intensely dark there, so when they at last came to a halt
and faced each other, Andy could not see the pallor of Fenwick's
cheeks.
'Tm go:ng to tell you, word for word, wh::it has happen ed,"
were Fenwick's first words. " Pretty socn you'll hear anoth er
side of the story, and you may believe whi ch you choose. But,
as I am alive, it's t~e truth I shall tell you."
"I don't think, J udson, that you would tell me anything else,"
said the boy, for the first time calling the young schoolmaster by
hi s first name.
"Don't be too sure till you have heard the other side of the
story, ·Andy. They will bring a black charge against me, and all
the evidence will see111 to point that way. Yet I am innocent,
and. if I can only have a little time. it may be possibte for me to
prove it. But, as I don't know who is ~uilt;y. it may be that I
shail ha\·e to suffer for the crime of another.'
Then, in hurried. impassionrd accents, the boy told all that had
occur red since the close of school that afternoon.
It is need less to say that Andy Crockett was a breathless listen~r to the tale. Yet, as soon as Fenwick had ceased speaking,
th<' tall youth exclaimed:
" I am going to believe your side of the story, Mr. Fenwick,
and it won't make any diffei:ence how bl11ck a yarn they make out
on th e other side. vVhen it comes to taking the word of two persons like you ·and that Theron Crane, I would believe yours
every time."
Fenwick's hand sou1<ht Aridy's, and the two clasped again in
another silent pledge of friendship.
"Rut don't st~y here w'. th me now," said Fenwick
"But what will you do?"
"T sha 11 run fnr it."
"Dut where will you go?"
''l haven't h,d time to decide yet. I am only determined to
get outsid~ of this town and this State, if I can. I won't be tnkcn
by Const2ble Dudley, and I won't be taken in the presence of
Th ~ro n Crane. I had nther die first!"
"You won't die, and you won't be taken. I'll do what I can for
you-perhaps I can t hrow them off the scent a bit. If I c~n't do
that, I can, at least, let Mr. Crane feel the weight of my fist bct1vixt his eyes. I'm i:rning to tell you something now th~t you
d'dn't know before-that is, that I knocked down Mr. Tiffany
to,day. And I think I did it pretty good. Of course, it was on
your account, and I 'm willing to swing around among the whole
crowd tn'lt's ag~inst you. and let every one of them feel the
weiP"ht of my fists. Confound the man that crowds a boy, I
say I"
·
· ·
Not another word was spoken. Andy Crockett hurried b;ick
to the road, and he took care not to let the others see where he
cmr.c from.
It would certainly he ha7.ardous busine-ss for F enwick to atternpt to Aee by way of the road. The only avenue which promised ~ nythimr like- a clnnce of escape was thi.t which would he
found by striking across the fields and through the woods in a$
st raight a line as he could follow.
Tt aid not matter so much then whether his course should take
him.
1<lig-ht was the first essential; destination must be eptircly ~
secondary cansideration.
·
'
·
His me~ting with Andy had restored to him much of his nat•
tw1l courage. It ct>rtainly was not better for him to surrender,
if that course could be avoided.
·
To the reader it may seem that it would have been bettl'r for
F enwick. if he were r eally inn ocent, to have given himself up,
nnd so allowt>d the facts to have been brought out, so his name
should be cleared from whatever taint might be brought against it.
Yet !t is trne that the stigma of having been arrested and detained temoorarily in a jail · or lockuo is apt to cling to a b0y
through life, nQ matter how innocent he may be. Tilcrcforc, the
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'·

very susp1c1on of a cr im~ must leave a lastini stain behind, an d
dews. Light shone from them, and an nndrawt~ curtain per·
mitted him to look into the cosy git1ing-room.
t hat truth of itself should poi nt a moral. To avcid suspicfou is
the wisest course, wh enever it is possible to do so.
Standinii where he could obtain a good view of the interior,
Fenwick hurried back through the wood5, keeping upon a . he 1>3used for a moment with the vague hope that he might
straight course, to which he was guided by the direction of the • obtain a i:-Jimpse of Edna.
.
wind.
·
At the same time he wondered if she knew of this new
It was now raining quite fast, and he was drenched through.
charge against him, and if she wonld have believed it had she
known.
But he did not mind that.
,
As he stoop thus he was suddenly start]~ by a light footstep.
He had proccedl!fl scarcely a hundred yards, however, when he
found that he was emerging into a clearing.
·
Turning quickly, with his hands clinched for resistance, he
found himself face lo face with Edna V\"eyman.
He had, unfortunat~ ly, struck out upon a side of the road with
.
The girl stepped quickly forward and laid a light hand on his
which he was un fami liar, and he did not even know whose field s
he was crossing.
arm. She drew him towilrd a long, low building. which conThere fore, he was not a little dismayed, a5 he emerged from nected the house with the barn.
"Come quickly," s1'e exclaimed.
among the trees, to behold severai twinkling lights moving hi ther
and thither, held by dark human forms, directly in front of him,
"What is it, Edna? You don't know what yo11 a re doing!
You don"t know why th<"y are chasing me?" Fenwick breathlessl y
and quite close at hand.
ret urned.
'"It looks as if I was surrounded!" he exclaimed, as he paused
"Yes. [ know. But come quick. Andy is hcre, and we are
a moment and stared at the moving li ght~.
Even then he hea rd ~everal shouts, and from the voices of the going to help you."
speakers he was assured that there were among th em bciys from
"Help me--how ?"
the Parksburg as well as the Sanford side of the divid ing town
"Ask no quegtions. but cO'me. Andy will tell . you all about it.
line.
I t will be best for them not to know, so we must be very
'.'So they can come together and agree when it comes to hun ting . ca ut ious. And we must hurry."
"I must hurry, that's a fact, for they're after me like a pack of
a man down," Fenwick excl aimed, bitterly. "It's queer that
·
eve rybody likes to turn out and trample on a fellow when he is .hotmds."
QUt of luck. Yet it is always so."
"But I know you didn't do it," said the girl, tremu lously.
He stepped back am ong the trees, hurriedly revolving in his
"How do you know?"
mLnd a scheme for fl ight.
"Because Andy told me. He kn ows. He said you told him
But what was the use of revolving such a scheme of flight
the whole story, it nd solemnly declared that you were innoc<'nt
when there seem hardly the shadow of ll chance of carryin: it
and didn"t know who did it. I believe you, Mr. Fenwick, and [
into execution?
~hou ld hwe believed you did not do it even if you hadn't
· \Vere he to return to the road, he would surely find em·mie~.
den '.ed h."
· It was clear that his pursuers had aroused the whole neiirhhor"T hank you, Edna, fro m my heart. That makes two good
hood, and that every one had constitu ted himself a special confriends. But I hope you won't ha,•e to t;ike me on trnst a great
stable to aid in the capture of th is guiltless fugitive.
while. I hope to be able soon to prove that your confidence has
"I might as well go ahead as to go back. If I'm caught, I'm not been misplaced."
caught, that 's all there is to it!"
The girl half kd, half drew her companion toward an open
As he half uttered these words, he started forwa rd at a swift,
door. and there the voi ce of Andy Cro~kett r<reeted him.
bold pace, making not the slightest attempt to conce~l himself.
"Are they after you pretty fast, Mr. Fenwick?" the boy
He directerl his steps to ward a poi nt which would carry him
ask~d.
halfway between the two lights, which were at that moment
"They arc coming acr oss the fi elds. It was dark and T irot
nearly motionless.
·
out of their' way, so they were not able to go as fast as T did.
He reached them-passed th em-then frcm his left came the
They will manage to cerner me befo re they ·gct through with it,
shout:
and find some way to track me."
"There he is! Quick, and we can catch him!"
"They ·will catch you if it rnmes to .iust olai n foot rare. ·that's
As the words of alarm were uttered, Fenwick once more broke
snre. If you go by the road th ey will follow you with horses.
into a run.
I h• ve got a horse mvself to chase you with."
Glancing backward, he saw fully half a dozen forms, with
"You got a horst> ?"
swinging lanterns, advanting in full pursu it.
"Yes, ri i:rht here' I've told you about Dandy, the colt I hroke
to the s• ddle ?· Well, I just trotted him out of the harn and
fet che!i him ov~r here. · I told the folks that they needed him to
pursue you wi th."
CHAPTER xxm.
"D ut I don't understand you, Andy."
J U D AND JACK.
"Yeu nerdn't try. You just wait here and T'll kad ouf the
colt. and all. I ask of you is thiit you get on his h~c-k nnd p11t him
F enwick had broken throu gh the lines, a~d, as 11e ran midly
to his mettle. Run him- as hHd as you're a rn:nd to, and if y.ou
down the slope and across the fi eld. he knew th1t the number
kill him it ·won't break my hea rt. But hold on-I don 't ,~·1nt
of his pursuers was .becoming momentarily augmented.
you to think that this ·scheme was all mine. Jt ·was Edna
In a few moments Fenwick ceased to look back at the dancing,
t hat proposed it. or rather she s~id th~t she wi shed she felt she
twinkling lights, each one ef which he knew renresentcd a purhad a right to take out one of her fath er's horse5 for you. Th:it
suer. and. instead. fixed- his gaze upon a station ary light whi)I" he
·
m11 de me think of Dandy."
beheld at a considerable di~tance in front of him at the bottom
FenwiC'k tri ed to utter his thanks, even while he hesitated
of Quite a long, smooth slope.
about accepting 'it. ·
The descent was of such a grade that the youth was able to
But the words· would not come. Jrt another momt>nt the
run like the \Vind. He had no fears in a fair race. unless h r had
horse was led forth fr om the . hed, Andy and Edna V.'~·ym ;m
to pit him self again st something beside a mere human pursuer.
had both p1:essed his ;hand, and the fu gi tive.youth had sprnng into
The li~ht which he was approaching he soon located acthe sad dle.
curately. It 'shone from one of the windows of the Weyman
Dandy was moved down toward the road, and in another
dwelling.
·
insta nt th e voung animal h"d been tmre d into a s11·i ft canter. <tr>d
The 'pnlsations ·of his heart quickened as he approached th e Fenwick
was makin~ an effect i1·e Alg.Jit.....,..a flight which it would
house. Changing his course somewhat, he placed the large barn
be difficult for his foes to match _in speed.
and other buildings between · himself and his pursuers, and he
Strangely enough. he did net see anythin1S of his pursuers or
knew that there he could not be visible to them.
He knew also that if he could not be . seen by them their · hear any sounds of punuit· as he directed hi_s course toward tho
center of the town of P<1rkshurg.
progress would become slower, since otherwise they would not
H~ 'did ·not ride into the town itself. Douhtkss .tlie alarm h~d
kriow that they were keeping upon his track.
,
been carried thith er ere this time, for .the diff~ rcnt •.par.ts of the
' ·. He reached the b;irn, passed .it, and then paused -a moment and
town were connected ' by telrphone, so the officers and citizens
slackened his pace to avoid excessive exhaustion .
As. he approached the house he looked eagerly toward the win- would be on the lookClut for him in all quarters.
0
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Therefore, when he ccme to a narrow country road leading
The threat was uttered by no less a personage than Constab1e
from the main thoroughfare. he unhesitatingly struck into it.
Dudley, !iolding a lantern in one hand and a pistol in the o~her,
and the weapon threatened Fenwick.
·
altho~tgh he .did 11ot ·know ~ hither it would lead him.
The road ~as quite closely lined w ith large trees, and con:;eThe latter had had scarcely time to gently ease his cousin·
down to the ground ·and stand erect again.
·
quently the road was so intensely d a:rk .that F eh wick conld scarcely
see the outlines of his horse's head as he plunged through the
''l am right here, Mr. Dudley, and I have no weapons except
gloom.
my legs, so I don't see why you need to work yourself up into a
As he proceeded the ro~d seemed to 1now narrower, until the
ragu over me!"
over.h110g'ng limbs from fhe t1·ees on the opposite sides almost
"So you hav n't got your gun with you? It is just as well I
formed an arch over !:is head.
gueS$, that you left it behind.''
·
'
The rain ceased. The night wind roared through the fore:<t,
''I ha\·e just as many guns now as I have had at any time.''
ma~i!1g a strartgely dismal sourtd to the car s of the young
"I suppose you·r~ all cocked and primed w ith. a fine kind of a
fugitive. Suddenly the horse h'llted--so suddenly indeed that
yarn to deny the shooting! But it won't go down, young fellowFeml"ick was neariy unseated by the stop.
you ha,·e played high and loose· around here long enough. Even
Fenwick att~nipted to urge the anim'.11 on, but D andy would
Tiffany didn't think you were such a deST)('rate character. What
only rea r and plunge and shy at every word from his rider. At
if I should tell you that you kilkd Mr. Tiffany?"
last Frnwick sprang from th e addle, still keeping his hand upon
"I should say it wa:s a whopper in the first place. I 'h ave
the b ri dle rei11s. Then a voice C'lme to him out of the da rkness.
<l one nothing worse fat Mr. Tiffany yet than to save hitn from
"Don!t rid i: a fellow down, in Heaven's name! I'm bad enough
the meanest kind of a death a few hours ago, as he knows."
off as I am!"
"Have you the face, young man, to look me in the eye and tell
Fenwick was struck by th:\t voice. He recogni zed it beyond
me that you didn't fire tha~ charge of shot at Mr. Tiffany somea doubt, and the next moment he cried out:
thing like two hours ago?"
"Jack Fenwick! Cot1sin Jack, is it yot1 ?"
"I _have the face to say it, and. I do say it most emphatically.
"It is I. Jud. and with a brohn leg. Hitch yoLtr nag, can't you,
'But 1f you want the glory of takmg me, I suppose you have got
;ind help a fellow out of this! I'm do 1 vn and yo u' re up, and it's
the chance now. I shall have to stand trial and bear the disfor t·he chap th at's up to help the one that's down!"
"I'.11 help y911, Jack, of course. :)3ut how does it happ-cn that i.rracc of it, though I am sure of being cleared of the charge in
the end."
you're here?"
·
''Don't ask a11y questi ons now." said the voire 011t of the
Dudley's pistol h;id been thrust out of sigh.t, and now 'bis hand
darkness. · "But give me the help. A broken ll'g isn't the pleasantwas laid on Fenwick's shoulder. ·
·
est th'n11; to lie with in a ditch, I can tell you.'J
' · Thrn for the first time he noticed the form half lying upon
Fenwick quickly tethered Dandy to a ttee. patted him on the
th,. ¢'round at, Fenwick's feet.
neck to rea ssure him and calm th e animal's nerve~. <l''d then
"\l\'ho is this?" he demanded.
p-rooed his way to the spot wh er e Jack Fenwick, as he had callecl
"A yo11ng fellow who is Ottt of luck-P'ot a broken leg somethe invisible unfortunate. was lying.
how. I was just try:ng to give him a lift."
He strnck a match. and by the flash of it he saw !he yout h
"J don't see what we arc going to do with him. But the others
sitting wi th his - back brared aga in st a tree, h is face pile as
arc coming along pretty soo_n. ·a nd _as they have got a buggy I
death and streaked with blood, and the haggard look of pror~r.kon we tan take care of !um all nght. There, I can hear them
lon t'.'ed suff P. r:n ~ upon his face.
"I s1moose I 'm in the "soup anyhow," said the tdlow c;iller! coming now."
The rumble of wheel s became audible at that instant.
Jack. "J guess about all tf:iere seems to he left for me is help
Jack Frnwick. wit h his teeth shut tight to keep back · the
out of phvsical misery. Still . .T ud. if you had a mind to ·do th e
rnoanings of pain whir11 his injury was inflicting upon . him,
square thing and put me e n that horse of yo1m;, and t~ke me
~laiTcc;<l from the face of his cousin to that of the c011stable with
into the wood' a piece, where there's a shanty I know of, perhaps
strange alertness.
they wouldn 't catch me "lfter all.''
. He realiz ed th at, even in their present pinch, Jud Fenwick had
"T ,0oking for you, Jack?"
no intenti on of betraying him. If there was atty possibility of
•·""Why not ? Not that they're hunting ~rery slnrp. but if they
Mving the law less young man, Jud Fenwick would have done so,
happened to n ·1 across me •th ey'd take me, don't yot1 suppose?"
"I suppose they would, if an ofiicer from Buffalo happened ~ vcn at his own cost.
to he among 1hem."
; '.
If there had been a ch1nce of such Sl!Ccess-if the truth were
"And an officer from Buffalo is among th~m, though T reckon
not s11re to come out in th~ end-Jack Fenwick wou ld h:\Vc been
he's a little out of 1ightinft trirt1 -just now. Jrs only a charge of
lcmpte<l to allow his cousin to suffer in his stead. 1B11t~ · \vi-!1
shot in th e lrg, though~I wouldn't have killed him.''
kno\Ying th at Tiffany's injury was not S('rious, it was inevitable
''You -say there's . a hut out liere in the woods where yuu can
tl;at the trial should throw the whole weight of the crime upon
hide?'!
•
·
hts ~houlders.
·
. "Tt's whpre I have b~en bidim~, and ! ·was returning to it!'
Reside~. Jack Fenwick ,w~s not destitute of the sense of grati. "And if I t~ke you there, J <•ck, will you write 1l11d siim a ·paper
tttdr. He was bad enou&h, yet there were good ir:ipulses it} his
ckaring tnl' of th'l.t ·charge which is hanging over nlr b·tck i11 the 'nature.
oty of Buffal~the charge of burning· a block of buildings?"
The approaching wagon was h'liled by Constable' Dudley, and
"~faybe I w:-Il. But just do me the good turn and hrlp me out
two men got out of it. The thiid ·r emained, ' and the ligh.t · of
of my· m'. sery before you demand ·any favors. Do the service and
Dudley's lan tern lit up _the face~ of all' dimly.
fhrn ask for ·the pay."
The one who remai ned in the wagon was Mr. 'tiffany.
Ft>nwick bent over his . cousin, hurriedly ex~mined by sense of
His face was . a little pale, and the fact that there were ·some
touch the broken leg, and then attemJ'.Hed to lift hi111 in his arms.
shot in his leg \Vhkh Jiiaj:l not be!!fl extracted showed that pc had.
But ~t that mom ent from the Eliree-tion opposite to that from
plenty of nerve.
which Fenwick had come, sounded the clatter Of .a horseman. ·
Ja t k Fl'nWick glanced a·t the faces of the three men, and recogAt the same time liirhts fl ashed in their eyes.
nizer! two of them. The scornfuf. curl bf h is lips showed his
"\\'e a re c<im~ht !", Jnd Fenwick ·exc)aimed.
"I am, sure," e.xclaimed 'the other, accompanying the words fcelin~s. ;is he rt1et the ~a7.e o~ the o_ne who had, a light~d_. wh!le
a mor;; hopel.ess express1011 evinced itself as he recogmzcd Tif'Qy a qitter oa;li.
fany.
"Tt's _all up with •me, Jud, and I may ·as well take my ,medicine!" he e.xclnimc:d . .in a low voice.
·
·
CHAPTER XXIV.
At the sam~ time Tiffanv leaned ·"ovcr in the ~ago~;· a~cf'in
CCNCLUSIO,N.
stantly recognized ' the . face· of .the )·oung m~n lying . upc.m the
ground. ·
.
.
_,
.
. The horsem::m, lati"tern · rn hand , ·flu.ng hims<>lf from th~ ~addle
,, "J.\h, this ~i.s hick ,!" the. det~cthre exclaimt'd. . ~
ancl spr:ang toward the two youths w1t.h a .gruff exclamat1on.
N"o
soorfrr
had
these
words
passed
the
lips of Mr. · Tiff~ny
"Surrender, you young ruffian, · or 1'11. give you a lcii;;On in
. than:, ..regardless of -liis-,injured limb, ·he sprang .out of his . bu~~
· sl~ooting whicll Y_? u'll rbm;ml>er l"
' •. -

~>

,_

\
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and limped toward the spot whei:e J ack F enwick ha.If lay and
half sat upon the ground.
'' Here, Dudley, is som ebody th at we wiil need qu ite as much
as we shall the other one-perhaps more."
Jack Fenwick rose up as far as he was able, and thrust on e
hand out toward the constable, saying as h e did so:
"Yes, I am your game, and you won't have to shackle me. A
pair of handcuffs wiU an swer thi s ti me."
"'13ut you will n ee d t he hand cuffs, and shark lcs. t.oo, for the
other one!" exclaimed Theron Crane, who had advanced ca;crly
to the front.
The man shook one skinny finger toward Jud Fenwick as these
words passed his th in lips.
"Just hold a bit!" exclaimed J ack Femvick. "There isn't the
sl ight est occasion for you r putting either bracdets or fetters
on to my Cousin Judson . He wa s in the schoolhouse to-ni g ht
w hen th at shot wa s fired, but it wasn't he that held th e gun. It
was T that did it. Jud didn 't know T wai; there. \.Vhat is more,
t he building that was bu rned in Buffalo last March was set on
fire by myself. Jud h'-\d a bad temper-pretty near as b,._d as
mine-and it is true that he got into a row with a college fellow
and don e him up pretty bad in t he fight. But that score is wiped
out, and I don't think anybody blames Jud for what h;ipp enC'd
half as bad a s he h as blamed himself. I am sayin g all th's. h ere
and now, so that n ('i ther Tiffany nor the constable will feel it
either to be for their glory or honor to take. my cousin into
custody. So don't take J ud. I am a jailbird already, and it is
too bad to brnn d him as one!"
·
Tiffany bent eagerly toward the speake r.
"Do you m ean it, Jack ?" the detect ive asked
"Every word of it, friend Tiffany."
Tiffany had idly let one hand fall on the shou{der of Jhd Fenwick.
"You may go. Judson-and with ;ny congr2t11lations and
friend,hip," the d~tcctive said. with a bland flourish.
"I'm going to stick by you, Jack, and see you through th i~,"
sa id Jud , bendi ng over his cousin. He caught one of the latter's
hands in both h is own . an d pres5ed it warmly, and there was a
su spicious tremor in his tones as he added:
" lf I could save you the b11 r de11 of th e guilt, J ack, without taking it myself, I think I would be wiiling to bea r the punishment I"
At that m oment Theron Crane sprang forward, hi s whole forrr
t rembling with a passion which he could not rC"'Strain.
"Arc you going to Jet t hat fellow go, after all?" he husk ily demanded.
'"You go sl ow, old man," Jack Fenw ick broke in. "You mu~tn't
fo rget th at I hav e your record all bv heart. It was your money
that hired m e to set t he \Valker building afire, and you paid me
j ust two hund n·d and fifty dollars for the job. and another hund red to keep st ill abour it. If you hadn't shown yourself to be a
treacherous old salamander, I might have kept n1y mout h shut.
A s it is, I am in the souo, and you're r:pc for the same pickle.
s o ~o easy wit h your bluffs."
The li ttl e g roup standing there in th e darkness a nd rain could
not have been mor" star tled at that instant had a thm.Jerbolt
descended and burs~ in their midst.
A husky. qui ve ri n~ cry came from Theron Crane. and he mad e
a leap toward Jack F enwick, with one ha 11 d outstretched, as if
he would have clutch ed the youn1,;:.i111m's throat.
But a hand drew h im back. and a fat leg knocked his slim
ones from under him. The hand was T iffany's , and the leg was
Constable Dudley'.;.
At this juncture several other teams drove up. Mr. Tiffany
and Con stable Dudl ey pl aced Jack Fenwick in the easiest c.arriage, and Tiffany rode with him to Parksburg Center, where the
young fell ow was given medical attention and the best of ca re.
Theron Crane was taken tci Parksbu rg Center also, and h e had
the honor of being the fir~t person, with the exception of a couple:
of tramps, to occupy the brand - n ~ w lockup which th e town had
built.
J\lr. Crane was taken back to Buffalo by• Tiffan y the next day.
and he was there held to await the trial of Jack Fenwic.1.; for ineendiarism.
·
That trial was held as soon as the young fellow had sufficiently
·
recovered from his injuri es.
And then, /in the searching c0urt examination. se,·eral points
were brought out which had a direct bearing upon the events of
our story.

The cause of Theron Crane's h-itred of Ju dson was explained.
A lt hough Mr. Crane was not himself related by bl ood to Jud
Fenwick, octh were, neve rtheless, di stantly co nn ~ ct ed with a
wealthy Buffalo citizen who had died w iLhout closely r \!lated
heirs.
A litigat ion over the wealthy man 's esta te followed, and in thi s
F enwick was a rival and oppon ent of r.J r. Crane. To add to the
feel' ng engendered by this rivalry, Crane had b itte rl y hated Fenwicli: years before, when t he lat ter was one of th e oth er's pupils.
This, of course, made it part.icululy desirable for Mr. Cran.: to
g·et Jul:! F enwick mto the worst possible trouble that could be dev is ~d.

Fenwick's object in coming to th e Still River district had been
t wofold. He w ish ed to earn some money , since he was by no
means certain of obtaining a share of the fortune which he hoped
to inherit. H1• other object was, if possible, to' d isco ver J ack
Fenwi ck, and to induce the latt er to clear him by a written confession of the crime imputed against him.
Jack Fenwi7k made 1 clean confession, and so re1ievc:"d the govermnent of the burden of proving his guilt. This con fess ion not
only involved T heron Crane. but several o1her ind ividuals, 80
that justice reaped qu ite a h1rvest from th::! t r ansaction.
As a result, J ack Fenwick himself received a lighter sentence
than h e would otherwise have d one. As for Mr. Crane, it may be
sai d that he h ad to have a striped suit made especially for him,
si nce the ready-made kind would have poorly fitted his lank
length. .
J t:d Fenwick rema ' ned and taught out the term of th e Still
Rivc:'r school. Not C'\"en a d3y was m issed.
The Affair m:tde of him quite a lion in th e vicin ity. and, when
it wai foun d th~t the routing of the S :m fo rd i1 es, upon the ni~ ht
of heir last attempt to remove the school house, w as due:' to him,
the 'cfeatcd side ~w a llowe d their defeat w;th better grace lh'ln
t hf!.Y wonld have done had the termination been brought apout by
a n&tiYe Parksburi;rer.
Of onr story little mo~e net>d to b e told.
In the li t ir,ation over the rich man's cst1te, Jud Fenwick b:ucly
~ecured a paltry thousand d ollars. T his he expended wholly for
h is own education.
Fom yea rs afte r the eYents which have been the theme of ' thi~
story Fenwick retum~d to Parksbuq:r. whi the r he was called to
become the princip::tl of a new high scl1ool which the enterprising
town had just established.
An d there he was warm ly wekomcd by m ore than a score of
old friends . And it is certain that there w~ s no more ~t~nch
one among them all than Andy Crockett. A ndy felt that he was
too old to attend school himsrlf, so Fen wick took him a~ a pri1 vate pupil, and in the ~P.-d Andy tu n fe d out to be as intell igent a
gentl ema n as he '1"1as ncble in h'eart.
As for the "Crockett flitrht," whom Fenw ick got back among
t hem . h ~ found that two new steps had been added to the lower
et1d of them.
.
Thi s is nnt a love story, yet it is not in"pprnoriPte to MY tha t
t he younz Still R iver ! choolmaster was Edn~ Weyman's first and
rmly hero.
T he friendshio of Edm and Judson ripened most naturally into
a Mr oni?:er anri better affrction-wi th the usual resuit5.
T he :·'bicycle fever" which Jud Fenwick sta rt ed ~ t Still River
four years before ::iffect<'d not only the township of Parkshurg.
but Sanford. as well. And to-d~y, althou,;rh several yc1rs h·wc
passed sinre the attempt to steal a srhoolhouse at Still Ri1•er,
t h l"re is a Fenwick 'Bicycle Brit::ade at Park~burg Cen ter.
P erh aps it was n ot a brilliant career th;i.t opened before the
you ng schoolmaster. Yet he m 'ly well be envi~d by some wh ose
names are famous from one end to the other of our land.
THE END.

Next week's issue, N o. 8. will contain " The Sea \Vanderer ~or.
T he C ruise of the Subm1ri11 e Boat," by Cornelius Shea.
T hi s distinguished author has n ever written a better sto ry th an
thi s ya rn of the adventures of a jolly crowd of young Amcri cam .
w ho sai led . for · Indi a in a wonderful subma r ine boat. Th e storv
is on e that e,n ry on e is su re to like. for it will open your eyes to
a n<'W field o{ adventure that has n eve r u een dcseribC'd befcrc.
The mysteries to be found ben eath the surface of the sea-the
wonders of the island of Borneo-and .p thousand hair-r;iisi 11g
;t<hTn t ures, all go to make up one of the finest stories ever published.
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you will h.a.il BRAVE AND Bo.LD with delight as soon as you see it. It is the kind of a weekly you
have been wishing for. Varietl}' is the spice of life, and B rave and Bold is weM seaspned
w ith it.

S TORIES OF A'DVENTURE. STORIES OF MYSTERY. STORIES OF EXPLO=
RATION IN UNKN OWN LANDS. STORIES OF LIFE JIN GREA T
•
CITIES. STORIES OF WONDERFUL INVEN
TlONS.
Beside s, many more classes of stories than can be enu merated, will be found in thi.s weekly.
Remember this :-Each story :i.s a corker and the best of its kind. No expense has been S>pa:red
in getting the best, and as a consequence, BRAVE. AND BoLD offers the finest collection of st:ories
ever put on the market.
Here are the first four stories. Don't they whet your appetite? When you read them you
will find them even better than you expected :
No. 4 .- T he Buy Balloonists; or, Among W eird P olar
P eople. By Frank Sherida n . You have heard of the reaent
attempts to reach the North Pole by balloon. There are three
boys who g.ot there. The m ysterious race of people dwelling
in the extreme north is an interesting subject, and you will find
much t<> wonder at in this story.

No. 5.- T he S potted S ix ; o r, The 11.ys tery of Calvert
Hathaway. By Fred. Thorpe . A great baboon, powerful as a
lion , and almost as inte Uigent as a man, who tries to burn a boy

in a flaming furn ace. A .thrilling attempt mad e by a boy to
do some detective work against an organized hand of villains.
That smmds pretty good, and it is good.
No. 6.-The Wtng ed Demon ; <>r-, The Gold Kmg of the
Yukon. By W. S. Patten. When you read this story you'll
cry for more by the same author. A story of weird adventure
and exciting experiences in one of the strangest antl most outlandish countries inl'o which man has ever penet rated .

Copies of the Brave aad Bold We-e.kly may be purchased for Fiv e Cents from
•
all Newsdealers~ <>r from

STREET &

SMITH, 238

William

Street, New York.

